M ADE N AMERICA.
I

fyou're looking

for vital signs in American Industry—
you've come to the right place. We're
achieving the highest quality SMT and
conventional electronics manufacturing standards in the world. Just look at
these awards for "Quality." A few
months ago we had 19. Now, it's 21
and counting. So, for those who didn't
think the U.S.A. still had achance ...
"Made In America" is fighting back.
Solectron Corporation. San Jose, CA.

Awards for "Quality" include those from IBM, Apple, Hewlett-Packard, Xerox, Mitsubishi, Conner
Peripherals, Exabyte, Teradata, and many other world business leaders. Solectron's U.S. production
facilities employ over 1600 people. The company includes the largest SMT operations on the West
Coast, with the capability of 60 million component placements/month, and a$20 Million investment
in Surface Mount Technology. Solectron's average annual compound growth rate has been 70% over
the last 11 years, with annual sales ending 8131189 of $125 Million.

SOLECTRON
Solectron Corporation
2001 Fortune Drive
San Jose, CA 95131
408-942-1943
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Computers and Communications

Make your phone aringing success
with NEC photocouplers.

High performance
photocouplers improve
isolation, reduce
component count.

Our application-specific photocouplers are designed to raise the
performance of telephone sets.
We offer six series, each optimized
for aspecific circuit. All help you
reduce component count and
achieve ideal isolation between
'line' and 'control' circuits.
Our AC-input series are designed
for bell-receiving circuits. We have
three high-VcEo series for dial-pulse
generation circuits; and ahighinput-current series for line supervisory circuits.
Package options include leadforming types for surface mount-

ing. They come in
embossed tape carriers.
For higher performance and
higher market share, put acouple
of quality products together: our
Series

'nput

Output

IF (mA)

photocouplers
and your telephone set.
Ring us today for details.
CTR

VCEO

Package

80
40

4-pin DIP/SMD
4-pin SOP

Bell-receiving circuits
PS2505
2705

AC
AC

Transistor
Transistor

2532

DC

2533

DC

263X

DC

Darlington
Transistor
Darlington
Transistor
Darlington
Transistor

80
80

80 to 400
50 to 300

Dial-pulse generation circuits

ao

1500 to 6500

300

4-pin DIP/SMD

80

1500 to 6500

350

4-pin DIP/SMD

80

1000 to 15000

300

6-pin DIP/SMD

80

6-pin DIP/SMD

Line supervisory circuits
262X

DC/AC

Transistor

150

For fast answers, call us at:
USA Tel:1-800-632-3531. TWX:910-379-6985, W. Germany Tel:0211-650302. Telex:8589960. The Netherlands Tel:040-445-845.
Telex:51923. Sweden Tel:08-753-6020. Telex:13839. France Tel:1-3946-9617. Telex:699499. Italy Teli12-6709108. Telex:315355.
UK Tel:0908-691133. Telex826791. Hong Kong Te1:755-9008. Telex:54561. Taiwan Tel:02-719-2377. Telex:22372.
Korea Tel:02-551-0450. Fax:02-551-0451. Singapore Te1:4819881. Telex:39726. Australia Tel:03-267-6355. Telex:38343.
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NEC

Double your income!
Computer repair business
-a $10 billion industry.
If you are presently servicing office machines or any other electronic equipment,
computer repair can double your income.
National research results indicate that computer technicians bill out at double the
hourly rate of office machine technicians.
Tech-Sew can put you into computer repair quickly, economically and efficiently
and with acomplete support program including a proven marketing plan.
We provide:
TRAINING
RECOGNITION
Hands on training: IBM, Compaq, Apple,
Nationally recognized trademarks and
and compatibles at 3 separate levels:
logos give you immediate recognition as
Level 1: 8086-8088 Based Machines
a professional computer repair specialist
DOS System Configuration
by being aTech-Sery Authorized Computer
and upgrades
Repair Center in your market area.
Level 2: 80286/80386 Machines, Letter
DOCUMENTATION
Quality and Laser Printers
We provide manuals, schematics, documen- Level 3: System Networks Configuration,
tation and advanced diagnostic software.
Installation and Repair
NEW HARDWARE
CPU's: IBM, Apple, Compaq, and others.
Printers: Okidata, Epson, HP Lasers and
others at huge discounts.
PARTS & BOARD REPAIR
Single source for parts and board repair.
24-hour express turnaround.

FINANCING
Available for qualified businesses.
OVER 125 DEALERS WORLDWIDE
Find out why more end more electronic
professionals are adding computer repair to
their businesses Of starting their own computer repair businesses.

Call Tech-Sery at (212)967-1865 now.

tech

serum
AUTHORIZED DEALER

SERVICING THE WORLD OF MICROS
01989 Tech-Sery Corp.

253 West 28th Street, New York, NY 10001
CIRCLE 206

Contact-free
soldering and de-soldering
of SMD, DIP and pin grid components and connectors in amatter of seconds with the Leister-Labor "S"
hot-air tool. Electronic control of temperature and air
supply. Over 400 special nozzles available.
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High Speed

ACQUISITION
Trapix PLUS
The Trapix PLUS virtual image processor is
now available with 8-bit and NEW 10-bit 50
MHz digitizers to enable realtime
acquisition of 512, 875, and 1024 line
video signals.

The NEW DataSTORE — a high capacity, high
speed, small footprint video rate disk system — is
now available to store large amounts of acquired
data at realtime transfer rates.

Highly modular architecture allows you to configure
your own Trapix PLUS and DataSTORE systems
O

Analog or digital acquisition to 8192
x8192 x32 bits at up to
200 MBytes/sec

O

Memory capacities from 4 to
256 MBytes

O

100 MHz pipeline processor

O

Single or dual 33 MFlops
pixel processor

O

Integrated streaming 8mm tapes

O

10 to 80 MBytes/sec network

O

CCIR 601 and SMPTE 125 compatible

O

Virtual Image Processing and Virtual
Data Base software

O

VMEbus, Obus, Unibus, and PC/AT
bus interfaces

O

Wide selection of disk storage capacities
from 1.4 GBytes to 90 GBytes

O

Wide range of sustained disk transfer rates
from 4.4 MBytes/sec to 70 MBytes/sec

O

Choice of fixed, removable, or
ruggedized disks

Call or write RCI to discuss your requirements
eaL

¡Ea Recognition Concepts, Inc.
W

i
dir

IMAGING WITH SPEED
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341 Ski Way, P.O. Box 8510, Incline Village, Nevada 89450 (702) 831-0473 FAX (702) 831-8035
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THE END OF AN ERA
w

hat more can be said of the late Robert Noyce, president of Sematech, founder of Intel
Corp., holder of original patents on the integrated circuit, author, statesman, athlete,
husband, father? He was aRenaissance man in amodem age that encourages specialization, not diversification: he excelled at everything he undertook.
But beyond the passing of amultitalented man, the death of Robert Noyce on June 3marks the
end of an era. In the new age that's succeeding it, the once resplendent U. S. technology base and
educational system are increasingly being relegated to second-tier status. The U. S. population is increasingly ignorant of math and science, and few steps are being taken to improve that knowledge. Its technology base—once heavily supported by imaginative administrations that set goals
like reaching the moon in adecade—is being depleted by an indifferent leadership, just as ignorant of math and science as the rest of the population.
A nation is known by the ingenuity of its great minds. But today's educational system, decimated by politicians willing to mortgage the future for military might, seems ill-equipped to supply
them. Think of the waste in human capital this policy has wrought. Think of how many more
Robert Noyces could have been nurtured to their full potential had this nation chosen to value intellectual achievement as much as military machinery.
In aworld preparing for the arrival of the 21th century, the industrial revolution has been won
and we are in the midst of the information age. In such an age, state-of-the-art technology is essential for any nation to maintain worldwide economic competitiveness. But our national leadership
balks at actively taking the next step, waiting instead for the unseen hand of competition to chart
the course of its industry. Robert Noyce leaves anation much
less self-assured, much less willing to mount great enterprise
than the one he entered 62 years ago.
Once an epicenter drawing eager, intelligent individuals who flocked here to seek their fortunes, America
no longer has so strong amagnetic pull. Other nations have centers of excellence that pull talent as
strongly: U. S. companies go to Japan for semiconductor technology, Europe is increasingly becoming the center of telecommunications technology,
and superconductivity is being developed concurrently throughout the world.
East Asia, Europe, the USSR, and Eastern Europe
all have established national goals to engender
high-technology industries. What is the U. S. response? To fail to establish apolicy that engenders
educational excellence and technological development
would be aself-destructive act, the equivalent of failing
to underwrite the development of arail system acentury
ago. It seems incumbent on those who knew Robert
Noyce and admired what he stood for to redouble
their efforts to change the course of this nation,
to alert its leadership to their shortsighted vision of the future. And if this effort is not
enough, then perhaps it is time to replace
that leadership with one of greater
imagination and vision. LI
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EDITOR
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PREMIER PCB
World class UNIX productivity.
‘round the world, productivity is
the driving force in PCB CAD design.
World class UNIX productivity
for technical workstations is exactly
what you get with PREMIER PCB."
Together with the proven quality
that has made P-CAD the worldwide
leader in PCB design.
PREMIER PCB gives you the
power, flexibility and speed you
need to get your next product to
market faster. And with ahigh-level
user interface and end-to-end
integration that lets you complete
and verify your designs with more
efficiency —in alot less time.

Worldwide networks mean a
mix of platforms, as well as shared
databases and libraries. That's why
P-CAD supports the transfer of database files and libraries between DOS
and UNIX®-based systems. And with
network licensing, PREMIER PCB is
equally productive in workstation or
server environments.
P-CAD enhances your productivity with worldwide training and
support. You'll get fast answers from
our global network of Value-Added
Resellers, as well as our Technical
Support Center and hotline with a
24-hour electronic bulletin board.

Find out how you can boost your
productivity with PREMIER PCB on a
Sun® SPARCstatiori or IBM® RISC
System/6000T
.' Call P-CAD today
for your nearest reseller. We'll
send you aFREE copy of our
new applications booklet,
"PCB CAD Proven
Solutions." Call toll-free:
800-523-5207. (In CA: 800- 628-8748)

P-cad
FROM CADAM, AN IBM COMPANY

Proven Quality For PCB Design

P-CAD is anisteredtradenurk and PREMIER PCB is atrademark of Petwnal CAD-Sysiems,
CADAM is ametered trademet of CADAM INC. IBM is aregistered trademark and RIIC System/6000 is atademark of International Business Machines Cap. Sun is a
registered trademark and SPARCstation is atrademark of Imn Alicrasystemi. Inc. nil% is areesier,dtaadenbrk ot AT&T. P-CAD, 1290 Parkmoor Ave.. San lase, CA 95120. 14081971-1300, FAX 4081279-375/ 0990 Personal CAD Systems. Inc.
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COVER: The great intangible
The electronics industry is preaching the
gospel of customer service, but can it be
converted into sales?

Europe, too, heeds the service call
The big electronics producers say their
well-established programs have an impact
on revenues

54
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Awhole new way of doing business
For chip makers large and small, the key to
improved service is new, more intimate
relationships with their customers
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Where service is ado-or-die proposition
In semiconductor production equipment
today, quality and reliability are necessities
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71
Computers and PBXs: dialing anew destily
Software interfaces that tie phone lines to
data bases are creating big markets

74
Japan Inc. makes room for entrepreneurs
Enterprising upstarts belie the myth of a
monolithic corporate society
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NEWS ROUNDUP

15
News Front
•Sanyo thinks its
amorphous silicon cells
will fly
•AMP lends its muscle to
Mentor's "paperless
documentation" push
•Congress takes on the
Bush administration in
high-tech funds battle

21
Products to Watch
•Hot images make for cool
boards
•HP's workstations
challenge Sun at the
low end
•Seiko's robot is three
times more accurate
•Lundy serves up a"plain
vanilla" Phigs
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European Observer
•Siemens climbs in the
ranks via its Nixdorf
acquisition
•IBM to set up centers for
Czechs and Hungarians
•New president expected
to restore Philips's image

WORLDWIDE NEWS

28
Speech Recognition
Philips and Siemens
concoct amachine that
talks back

31
Software
Windows 3.0 puts new
juice in older PCs—and a
squeeze on Apple
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Parallelism for all? Yes, says
Clive Sinclair

45
Test
Now there's anew job for
HP's 82000 family of IC test
systems
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Compaq Computer Corp.
Compaq dips atoe into a
bigger pond: the
minicomputer/server
market
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Seiko Instruments Inc
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Giken Engineering Corp. 74
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Siemens AG

NCR Corp.
Computer maker NCR
WOOS customers with
"centers of excellence"

Harris Corp.
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Silicon Valley Group Inc. 60

Hewlett-Packard Co.
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IBM Corp. ...27, 47, 50, 71

27

ICL

Customer Service
The new Big Blue, heeding
the complaints, is changing
its haughty ways

Institute for Perception
Research

28

Intermetall GmbH
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Intel Corp.
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Sinclair Research Ltd.
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Solectron Corp.
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Spectrum CVD Inc.
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Teac
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Texas Instruments
Inc.
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Video 7
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VLSI Research Inc.
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ITT Semiconductors
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Measurement
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Yamashina Precision
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LETTER FROM

TOKYO

CONSUMER DISCONTENT, CREDIT BUYING, HIGHER INTEREST RATES ARRIVE

CRACKS IN THE JAPANESE SHELL

BY HOWARD WOLFF

HINGS ARE CHANGING
I in Japan. Of course, change is
glacial and sometimes imperceptible in
this most subtle of cultures, but the
signs are there. Consider these hairline
cracks in the shell:
•Japanese consumers, perceiving adeclining standard of living, are voicing
discontent.
•Younger Japanese are discovering the
delight of the credit card.
•The traditionally high savings rate of
the general population is expected to
drop in the next five years.
•Increasing interest rates coupled with
alabor shortage are changing the business climate.
Japan watchers are keeping an eye
on those factors as possible harbingers
of what's ahead as the century winds
down. And for the competitors seeking
cultural parity, the new attitudes are
important clues.
Discontent is rare in Japanese society, where individuality is discouraged.
One is considered amember of ateam
and is expected to sublimate personal
desires for the good of all. As one middle manager puts it, "No individual Japanese would defy the government—or
the management."
But the report about adeclining living standard from the government's
Economic Planning Agency goes
counter to that philosophy. The agency
links the perception to a feeling that
the economy is turning downward at a
time when Japan is struggling with its
role as aglobal superpower.
Also, the survey was taken "when
worries of the nation's economic outlook were at their peak following huge
losses suffered by the stock and currency markets. This also has played arole
in the drop of the index measuring
consumer confidence," says an official
of the agency.
That's true, but even the powerful
Ministry of International Trade and Industry, mighty MITI, is getting into the
act. It wants the government and corporations to change Japanese society
so that more emphasis is placed on

Events In Japan may foreshadow basic change, but at Panasonic's
exhibition it was strictly big business as usual.

quality of life than on efficiency. mrn
is calling for a dramatic shift that
would see more of the nation's wealth
used to improve people's daily lives.
Some Japanese aren't waiting. One
trend among young professionals that
is alarming their elders is credit-card
use. "They rent two-room apartments,
then fill them with big-screen TVs and
other gadgets bought on credit," says a
30-year-old economist.
That trend, coupled with the growing proportion of older people in the
population, inevitably results in less
money in the bank. That is worrisome
to many in Japan because the high rate
of savings has enabled the nation to
build huge financial resources, amajor
building block in its economic growth.
-The next five years may be fine," says
Makoto Utsumi, avice finance minister,
"but nobody knows what will happen
after that."
At the same time, rising interest rates
are drying up the capital market for
small businesses as money is drawn to
safer, more lucrative investments. For
example, with the yield on 10-year Japanese government bonds at 7.3%, up
from 4.2% at the end of 1988, why
look further for agood investment?
ELECTRONICS eJULY 1990
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Then there's the labor shortage. University graduates are heading for the
big, well-established companies at a
time when each grad receives an average of three job offers. That leaves the
smaller firms, among them those from
the U. S., struggling to staff up.
Nevertheless, it's a mistake to assume that the Japanese juggernaut is
slowing. The big companies whose
names have become household words
can still crush competitors with marketing on agrand scale.
For example, the $40 billion Matsushita Electric Industrial Co. recently
took over the spanking new Japan
Convention Center outside Tokyo for a
week to throw an invitation-only party
for itself and about 25,000 of its closest
friends. The format was aslick exhibition, a paean to Matsushita/Panasonic
in which about 600 products and prototypes were arrayed for competitors,
customers, and other interested folk—
some of them flown in from overseas
for the occasion.
The extravaganza cost $5 million,
says a company spokesman. The return? "We expect it to result in $450
million worth of additional business,"
he says. II
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MI/NMI

The Affordable Commercial Centigrid
•Low cost sealed relay
•Functions in harsh environments
•Excellent price/performance ratio

Now look what we've done

microprocessor-controlled header

for you. Just when you thought

struction, the tiny .14 sq. in. foot-

assembly system, for example,

you'd have to settle for less,

print, the low profile and direct

automatically tests the sub-

we've made Centigrid® quality

PC board plug in. But even more

assemblies while they are being

and performance available in an

important, you get the proven

produced. This cuts down on

affordable commercial/industrial

performance of TO-5 technology

human error and assures built-in

version.

in areliable, low power DPDT

reliability.

Don't get us wrong. This is no
cheap imitation. It's the real
McCoy. You get all the advantages

relay with excellent RF characteristics up through UHF.
How did we do it? Automa-

The Commercial Centigrid. It
gives you the benefit of atruly
excellent price/performance ratio.

you've learned to expect from the

tion, mainly. We designed and

Call or write today for complete

Centigrid. You get asealed relay

built our own unique production

information.

that locks out harsh environments.

equipment which ensures quality

You get the rugged uniframe con-

while speeding production. Our

/!'TELEDYNE RELAYS
Innovations In Switching Technology

Teledyne Relays, 12525 Daphne Ave., Hawthorne, California 90250 •(213) 777-0077/European Headquarters: W. Germany: Abraham Lincoln
Strasse 38-42, 6200 Wiesbaden/Belgium: 181 Chaussee de la Hulpe, 1170 Brussels/U.K.: The Harlequin Centre, Southall Lane, Southall, Middlesex,
UB2 5NH/ Japan: Taikoh No. 3Building, 2-10-7 Shibuya, Shibuya-Ku, Tokyo 150/France: 85-87 Rue Anatole-France, 92300 Levallois-Perret.
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Did you hear about
the optical attenuator
that fell from the sky?
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It hit the ground running.
"Roger, Falcon 20, you're cleared for
landing. Braking action advisory.
Ice on the runway" The veteran
pilot of the cargo plane had landed
at Link Field before, but the tower's
report was acold reminder that the
airstrip ended in a75-foot cliff
On touchdown, the jet skidded out
of control. Within seconds, it shot
off the cliff like aski jumper and
tumbled down the steep embankment, cargo flying in all directions.
Minutes later, rescue teams were
helping the pilot and co-pilot from
the wreckage. The pungent smell
of jet fuel filled the ail; so crews
sprayed fire-retardant foam on
everything. Including an HP optical
attenuator which was on its way
to acustomer.
Two days later, our customer
received the instrument. Fbstering
little hope, their engineers ran mutine tests anyway. The optical attenuator not only survived, it passed
all specifications.
Stories like this underscore why
engineering managers give HP the
highest rating for reliability. And
we're always improving. Our Total
Quality Control program has
increased the quality of our products ten-fold over the last 10 years.
So, when design and manufacturing
productivity are at stake, rely on HP
Because you never know when
you'll have to hit the ground running

There is abetter way.
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Tiny Glitches
Lead to
Giant Wobbles
We take it for granted that the Earth rotates
stably on its axis and that the stars are fixed in
the sky above us.
Yet, Hipparchus discovered more than two
millennia ago that there were very
slight discrepancies in the measured positions of stars over the
years. Compelled to look further,
he found the difference to be
greater than what could be attributed to error and analyzed it.
Hipparchus
Hipparchus realized that the position
of the stars was actually shifting at aconstant
rate, year after year This was later shown to be
caused by the Earth slowly wobbling like atop
as it turned on its axis.
Stabilizing Today's Communications
The slightest deviations can be extremely
important. In high-speed communications, tiny
errors can garble the whole message.
Anritsu specializes in the highest levels of
measuring accuracy for all types of communications. Anritsu supplies reliable test equipment for sophisticated R&D, as well as daily
maintenance, in wire, radio and optical communications systems.
Advancing on the leading edge of these
technologies, Anritsu provides practical answers for any testing need.
Continue the
tradition of pioneer••,••
ing with Anritsu.
MP1608A 5GHz Pulse Pattern Generator

Anritsu
ANRITSU CORPORATION
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10-27, Minamiazabu 5-chome, Minato-ku, Tokyo 106, Japan
Phone: Tokyo 03-446-1111, Telex: 0-242-2353 ANRITU J

Competitive Advantage
Matrox has redefined high-end price/performance for imaging in the 1990s.
The IMAGE Series board set provides optimized hardware resources and
complete software support to meet your most demanding applications.
Based on 12 custom gate arrays and a120M byte/sec IMAGE expansion bus,
the IMAGE Series' unique architecture delivers high performance imaging and
graphics and processes images in real—time.
No matter how complex the application, IMAGE Series gives you acompetitive
edge with aspectacular combination of speed, flexibility and price.
•640 x480 or 1280 x1024 resolution

•1000 MIPS pipelined processor

•36 bit planes
•X-Windows support

•TMS 34020 GSP

•Available on the AT, EISA and VMEbus

•Acquisition modules
•IMAGE software library

Al-IMAGE 4/790

Displaying the
images

of the

pat tent

Processing the
Images

boith

different
algor 'three
NORPHOLOGICAL GRAD !ENT
tforPhologicel
Opening of sl.o
1

Pseudo colorir.

SOBEL COMPASS GRAD IENT

Call for acomprehensive information package:

1-800-361-4903
In Conde 15141 685-2630. Metros is atrademark ot Metros Electronic Systems Ltd.
AT is atrademark of International Business Machines Corporation.
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MICROTECHNOLOGY

NEWS
SANYO THINKS ITS CELLS WILL FLY
W

hen a company is
sinking more than
$13 million ayear into solar
cell R&D, and has come up
with away to make arrays
of amorphous silicon cells
extremely flexible, it wants
to demonstrate the commercial value of its work. In
the case of Sanyo Corp., the
opportunity is coming with
the flight of an ultralight,
solar-powered aircraft from
San Diego, Calif., to Kitty
Hawk, N. C.-2,000 miles
in all. The trip is expected
to take seven days.
The horizontal surfaces
of the plane, called SunSeeker, will be covered
with arrays of Sanyo's
Amorton amorphous cells.
Energy will be stored in
nickel-cadmium batteries
aboard the craft.

Arrayed on the wing of the ultralight aircraft
SunSeeker are the Sanyo amorphous solar cells.

A Sanyo spokesman says
that the project marks the
first time that amorphous
solar cells have been applied to athin, transparent
film. This makes them very

efficient for their weight. In
fact, conversion efficiency
is just 5%, versus 7% for
glass versions, but "conversion of 200 mW per gram
makes it the most efficient

AMP LENDS ITS MUSCLE TO 'PAPERLESS DOCUMENTATION'
AMP Inc.'s decision to deliver 2-d and 3-d graphical
models of its line of connectors on compact-disk readonly memories compatible
with Mentor Graphics Corp.
workstations perches the
Harrisburg, Pa., connector giant squarely at the cutting
edge of its industry. It also
gives Mentor, the Beaverton,
Ore., design-tool vendor, a
headstart in a new market
niche: automating the design
of system-level cabling and
wire harnesses.
But the implications go
even further for Mentor
Graphics. Having a$2.8 billion company like AMP
weigh in on the side of electronic delivery helps validate
the "paperless documentation" strategies announced
earlier this year by Mentor,
Hewlett-Packard, and IBM.
And as CD-ROM drives become more commonplace,

the barriers for other storagehungry technologies, such as
multimedia [Electronics, February 1990, p. 48], inevitably
will drop to the point where
they can become practical
enough for widespread commercial utilization.
AMP's adoption of the
Mentor software also helps

to spotlight one of the major
lingering problems that are
associated with use of CDROM. The lack of an industry
standard for hypertext software means the CD-ROM
connector libraries can be
used efficiently only with
Mentor's Cable Station design tool. El

energy source in the
world," says Yashio Kishi,
general manager of Sanyo's
Functional Materials Development Center in Tokyo.
What's more, he says,
amorphous cells consume
less energy to manufacture,
use less material, can be
used over large areas, and
are flexible enough to be
applied to virtually any
shape surface.
The present conversion
efficiency is sufficient for
commercial use, says Kishi,
but today's cost of materials
is still too high. Nevertheless, commercial use is a
year or two away, says Kishi; the first application
probably will be aportable
power source. The company also envisions Amorton-powered
camping
equipment, auto air-conditioners, and entertainment equipment.
And for the blue-sky future, Kishi points out that if
solar cells were spread over
4% of the earth's area, they
could supply all the power
that the world's population
would need. For those
keeping score, that's the
equivalent of 1.4 X 10"'
kiloliters of oil yearly. 17
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CONGRESS TAKES ON BUSH IN HIGH-TECH FUNDS BATTLE
Battle lines between the
Bush Administration and
Congress on anational agenda for the electronics industry are growing sharper. On
one front, the Commerce Department has reported again
that the U. S. is losing technology ground, but refuses
to waver from its hands-offthe-industry policy. On the
high-definition-TV front, congressional Democrats are in-

troducing legislation that
would create an HDTV strategy commission.
The Commerce Department's report condudes that
Japan could pass the U. S. in
total electronics production
by 1994, but nevertheless
suggests only long-term solutions. These include adopting a permanent researchand-development tax credit,
remolding antitrust policy to
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fit a global economy, and
acting against unfair trade
barriers abroad.
The Democrats' package
earmarks $50 million of the
Pentagon's budget specifically for HDTV, $200 million for
small companies doing hightech research, and $100 million to create a new Commerce Department program
for advanced technologies
such as HDTV. II

Why do you think
they come with
racing stripes?
an
- entlérben, âait your engines.
Because our new 80 and 40 Mb Caviare
family of intelligent drives is going to give you
the kind of system speed you've always wanted.
As you can see on the chart, no one can
match our data throughput.
Data Transfer in Kilobytes Per Second*
CAVIAR 280 w/CACHE FLOW
COMPETITOR X

814

COMPETITOR Y
COMPETITOR Z

962

773
648
'Cot eTo Sequenbal reads usl

abiK blockstze in a33MHz AT

11.11.1.1111.111111111MOW
What's More, according to our incredibly
conservative attorneys' interpretation of the
benchmark data, the 80 Mb drive benchmarked an average access time of less than 18
milliseconds. And according to our engineers'

interpretat
incredibly conservativ
So what's the secret
a.
performance, low-profile, 1.-1
Megabyte AT compatible intelligent dr
Some say it's our unique CacheFlowN cac
ing feature Anew generation design which. constantly evaluates the way data is being
retrieved from the drive and adapts to the
optimum caching method. So disk seeking
operations and latency delays are minimized.
And throughput is increased.
Others say it's our unique InterArchitecture—the way we design and manufacture all
our own chips, boards and drives to work
together—that accounts for the speed.
Whatever the reason, the result is dramatically enhanced system performance.
So what are you waiting for?
For more information, call us at
1-800-4 INFO WD.
a .

If it were easy, anyone could do it.
WESTERN DIGITAL
SEMICONDUCTORS • STORAGE

• IMAGING • COMMUNICATIONS
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Western Digital, Caviar and CacheFlow' are trademarks of Western Digital Corporation. All other marks herein belong to other companies.
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The world's most up-to-date production
technology delivers leading-edge ULSI circuits

OKI SYSTEM TECHNOLOGIES.

Sub-micron production in full swing, bringing the new age of
4M DRAMs
Oki's Miyagi Plant, benefitting from the latest advances in the company's
system technology, has already reached mass production and shipment of 1Mbit memories and has recently begun quantity production of 4M DRAMs. At
the Miyagi Plant, broad utilization of ultra-fine process technology and stateof-the-art automation combine to assure the high quality of these products.
Oki is already well underway with technological innovation enabling production of 16M-bit memories.
High-level automation with ultra-fine process production
Oki's 0.8µ process technology used in its second-generation 1M-and 4Mbit memories has been integrated into one of the world's most advanced production lines for reliable mass production of over 20,000 6-inch wafers per
month.
In 1988 Oki led the world with the first facility dedicated for production of
sub-micron devices. Today that lead is being extended with the latest advances in
automated manufacturing, such as sophisticated wafer tracking systems for improved
quality and production control monitoring.
From the transportation system, driven by linear motors, to individual production equipment in each process machine group, all are computer controlled.
To assure products of extremely stable quality, automation and every detail of
the production environment are maintained at the world's highest levels.
High performance and packaging flexibility support customers
in awide range of applications
Oki's Advanced System Technologies are dedicated to total customer satisfaction. Acomprehensive service system provides flexibility, quality, cost savings and quick turn-around times.

Oki's Miyagi Plant, featuring world-standard process technology and automation.

Oki Electric Industry Co., Ltd.

Old Semiconductor Group

Electronic Devices Group

785 North Mary Avenue,
Sunnyvale, CA 94086, U.S.A.
Tel:408-720-1900
Fax:408-720-1918
Telex:910-338-0508 OKI SUVL

Overseas Marketing Group
7-5-25 Nishishinjuku, Shinjuku-ku,
Tokyo 160, Japan
•Tel: 3-5386-8100 uFax: 3-5386-8110
is Telex: J27662 OKIDENED
Oki Electric Europe GmbH
Hellersbergstrafle 2,D-4040 Neuss
West Germany
Tel: 2101-15960
Fax: 2101-103539
Telex:8517427 OKI D

Old Electronics (Hong Kong) Ltd.
Suite 18a1-4, Tower 1
China, Hong Kong City, 33 Canton Road.,
TS' KLN, Hong Kong
•Tel: 37362336 mi Fax: 37362395
•Telex: 45999 OKI HK HX

OKI

Oki Electric Industry Co., Ltd.
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Tokyo, Japan
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AMP TBC (Win-Beam Contact)
Connectors steal the show for highdensity, high-pin-count affordability.
Three- and four-row versions deliver
compelling performances in 32 to
540 position roles.
The twin-beam receptacle at

MP and AMP-HDI are trademarks of AMP Incorporated.

the heart of the TBC Connector
represents the very best of AMP
engineering—the greatest economy
of material consistent with design
excellence. It provides two-point contact
(with gold-over-nickel plating), and
the BeCu base assures high normal
forces of 50 grams/contact (end of life
minimum) for solid dependability.
There's more here than economy,
though. Tightly controlled, short pointof-contact geometry allows two levels

of mating for make-first
break-last sequencing of
power and ground pins.
The same design
reduces insertion

Two levels of sequenced mating allow
"hot" connect/disconnect Compliant
pin option for solderless pcb insertion.
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cost reductions''
force, and provides outstancfmg contact wiping
action: .070" on short
pins, and aminimum of .100"

on long. (Coming soon: TBC Plus
Connectors, with six rows of contacts
and three levels of sequencing.)
AMP TBC Connectors are
fully polarized, with closed-entry
design to eliminate stubbing, and they
come in high-temp materials ready
for vapor-phase and IR reflow
soldering.

Ak111/1111:.
Unique twin-beam receptacle delivers outstanding reliability in an
affordable high-density connector
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And TBC receptacle assemblies
intermate with our popular AMP-HDI
pin header assemblies, to give you
immediate daughter card cost-reduction, without redesign.
Call 1-800-522-6752 and ask about
the AMP TBC Connector Series.
AMP Incorporated, Harrisburg, PA
17105-3608.

Interconnecting ideas

Actual output
20 WATTS

MIL-STD-2000
MIL-STD-810C
MIL-S-9010
MIL-STD-461C
MIL-STD-704D
NAVMAT GUIDELINES

Mil/PacT" high-density military power supplies.
Introducing NDI DC-to-DC converters that meet an unprecedented combination of military design demands. Plus
having the highest power-to-volume ratios of any full-mil
qualified products.
Mil/Pacs come in 20W, 35W and 50W configurations,
with single (5,12,15,24,28V) and dual (±12V; ±15V) outputs.
They handle awide 14V to 31V range of input. And

operate at temperature extremes from —55°C to +100°C.
Mil/Pacs are designed with afield-proven topology that's
been verified by rigorous environmental stress screening.
They're available with MIL-STD-2000, or without. Either way,
the specs are worth reading.
Just write us at 2727 S. La Cienega BI., Los Angeles, CA
90034. Or call (213) 936-8185.

abbott
WHEN RELIABILITY IS IMPERATIVE:"
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WORLDWIDE

NEWS

IBM, HEEDING THE COMPLAINTS,
IS CHANGING ITS HAUGHTY WAYS

THE NEW BIG BLUE
BY LOUISE KENOE

For Big Blue, customer service has
become far more than acorporate sloHERE'S A "NEW" COMPU- gan. Meeting the needs of its customter company in town, and by ers—from individual computer users to
its own proclamation, it's dedicating it- industry groups—has become the cenself to customer service. 'The new IBM
tral tenet of afar-reaching plan to transis customer-driven," declares Jack form the corporation. Ultimately, IBM
Kuehler, president of the $63 billion aims to emerge as a leaner, more recomputer giant. IBM Corp. has begun sponsive company focused on "solution
a metamorphosis, he says. From here selling" and measuring its success in
on in, "IBM's direction will be set by terms of customer satisfaction as well as
the needs of its customers," rather than increased market share and sales.
by the advance of information-processAs part of the new service doctrine,
ing technology.
the company, headquartered in ArThe change in direction comes at a monk, N. Y., will now incorporate
time when anew passion is sweeping third-party hardware and software into
the electronics industry: customer ser- products to create turnkey solutions for
vice. It is changing the way many com- particular clients. And it's heavily inpanies do business (see p. 50).
volved in systems integration [Electron-

STRUCTURAL
EFFICIENCY

PRODUCT
COMPETITIVENESS

BUSINESS
SOLUTIONS

CUSTOMER
PARTNERSHIP

_I

IBM's customer-oriented plan involves the company in the areas of
systems integration, third-party solutions, and facilities management.
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ics, April 1990, p. 85] and in facilities
management, including a unique deal
with Eastman Kodak Co. which has
Big Blue working side by side with
rival Digital Equipment Corp.
The impetus for change is coming
from the top, fueled by the computerindustry slowdown and by customer
grumbling. It all began three years ago,
when chairman John Akers initiated a
broad analysis of IBM's business after it
became apparent that the buoyant
growth of the early 1980s was over. He
drew in more than 100 of the company's major customers.
'They were brutally honest," recalls
Douglas Sweeny, chief corporate strategist and a close aide to Akers. IBM
learned that its customers were far
from satisfied. They complained that
applications software was lacking, that
software development tools were inadequate, that integration of IBM's different computer product lines was difficult, and that systems were hard to
use. Most significantly, IBM found that
corporate computer users were questioning the real value of information
technology in improving productivity.
Faced with this stark evidence, IBM
adopted, in January 1988, anew "market-driven" strategic plan. Shattering
the complacency of senior IBM managers, Akers told them, "We are the biggest, but not the best" in the computer
industry. IBM's first point of attack was
to reduce the bureaucracy: the corporate staff has been cut drastically, from
about 7,000 two years ago to just
1,800. Thousands of former administrators have been moved into the field.
The upshot is that "within the U. S.
marketing organization, more and
more accountability, autonomy, and
authority are moving down to area
managers, and alot of that is passing
right through to the sales branches,"
says Sweeny.
IBM has also created anew "line-ofbusiness" structure with divisions focused on several significant industry
sectors and responsible for building up
applications-software bases and creating what IBM calls "business solutions." "Our objective is to be close to
the customer, to understand his requirements, and to be much more responsive to them in terms of meeting
those requirements," says Marvin

E

Mann, president of the Services Industries Sector, one of five industry-specific groups. And since the dearth of applications software has long been a
customer complaint, IBM is increasingly turning to third parties for solutions.
"We cannot do everything alone,"
Kuehler says.
All these efforts have made an impact
on customers. 'They [IBM] are far less
arrogant than they used to be three or
four years ago," says Carmine Vano, vice
president at Bankers Trust Co., New
York The company is far more responsive as well, he adds. 'They have
slimmed down their bureaucracy," says
Vano, "but they still have along way to
go, they still have too many layers of
management between the customer and
the chairman."
IBM acknowledges that it is only
part of the way home. As the company
embarks upon Round Three of its
transformation plan, it is attempting to
directly renew its focus on the customer, says Sweeny. One way of bringing
the giant corporation closer to the customer is making changes in the sales
and marketing setup. Sales managers

are being given the opportunity to
form close, long-term relationships
with major customers, instead of being
"promoted" to new territories or accounts every couple of years. IBM is
also adjusting its training schemes and
incentives to reward specialist salespeople. 'They have got to be more like
business consultants," says Sweeny.
Service is a top priority for today's
computer buyers, says William Zachmann, president of Canopus Research,
a Duxbury, Mass., consulting firm for
the computer industry. Good service
more and more is becoming avendorselection criterion used by potential
customers, he says. "All of the traditional vendors have pushed that sort of
thing," Zachmann says. "Service has
become abig focus of attention lately,
so vendors are putting more public
emphasis on it"
The game plan has been worked
out. Now Akers is urging IBM executives to "pick up the pace" of change.
"We need to have a greater sense of
urgency," he told them at IBM's annual
strategy meeting this spring. Ei
Additional reporting by Lawrence Curran

MOUSE-TRAK.
THE BEST CURSOR CONTROL IN THE WORLD
2" polished phenolic ball.

Your hand rests on asoft wrist pad
while your fingers operate the trackball,
eliminating arm and wrist movement.

Stainless steel shafts

Models are available in
atwo or three button version.

User definable input keys.

Speed control button for Instant
change in cursor velocity.

Stainless steel ball bearings

•Built For Accuracy And Precision Control.
•Stationary. Eliminating arm and wrist movement. _
•Engineered For Total Compatibility.
•User Definable Keys.
•Speed Control. Instant change in cursor velocity.
•Toggle Mode. Any or all input keys can
be selected for Momentary or Alternate Action.
•Complete with cable, instruction manual,
software and aOne Year Warranty.

mouse-trak
Order aMouse-trak risk free for 30 days.
If not completely satisfied ,return it for acomplete refund!
ITAC Systems, Inc. Call toll free 1-800-533-4822 /FAX (214)4944159
Mouse-trak is manufactured in the U.S.A. by ITAC Systems, Inc. with distributors in the following countries
ENGLAND
SWITZERLAND
SWEDEN
FRANCE
Electrone Ltd.
Datacomp AG
Specma Specialmaskiner
J.O.D. Electronique
Tele. 44 01 429-2433
Tele. 41 01 740 51 40
Tele. 46 (31) 89.16.00
Tele. 33 (1) 30.64.70.80
FAX
44
01
429-3530
FAX 41 01 741 34 23
FAX 46 (31) 45.60.53
FAX 33 (1) 30.64.71.46
WEST GERMANY
The Chameleon Group
Tele. 49 (211) 379 057
FAX 49 (211) 365 499

BELGIUM
Detron N.V.
Tele. 32 (02) 466.94.91
FAX 32 (02) 466.62.75

AUSTRALIA
Hypec Electronics Pty., Ltd.
Tele. 61 (02) 808 3666
FAX 61 (02) 808 3596
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VOICE RECOGNITION

GIVE AND TAKE

AMACHINE
TALKS BACK
RV JOHN GOSCH

MACHINE THAT NOT
only listens to continuous human speech and talks back in complete
sentences, but also enters into a dialogue with the speaker? That's not science fiction but is close to reality—at
least as a demonstration model of a
database inquiry system.
With that development, researchers
at Philips International NV in the Netherlands and Siemens AG in West Germany have fulfilled a promise made
three years ago: to come up with a
system that, at close to real time, responds to a spoken input, asks
counter-questions, and is speaker-adaptive, which means it understands anyone who speaks to it. The result is the
Spicos 2system, successor to Spicos 1
[Electronics, April 30, 1987, p. 39].
Besides combining speech recognition and speech synthesis with a dialogue facility, Spicos 2 works on the
basis of its knowledge of sentence and
word meanings. For example, the system does not corrupt the word
Worcester with incorrect stress and
vowels. It also correctly emphasizes a
word, as in "not this but that."
The system is atruly across-the-border cooperative development effort,
with researchers in three countries participating. Involved are scientists at the
Institute for Perception Research (IPO),
alaboratory shared by the Philips Research Laboratories and the University
of Technology, both in Eindhoven, the
Netherlands.
Also taking part are experts at the
Siemens Corporate R&D Laboratories
in Munich and at Philips research labs
in Hamburg, West Germany, and in
Brussels, Belgium. These companies
have given the system its name—Spicos derives from Siemens Philips ¡PO
Continuous Speech.
"If Spicos 2is compared with developments in this field elsewhere in the
world, the system is in the forefront,

DC/DC CONVERTERS
VICOR PROVIDES THE POWER FOR TELECOM APPLICATIONS

VI-J00
•2.28" x2.4 x0.5"
•25-100 Watts

Family features
•36 Watts/in ,

VI-200

(50 Watts/in -SlimMor oation)

•4.6" x2.4" x0.5"
•50-200 Watts

80-90% Efficiency
•UL, OSA, TÜV 136 to 76 VDC
Wide Inpdt Ranges: 21 to 56 VDC
Outputs: 2-95 VDC
18 to 36 VDC

From remote sites in Alaska and desert sites in Egypt to cenfral offices in Oklahoma, agency approved Viccr converters have
consistently demonstrated the ability to meet rigorous demands (Bellcore or British telecom) at competitive prices.
For immediate delivery of converters or for additional information call VICDR

Component Solutions For Your Power System
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Commor aock traded on NASDAQ under "VIM

today at 1-800-735-6200

Control any
IEEE-488 (HP-IB, GP-IB)
device with our cards, cables,
and software for the PC/AT/3e,
EISA, MicroChannel, and NuBus.

and in certain respects can even be
called unique," says Don Bouwhuis,
achief scientist at Philips and head
of the project's dialogue part at IPO.
"In future research we still must
consider the human factors: does
the system meet the user's wishes."
In addition to that, Spicos calls
for much more work before it will
become a commercial system selling at areasonable price. "A version
that can be integrated into apersonal computer and costing around
$600 could be ready by the mid1990s, provided that low-cost processor chips with acomputing power of 50 million to 100 million instructions/s are available by then,"
says Harald Heige, manager of the
project's 16-person team at Siemens
in Munich.
At present, the Philips and Siemens
researchers are working to complete
Spicos 2—demonstration models could
be ready around midyear,5ge says.
Compared to Spicos 1, the new system
offers abig improvement in functionality. The prime addition is the dialogue
handler, enabling the user to engage in
aconversation about the question that
was asked to clarify his intentions.
In contrast to its predecessor, Spicos
2is no longer speaker-dependent only.
It's speaker-adaptive too. After two defined sentences, each with five to seven words and containing certain vocal
characteristics, are spoken into it, the
system adapts itself to the speaker's
voice and recognizes it reasonably
well. Its voice-recognition capability improves the more the user speaks into

the machine. The system also understands other speakers' voices after atwo-sentence training period.
Guided by alanguage model, Spicos 2recognizes only grammatically
correct sentences. This is unlike
the speech recognition equipment
based purely on acoustic evidence
and easily producing asequence of
words without meaning and logic.
Spicos 2also brings atenfold improvement in system response—
that is, the time it takes to analyze
each word in a query, go through
its files, and come up with an answer. While Spicos 1responded in
about 100 times real time, or 300 s,
for Spicos 2 it's only 10 times real
time, or 30 s. (Real-time response
for most humans is considered to

You get fast hardware and
software support for all the
popular languages. A software
library and time saving utilities
are included that make instrument
control easier than ever before.
Ask about our no risk guarantee.

cate with one another.
For example, if a user discusses Johnson and Mayer with the system and then
asks, "Did he attend meetings on the dialogue system?," Spicos 2 does not know
who is meant by "he." So the system asks
"Whom do you mean by 'he,' Johnson or
Mayer?" The speaker then replies, clarifying his intention.
Thus, the system is capable not only of
dialogue but also of interactive elimination of double meanings. Another feature
is that the user can refer to earlier questions in the dialogue. All this calls for a
large measure of system intelligence, of
which knowledge of grammar and the
meanings of words are only two aspects.
At the present state of development,
Spicos 2consists of three workstations—
one from Texas Instruments Inc. and two
from Sun Microsystems Inc.—using
special Siemens-developed hardware
such as application-specific ICs. In addition to spoken inputs and outputs, it
accepts written inputs and delivers
written outputs.
A question spoken into the machine
first passes through the speech recognition section. It is then sent in coded
form to the dialogue section. Typed
questions enter this section directly. An
answer from the system can either be
displayed on ascreen or given audibly
by a loudspeaker via the speech synthesis section.
Future work will aim at an Englishlanguage version, bringing the system
response to straight real time, and making it truly speaker-adaptive so that the
system can work with anybody's voice
without training. LI
-ee

be about 200 ms plus the time it
takes to utter the words.)
The system's vocabulary size of
1,150 words may seem rather small.
But even so, it allows its language
model to cope with astaggering 1
trillion different five-to-seven-word
questions. The present vocabulary
contains words used mainly in an
engineering office environment. The
current system's working language
is German.
A dialogue in a conventional
speech- recognition system is simply
a question posed by the speaker
and an answer from the machine. It
then stops. Spicos 2, however, in
true dialogue fashion, reacts to
questions in much the same way as
humans do when they communiELECTRONICS •JULY 1990
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Free:
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Capital Equipment Corp.
Burlington, MA. 01803
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OLDER PCs GET ANEW LEASE ON LIFE
AS WINDOWS 3.0 MAKES ITS DEBUT

PLUG -IN

ASQUEEZE ON APPLE

SURFACE MOUNT

RV LAWRENCE CUBRAN
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focused on Apple Computer Inc., Cupertino,
Calif., and its expected
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Microsoft Corp.'s longII
awaited Microsoft Windows graphical environment version 3.0.
Windows 3.0 is softWindows 3.0 gives graphical muscle to a
ware that converts a
potential 30 million older PCs.
garden-variety key
board-character-based personal comPCs perhaps 27 million of them. This
puter into a much more versatile gives those users the option of upgradgraphical machine.
ing with agraphical user interface to a
Introduction of the $149 package by true multitasking system for alot less
the Redmond, Wash., software giant money than they'd have to pay" for a
puts icons for simpler application exe- system with 8 Mbytes of memory to
cution at the disposal of users of alrun the OS/2 operating system with
most 30 million older 286- and 386Presentation Manager.
based personal computers that run the
Willmott adds that Apple will have
MS-DOS operating system, substantially to respond with alower-priced, higherextending their life.
performance computer: "There's no
Until now, many personal computer room for another '$7,500 Macintosh
users have been willing to pay the built around the 68020," he says.
higher price for an Apple Macintosh
Microsoft's target entry-level system
because it's easier to use than lowerfor Windows 3.0 is aPC with 1Mbyte
priced MS-DOS-based IBM Corp. PCs of memory. A PC must have MS-DOS
and their clones. But the immediate version 3.0 to be able to run Windows
availability of Windows 3.0 also neu- 3.0. The software includes anew memtralizes the ease-of-use argument for ory-management scheme that enables
the Macintosh graphical interface vs.
any application program to run faster
the more cumbersome commands rethan under earlier Windows versions,
quired to use MS-DOS machines.
and also overcomes the 640-Kbyte limiFor those more comfortable using a tation of DOS machines.
mouse, Microsoft is also offering 3.0
Windows 3.0 can accommodate any
with its 400 Series Microsoft Mouse as of the more than 700 applications that
a$225 package that should further enrun under earlier versions, and more
hance the appeal of 3.0 in competition than 30 vendors of IBM-compatible
with the Macintosh. A $50 upgrade to PCs have announced they will offer the
version 3.0 is available to users of Mi- package with their computers.
crosoft Windows 1.x, 2.x, Windows/
Version 3.0 also supports broad
286, and Windows/386.
PC networking by including stanTom Willmott, avice president and dardized interface software to decomputer industry analyst at the Aber- vice drivers for awide range of netdeen Group, aBoston market research works, among them Microsoft Netfirm, points out that Windows 3.0 "ex- works and LAN Manager, IBM's LAN
tends the life of a huge number of Server, Novell Inc.'s NetWare, and
installed 286 and 386 workstations and Banyan Systems Inc.'s Vines. El
opbous
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PICO's

Ultra-Miniature

Power Inductors are ideal for
Noise, Spike and Power Filtering Applications in Power
Supplies, DC-DC Converters
and Switching Regulators.
OPL standards available
MIL-T-27/356
• Temperature range —55°C to
+130°C
• All units are magnetically shieided
• All units meet the requirements
of MIL-T-27 (TF5SO4ZZ)
• Minimum possible size
• Split windings
• Inductance values to 20mH with
DC currents to 23 amps
PICO manufactures complete lines cf
Transformers, Inductors, DC-DC Converters
and AC-DC Power Supplies
Delivery—
stock to
one week

PICO

Electronics, Inc•
453 N. MacQuesten Pkwy. Mt. Vernon. N.Y. 10552

Call Toll Free
IN NEW YORK CALL

800-431-1064
914-699.5514

CIRCLE 220

Intelligent
Data
Acquisition

COMPUTERS

THAT'S THE PROMISE OF CLIVE SINCLAIR
AND HIS 'HYPER-RISC' PROCESSOR

PARALLELISM FOR ALL?
BY PETER FLETCHER

ri LIVE

DAP 1200T"

Data Acquisition Processor'
for IBM PC/XT/AT/386
Microstar's DAP' manages the entire
data acquisition and control interface
inside aPC. Onboard intelligence in
the DAP speeds development and
increases performance.
•Onboard intelligence: 80186
coprocessor
•Acquires analog and digital inputs
to 156,000 samples/seconds
•Buffers and processes input data
•More than 100 commands without
programming
•Commands include: Average,
Scale, Peak Detection, Logic,
Integration, Differentiation,
Thermocouple Linearization,
Closed Loop Control (PID), Event
Detection, Auto-Range, Waveform
Generation
•FFT and FIR filtering without
programming
•Custom commands may be written
in C
DAP

2400Th

also includes:

•10 MHz or 16 MHz 80C186
•20 MHz DSP56001 for 10 MIPS
digital signal processing
•Acquires analog and digital inputs
to 235,000 samples/seconds
•Updates analog or digital outputs to
250,000 values/seconds
•Performs 1,024 point complex FFT
in under 10 milliseconds
•Executes FIR filters in less than 200
nanoseconds per tap
Call for FREE Demo Diskette

M

I
C ROSTAR

..,11301TO 1 ES r"

(206) 881-4286
2863 152 Ave. N.E.
Redmond WA 98052
Fax (206) .881-5494

CIRCLE 200

SINCLAIR IS AT IT
again. The indefatigable Sir
Clive now says he is going to "bring
parallel computing within reach of everyone" with a radical processor chip
from Sinclair Research Ltd. of London.
Sir Clive says the design objectives
include processing 200 million instructions per second, and emulation of any
standard processor—including those
from Intel Corp. and Motorola Inc.
"There are single-processor computers and there are parallel arrays,"
he says. "Our new chip is designed
to do both." He classifies it as a
"hyper-RISC" processor. A feature is
"Transputer-like" communications
ports that will allow any number of
the chips to run in parallel.
"It's afull custom chip, not agate
array, with alot of new technology.
It has custom RAM and custom
ROM, and both are far faster than
anything that has been done before," says Sir Clive.
"Its basically a 32-bit chip," he explains. "We have put alot of work into
making fast adders and other processing elements, and especially on-chip
RAM. We designed it to have a3-to-4ns access time. The chip handles its
own memory management," Sir Clive
says, "and has on-chip video drive and
input-output circuits, so it's truly aonechip solution."
Sir Clive says that "various tricks"
allow efficient use of external RAM: "It
accesses external memory in page
mode. That way it can address multiple
banks of memory using just 32 pins
and there is no limit on the amount of
memory it can handle," he states.
The technique also provides very
fast access to program instructions, Sir
Clive says. "We can pull off instructions
very, very fast because they are only 8
bits long and we can queue them on
the chip. Also on the chip we have a
very-high-speed ROM for subroutines
that can store macros." This on-chip
ROM code is what will give its emulation capability, Sir Clive says—the chip
ELECTRONIC •JULY 1990
1321

could be set up to use the same instruction code as industry-standard
CPUs. "We will do with software what
others do with hardware," he asserts.
Other features used to increase
speed, hold power down, and keep
the chip within a 300-by-300-mils die
area include the use of "stacked, balanced logic." The design uses logic
swings of just 100 mV and claims an
equivalent switching speed of 100 ps,
although that is achieved by stacking
multiple instructions in ROM.
"And on top of that we are using
self-timing. It's self-clocking and it runs
at its own speed. When it talks to the
outside world it's clocked, but internally it runs as fast as it can. And that is a
considerable advantage. Normally you
design for the slowest possible gate so
everything else runs alot slower than it
could do."
Key technology for the device is a
1.0-µ,m version of the collector diffusion isolation (CDO low-power bipolar
process developed at the Manchester,
UK, laboratories of Plessey Semiconductors—work that was started by Ferranti Electronic Components Ltd. before its 1987 merger with Plessey.
"We could not make this chip with
CMOS because the charge and discharge times are too high to get the
speed and the power consumption
would be far higher than the bipolar
device," says Sir Clive. "So this really
does have a huge advantage over
CMOS. Plus, of course, there are far
fewer mask layers in the process—
the minimum is five for CDI but of
course there are several metal layers
so its around nine—still very low
compared with modern CMOS, perhaps half the number."
No introduction date has been set
because the chip, now in first silicon,
must go through afew more silicon iterations. However, Sir Clive says he intends to offer the design for licensing
and the device for general sale. What
Sinclair Research intends to use it for is
aclosely guarded secret—but the hints
are that it is a mass-market personal
computer application. El
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'Everyone today k
and digital on the same chip-bud
Thats' product, notpromises."
HOW NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR
IS HELPING YOU MAKE SYSTEM-PERFORMANCE
BREAKTHROUGHS IN THE 1990s.
Graham Baskerville, National
Semicond uctor's Vice President,
Linear Product Development, and
Charlie Carinalli, Vice President, Integrated Systems Group, talk
about the challenges of mixed
analog+ digital technology

Breaking the
ISDN logjam at the
Uinterface.
"This may be the most technically complex integrated-analogand-digital device ever designed.
It's our TP3410 U-interface transceiver for ISDN:'
"It's the missing link that
allows the twisted-pair telephone

network to carry simultaneous
voice and high-speed data across
the subscriber loop to the telco
central officer
"It's all CMOS, for high density
low power, and scalability— it's at
1.2µm, but we're already planning
ashrink to 0.8pm:'
"And we can control that shrink
because we designed the die in
modules, separating the analog and
digital functions. We even gave
them their own power and ground
supply pins to isolate the noisy
rail-to-rail switching of the digital
from the sensitive circuits of
the analog:'
"Over 100K transistors with a
single +5Vsupply, all in a28-pin
DIP that dissipates 300mW. Nobody
else has asolution this advanced'

ACTIVATION
CONTROLLER
FRAMING.
SCRAMBI INC

DIGITAL INTERFACE,
• FORMATTING,
MAINTENANCE
CONTROL

ANALOG
CONTROI

ECHO
CANCELLER.
DECISION
FEEDBACK
EQUALIZER

DOTAL

13-BIT
AJO

çà ANALOG

Setting anew
standard in A-to-D
conversion.
"Our ADC1241 is another
example of our unique strength
in combining complex analog and
digital functions on the same
substrate:'
"It has an analog front end for
data acquisition, but then we've
implemented apowerful self-calibration function in digital. During
each conversion, it performs a
self-correction cycle, reducing nonlinearity errors to less than ±1
/ LSB:'
2
"So we get 12-bit-plus-sign
resolution with an accuracy that's
guaranteed over the full mil temp
range. Nobody else can do this:'

ISDN UInterface

111111
Hard ask
Synchronizer/ENDEC

A/D Contvrter

LINE
DRIVER
AMP

OMIT
PULSE
GEN .
KILTER

ASIC D/A Comerter

Cusumi linear ASICÇ

HYBRID BALANCE
FILTER. RECEIVE
FILTER. AGC

alking about integrating analog
veVet been doing itforyears.

Pushing the limits of
PC integration.
"Here again, in our new Super
I/O chip, PC87310, we've integrated
analog and digital to alevel that's
never been achieved before:'
"Industry-standard floppy-disk
controller and UARTs, aparallel
port, IDE hard-disk address
decode,..:'
"With analog PLLs in the floppy
controller for pulse detection and
data separation:'

"All-digital is easier to build,
but the performance suffers. And
that's not acompromise we're
willing to maker

Meeting our customer
demand for mixed
analog +digital ASICs.
"We call this CLASIC — Custom
Linear ASIC. We use standard-cell
methodology and optimized process technologies to offer highperformance VLSI solutions corn-

bining analog and digital functions:'
"The CLASIC library right now
has more than 500 analog cells and
agood selection of digital building
blocks:'
"But again, it's not just functions, it's processes. We can fab
in the process best suited to your
design — linear bipolar, linear
CMOS, BiCMOSr
"Ilue customer focus'

continued nextpage

MNational
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The challenge of integrating
analog and digital functions
onto the same chip.
"The demand for mixed analog+
digital really is customer-driven. Our
customers need to build systems
with higher performance because
their customers are demanding it.
Because their applications need if.'
"And the way to achieve higher
levels of performance is through
higher levels of integration. Which,
at the chip level, ultimately demands
that analog and digital functions
be pulled together onto the same
substrate
"And this is like trying to merge
two incompatible universes:'
"Digital's goal is smaller, faster,
denser. The world turns on lithography It lives for the shrink'
"Analog, on the other hand, is
concerned with precision, linearity
dynamic range, bandwidth, phase
shift, component matching, microvoltage sensitivity And it simply
can't tolerate the clanging rail-torail switching
noise of
digitar

Meeting the challenge
with world-class products.
"Our U interface is aperfect
example of how difficult this really
is. ISDN is digital, but it has to
operate over the existing telephone
wiring using analog signals. And

there's only one
twisted pair. So your
transmit and receive
signals appear on the
same terminals. You
send 160Kbits/sec
digital pulses at 2.5V
and it has to travel
maybe three or four
miles over the subscriber loop without
repeaters or amplifiers. Over that dis tance, you're getting
up to 40dB attenuation, so it arrives at
about 25 millivolts.
So the problem is,
how do you pick that
signal out of all the
noise and the local
transmit signal, which
is 100 times more powerful?"
"You need low power, so if you
tried to do it just with analog filters,
it would be too complicated and
too sensitive to process variations.
But if you tried all-digital, it would
be too complex to compensate
for the limitations of the
analog front end. So we combined analog filtering and a13bit A-to-D converter onto asingle
chip with dedicated DSP"
"The point is, we did it:'

Meeting the challenge
with world-class analog
and digital designers.
"Building something like the
U-interface transceiver demands
some of the most sophisticated
design techniques in the world:'

"And not only are the individual
analog and digital functions difficult to design, but then you have to
integrate them onto the same chip:'
"So you need world-class
digital designers, world-class analog
designers, and strategic partners
who know how to work together"
"We've got them all. And they've
been working on joint designs for
many years':
"That's how we do it.''

Meeting the challenge
with world-class process
technologies.
"Another problem for chip
designers is that they are limited to
the process technologies available
to them:'

"But, because of our heritage
in both analog and digital, we've
developed probably the broadest
range of process technologies
of any company in the industry
including bipolar, CMOS, and
BiCMOS:'
"We employ a'core-process'
concept. We have six basic core
flows, then we add modules for
specific functions"
"We can take our advanced
M2CMOS core, for example, and
add abipolar module. Or alinear
capacitor module. Or EEPROM. Or
we can do abipolar core with a
CMOS module. Or we can go to
BiCMOS. Or LFAST or LMCMOS or
DMOS or JDMOS:'
"The key is, our designers have
the freedom of selecting the best
combination of processes for every
analog and digital chip. The application drives the process choice.
Not the other way around"

"But already our
ASIC Division has
used our DA4 tools to
introduce significant
new standard cells,
some of which allow
high-voltage outputs
to be combined with
+5V CMOS to 30,000
gate densities:'
"So now, for example, you can put
logic, RAM, ROM, or
EEPROM on the same
chip with D-to-A
converters and highvoltage drivers"
"No one has ever
done this before
"And it's only the
beginning:'

Meeting the
challenge with world-class
design tools.

"The point is, our
customers need
mixed analog+ digital capabilities.
And we can offer that to them
today. We can integrate acomplete

"When you try to put analog
and digital together,
all the existing simuCORE
lators, place-andPROCESSES
route CAD software,
and behavioral
models fall apart"
"So we've developed our own. And
we're working closely
with one of the
world's leading CADtools companies to
create auniversal,
end-to-end design
environment:'

Putting the
pride of National
to work for you.

M2CMOS

BICMOS

CMOS
EPROM

BIPOLAR
(ASPECT)

CMOS
LINEAR
ILMCMOSI
BIPOLAR
LINEAR
(LFAST)

system solution for them. Or we
can work with them at aparticular
phase in their design. We have the
right products, the right processes,
the right tools, the right people.
And we're putting all of it just a
simple phone call away"
1-800-NAT-SEMI, Ext. 30

MNational
Semiconductor

P-)90 National Semiconductor Corporation
PC AT is aregistered trademark of International Business
Machines, Inc. LFAST is aregistered trademark and ASPECt
CLASIC, DA4, LMCMOS, and M2CMOS are trademarks of National
Semiconductor Corporation.
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All Bn doing is applying
technology to solve the worla
human communications."
HOW NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR IS
HELPING YOU MEET THE CHALLENGES OF NEXTGENERATION DATACOM AND "IELECOM SYSTEMS.

100GHz
1GHz
100MHz
10MHz

FD01
ETHERNET

1MHz
100.000

Mike Evans, National Semiconductor's Director of Strategic
Applications, Integrated Systems
Group, talks about applying highPerformance VLSI solutions to
communications problems.

Achieving single-chip
integration for IEEE 802.3
local area networks.
"We're already ageneration
ahead in Ethernet chip design.
We're the LAN market leader and
the de facto standard in the industry And now we've set anew
standard in analog and digital
integration with SONIC, for'SystemsOriented Network Interface
Controller It combines acontroller,
an encoder/decoder, and aphase-

a.

locked loop onto asingle chip that
delivers adata rate of 10Mbits
per second.
"It's the first device that implements all 802.3 network management functions. And the first
capable of embedding the Ethernet
control functions in 32-bit computer systems. High performance,
low power, small footprint':

Setting the pace for
tomorrow's fiber-optic
solutions with FDDI.
"This is aquantum leap from
Ethernet. Fiber Distributed Data
Interface. It's the backbone of nextgeneration LANs. And it delivers
at an incredible 100Mbits per second, and with an incredibly low
bit-error rate. We have afour-chip
set, one in CMOS, three in BiCMOS.
Our BiCMOS gives
us the bipolar

3270 Communications
Processor
Ell)(971(1 Chip

SONIC

10000
1.000
100
10

speed necessary for these data rates,
with the CMOS density for highspeed logic functions. And we're
already adding afifth chip — ahighperformance system interface.
This is the frontier— and we're right
on the edge of

Creating the world's
first analog programmable
CODEC/filter.
"Here's another example of
how we're building on our leadership position. Our COMBO I,
combined coder/decoder and filter,
is already on nearly half of the
non-captive analog linecards in the
world. But the telecom market
needs higher performance and
more flexibility so we've given

he worlds' most advanced
most ancientproblem:

them the COMBO II. Secondgeneration, proven technology
fully qualified, fully characterized,
in production. And it's the only
one in the world that is fully programmable for gain and hybrid
balance and time-slot assignment
and A- or µlaw.

Bringing unprecedented
power and flexibility to
fax designs.
"If you think facsimile is 'old'
technology then you haven't seen

our solution yet. Actually our
range of solutions — you can go
from low-end designs to high-end
designs without rewriting asingle
line of code. Full 32-bit processing
power. Optimizing your fax functions, but also allowing you to utilize
the processor for other functions
when it's not sending or receiving
faxes. So you can do PostScript
calculations, laser printing, network
management. Single chip, single
box, single company"

Putting the pride of
National to work for you.
"You know, communications
affects the whole world. But the first
step in communicating is overcoming our natural reluctance to do
it. If! wanted to talk to communications experts, I'd call National.
That's where it starts:'
1-800-NAT-SEMI, Ext. 60

M National
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ReScript is aregistered trademark of Adobe Systems. BCP is a
registered trademark and ASPECT COMBO, M2CMOS, and
SONIC are trademarks of National Semiconductor Corporation.
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came here because
linear leadership. Istay here
vision of the linear future"
HOW NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR IS HELPING
YOU DESIGN HIGH-PERFORMANCE SOLUTIONS
WITH ADVANCED LINEAR TECHNOLOGIES.
Dennis Monticelli, National
Semiconductor's Design Manager,
Analog Division, talks about pushing the performance limits of
linear-IC design.

Building the world's first
high-speed, high-power
monolithic op amp.
"No one in the world has ever
done this before. Our LM6313
delivers a250V/,is slew rate, yet can
drive a50-ohm load directly with
a20Vswing. Before this, you'd
need aseparate op amp and buffer
or an expensive hybrid. We did it
in one device using aunique
bipolar technology we call 'Vertically
Integrated PNP' or 'VIP.' It's a
junction-isolated complementary
bipolar process. And we were the
first in the industry to do

Setting the standard in
high-resolution CRT design.
"Today's CRT designs have
run out of gas. Only integrated
solutions can deliver high speeds
without bandwidth losses due to
discrete board layouts. So we
created the LM1201 video preamp.
One chip. 16 pins. Replaces 40
components. Put it with our CRT
driver, and you can design a1280x
1024 display with a6ns pixel rate.
Without the EMI. Without the
real estate':

Delivering bipolar
performance in CMOS
op amps.
"Single-supply 5V systems
need optimized op amps. So we
developed aproprietary linearized
CMOS process called LMCMOS.
We get the ukralow input bias cur-

rent and frugal power consumption
of CMOS with the driving power
and input precision of bipolar. Our
new LMC660/662 op amps, for
example, can drive 600-ohm loads
rail-to-rail. With input bias current
of 40femtoamps. Remarkable:'

Making switchingpower-supply design
truly simple.
"Switching regulators are efficient and versatile, but you need a
PhD in Power Conversion to design
one. Not anymore. Our new Simple
Switcher family makes it easy.
Our free design software even gives
you aprinted schematic and a
manufacturers' parts list. And you
get an output voltage that's
guaranteed to be within ±5%

VIP Ampleers

Vational has aheritage of
jecause we also have adear

regardless of line, load, temperature, and external component
tolerances. Simple, right?"

Integrating three
technologies to make power
devices smarter.
"We've actually packed CMOS,
bipolar, and DMOS onto the
same chip in our new LMD18200
H-Bridge. It's rated at 55V at 3A,
and delivers 150W continuous and
300W peak power to the load. All

under the command of CMOS-logiclevel inputs. And since RON of each
FET is just 0.3 ohms, even if you
draw peak current of 6A, that still
leaves 50V for the motor. So it's perfect for printers, plotters, industrial
controls, whatever. Now that's smart'?

Putting the pride of
National to work for you.
"I've spent my entire design
career here at National. We have a
long heritage of linear leadership.

We have aclear vision of the linear
future. And we have some of the
best linear designers in the world,
pardon my modesty If Iwere in
the market for advanced linear, I'd
call National. Period'
1-800-NAT-SEMI, Ext. 20
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"W don'tjust offer
complete ECL solution-yoh
with asingle supplier Us."
HOW NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR IS io
HELPING YOU MEET THE DEMAND FOR VERY !5
HIGH-PERFORMANCE SYSTEM SOLUTIONS.
GHz

ASPECT PROCESS ROADMAP

GHz

=

Bami Bastani, PhD, National
Semiconductor's Vice President of
Technology Development, talks
about the challenges of very highperformance ECL I/0 technology

Delivering on the
performance promise of
high-speed SRAMs.
"Here we have acompletely
self-timed 2Kx9 SRAM with an
access time of 5ns. And it's fully
synchronous — areal advantage in
designing memory arrays for highspeed ECL CPUs, which can run
at up to 200MHz.
"We have an entire family of
high-speed, high-density SRAMs,
up to
256Kbits, with

1Mbit in development.
"They're all fabricated in our
production-proven BiCMOS III
process. It gives us bipolar-ECL
speeds and high drive-currents
with CMOS densities and low
power-drains. It's perfectr

Building the world's
fastest programmable
logic devices.
"We've just set anew PLD
speed record — again. We had it
with our 4ns PAL, and now we've
introduced anew PAL with aworstcase propagation delay of less
than 2ns. It's in bipolar ECL, yet it
dissipates power at TTL levels. So
we could optimize it for a28-pin
PLCC instead of having to use an
expensive ceramic package. It's
10K- and 100K-compatible, and you
can program it with industrystandard programmers. Fast

0

GHz

EQUIVALENT GATE COUNT

Reaching new levels
of speed and density
in ECL ASICs.
"We're one of the few companies in the world offering ECL
standard cells and gate arrays. Our
standard-cell library already contains 175 functional blocks and 25
soft and hard megacells. We offer
up to 100K equivalent gate densities
with embedded SRAM in standard
cells at 0.8gm and 30K gates in gate
arrays at 1.5gm, scalable to 0.8gm.
And we're planning on 0.5:'

Taking the heat out of
standard ECL logic design.
"When you think ECL, you
probably think fast, hot, and hard to
design with. Well, our new FlOOK
300 Series logic could change your
thinking. It consumes nearly 50%
less power than standard 100K
devices, while still operating at
either -4.5V or -5.2V. All without

es e

Programmable
Logic

-zL7

capability we offer a
:an design an entire system

sacrificing ananosecond of speed.
Because they're so much cooler,
we've put them in plastic packages,
yet they're still fully compatible
with 100K and 10K systems. And
they will be qualified over the full
883C military temperature range:'

Employing the most
advanced ECL process
technologies.
"One key to National's strength
in ECL is the range and maturity
of our process technologies. We've

had BiCMOS since 1976. We've
refined it, honed it, shrunk it, pulled
more performance from it. The
same with our ASPECT III bipolar
process. It's at 0.8µm, scalable to
0.5µm. It's four-layer metal with a
polycide local interconnect to form
contactless transistors. So we get
higher packing densities, lower
capacitances, smaller parasitics, and
frs in the 15GHz range. And we're
not even near the limit of the
technology yet:'

Putting the pride of
National to work for you.
"If Iwere adesign engineer
looking for an ECL system solution,
Iwould call National. We have
the products, the processes, the
experience, the support. Why
take chances with someone who
offers less?"
1-800-NAT-SEMI, Ext. 50

National
Semiconductor
C1990 National Semiconductor Corporation
PAI. is aregistered trademark of Advanced Micro Devices.
ASPECT is atrademark of National Semiconductor Corporation.

The pride of National
Our products. Our processes.
Our people. Our professionalism.
All working together to create innovative
high-performance silicon solutions that
build on our heritage in analog
and digital technologies.
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7e) keep pace with our high-performance silicon solutions,
subscribe to National Anthem. It's published regularb,, and its pages are
full of information you can use: new technologies, new products, new applications.
It's available in six languages all around the world. And it's absolutefrfree.
Just call tollfree 1-800-NAT-SEMI, Ext. 40.

1990 National Semiconductor Corporation. National, National Semiconductor, and the National Anthem are registered trademarla of National Semiconductor Corporation.
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IC Memory Cards, the excellent memory expansion.

EPSON

V
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SEIKO EPSON CORP
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_

for laptops and hand-held computers,
printer font cards,
software cards for electronic organizers,
scientific equipment...
Seiko Epson manufactures awide range of IC Memory Cards.
Standard Card Edge Type Cards (with shutter) for 8/16 Bit
interfaces or Custom Cards.

Card Edge Type Cards
Standardproducts

.
shutter-mechanism protects against dust and static electricity

SRAMs

.
robust and shock resistant
.card to connector polarisation prevents insertion errors

OTP ROMs

.
overwrite protection switch (RAM card)

Flash EEPROMs

.
battery replacement (RAM card)

Mask ROMs

40 pins
8Bit interface

50 pins
16 Bit interface

8kB..

1MB

32...256 Kwords

32 kB..

1MB

64...256 Kwords

8kB..

32 MB

EEPROMs

32 kB.. 512 kB
128 kB..

32...256 Kwords

4MB

128 Kwords...2 Mwords

...your card to success.
We are looking for:
Degn-House-Constetants
for P+51C and l*crocomputer-Product

EPSON
Where everything is possible.

EPSON Semiconductor GmbH
D-8000 Munich 50, Riesstr.15,Tel. 089/149703-0, Fax -10 A Subsidiary of SEIKO EPSON Corporation
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PARTNER

Philips Components, Marketing Communications Dept.
Building BA, Eindhoven, The Netherlands.
Telefax: 4-( 31)40 72 28 61

DIP optocouplers provide 7 kV DC isolation
and n MHz bandvvith
Three
new
high-speed optocouplers from Philips Components
withstand 7kV DC (5 kV RMS) between the terminals of their widebodied DIL-8 package. The optocouplers have short propagation
delay times of typically just 0.8 its,

0.4 V, the DC current transfer ratio
is at least 0.19 (CNNV136/4502).
The saturation voltage is low, while
the common-mode transient immunity is a high ±1.0 kV/p.s. The
CNW4502 has no base connection,
thus providing increased ESD protection and high common-mode
rejection.
The optocouplers comply with
VDE 0883, UL 1577 and IEC/BSI
specifications. Samples are available now.

on a 16-bit word takes less than
500 ns. This is between three and
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Video and system controller replaces up to 30
ICs in display systems

These 77L -compatible optocouplers are suited
for demanding applications.

and a high 3 dB bandwidth of 11
MHz. Aimed at consumer and industrial applications, the CNW135,
CNW136 and CNW4502 are ideal
for application in high-reliability
medical and professional equipment.
These Ta-compatible optocouplers have an infra-red emitting
GaAlAs diode optically coupled to
asilicon photodetector. The maximum DC output current is 10 mA,
and the maximum collector-emitter voltage is 20 V. With an input
current of 16 mA, asupply voltage
of 4.5 V, and an output voltage of
PASSIVES

o

By integrating all of the glue logic
needed for 68000-based systems, a
new video and system controller
circuit
from
Philips
replaces
around 30 ICs, allowing for the
construction of colour display systems with aquarter of the number
of components previously required. Featuring a resolution of
768 by 560 pixels, the SCC66470 is
suitable for application in PCs, colour monitors, videotex terminals,
industrial man-machine interfaces,
and CARIN process control systems. The IC also works in CDI (interactive Compact Disc) systems.
The SC66470 is acolour display
controller, system controller and
image manipulator in one IC. It offers acceleration logic and fast
image manipulation; an operation
(including copy, swap, and patch)

LCDs

D

S E

Philips Components

The high level of integration of the Philip
SCC66470 video and system controller SlaSht'S
ststem «SM.

eight times faster than the 68000,
and adding aco-processor for dedicated drawing or image manipulation can increase this speed advantage by afactor of three or five.
The IC offers acceleration logic
and fast image manipulation; an
operation (including copy, swap,
and patch) on a 16-bit word takes
less than 500 ns. This is between
three and eight times faster than
the 68000, and adding aco-processor for dedicated drawing or image
manipulation can increase this
speed advantage by afactor of three
or five.
The chip connects directly to
68000-family ICs or, via extra glue
logic, to other families such as the
8086 and 80186. It reads abit-map
into dynamic RAM, manipulates
the image, serializes the pixels, and
displays them on ascreen at up to
15 MHz. The IC also incorporates
system controller functions (such

ICON') i• (: T ()RS
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as address decode, reset, and timeout signals) for 68000 systems.
The circuit works with 50 or 60
Hz screens, as well as double frequency scan types. It comes in a
120-pin plastic quad flatpack. A
Microcore' board is available for
system evaluation, development
and prototyping.

responsivity, extremely low dark
current, high-stability and long lifetimes.
CIRCLE 803
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Two CMOS DTMF diallers from
Philips Components cost just

DTMF dialler with redial
improves system cost
effectiveness

Advanced planar technology produces InGaAs/
InP PIN photodiodes
Philips Components has introduced arange of PIN photodiodes
using the advanced 90 gm planar
top-entry crystal structure, based
on MOVPE technology These InGaAs/InP diodes, for both 1.3 gm
and 1.55 gm fibre-optic wavelengths, can receive at bit rates up
to 2.4 Gbits/s.
The CPF30 is alarge-area photodiode (350 x 300 pm) for use in
short and medium distance links as
well as in measurement equipment. The CPF31 features asmaller
sensitive area (90 gm diameter)

The CPF.31/21 InGaAsP/InP photodiodes are
also available in receptacles.

and is intended for use in medium
and long distance fibre-optic links.
Both types are packaged in amodified flat window low-profile TO-18
encapsulation.
A
receptaclemounted version of the CPF31
(designated the CPF31/21) is also
available. All types feature superior

COMPONENTS

PHILIPS

The PCD4420 and PCD4421 117711F diallers
incmporate functions for PABX.

US$1.00 each in quantities of
100000, and feature 23-digit redial.
The PCD4420 and PCD4421 diallers meet CEPT distortion specifications without requiring external
components, and offer special features for PABXs. Retaining the RAM
contents right down to 1V, they
work from a supply voltage fthat
can vary between 2.5 and 6V, and
have amere 1.5 gA standby current.
The dialler implements special
PABX features such as flash, access
pause, and disconnect. When dialling from aPABX to the public network, an access pause can be inserted after the first digit. The IC
also works in sets which provide
remote banking facilities, programmed alarm-calls, and so on.
The PCD4420 comes in a16-lead
DIL or SO package, the PCD4421 in
an 18-lead DIL or 20-lead SO package. They draw a maximum of
150 gA during conversation mode,
and 1mA during dialling.

Non-solid aluminium
electrolytics with CECC
approval
Philips Components' 119 series
non-solid aluminium electrolytic
capacitors are now available with
full CECC approval under detailed
specification CECC 30 301-802.
These compact electrolytics are
high-reliability, long-life components intended for use in extreme
ambient temperatures (such as in
military, automotive and telecommunications applications). Specified from —55 to +125 °C, they're
available in the E6-series capacitance values from 1to 4700 p.F, and
with arated voltage range (UR) of
10 to 63 V. Under endurance test
conditions at 125 T.. and with maximum ripple current, the 119 series
capacitors operate for 2000 hours.

These CECC-uppmved 119 series non-solid
electrolytics can he used in extreme ambient
temperature.

CECC inspections are carried
out on large lots instead of small
delivery lots. This means customers can confidently reduce incoming inspection to visual checks
for transit damage. CECC approval
can also be incorporated into shipto-stock programmes.
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PHILIPS

...we had to
make it small.
Every oak starts with atiny acorn. And every
computer or communications system starts with
thousands of component parts.

displays. Ergonomically designed keyboards and
low-noise, high-speed thermal printers for advanced man-machine interface devices. And more.

For over half acentury, Fujitsu has specialized in computers and communications. And
we've grown into the world's third largest computer company and the tenth largest maker of
communications systems.

We've also developed the systems concepts
and experience to see that our computer and
communications components technology is always state-of-the-art.

One reason for our success is the quality
of our component parts. A great many of them
made by Fujitsu.

Whether you're abig oak — or alittle acorn —
we have the specialized components technology
and computer and communications application
experience to help your business grow.

Yours can be, too.

High-density mounting

To find out what our experience in electronic
devices and components for computer and communications systems can do for you, call Fujitsu
today.

technologies

Electronic
components

Electronic devices
Semiconductors

Man-machine interfa technologies

Flat,

,

lay

We've developed the specialized component
and electronic device technology required for advanced computer and communications systems.
Half-pitch connectors and miniature relays for
high density mounting. Large-screen plasma

FUJITSU
FUJITSU MIKROELEKTRONIK GmbH: Lyoner Strafie 44-48. Arabella Center 9. OGJA, D-6000 Fran'dun Niederrad 71, FR. Germany Phone: 069-66320 Telex: 0411963 Fax: 069-6632122
FUJITSU COMPONENT OF AMERICA, INC.: 3330 Scott Blvd., Santa Clara, California 95054-3197, USA Phone: 408-562-1000 Telex: 910-338-0190 Fax: 408-727-0355
FUJITSU MICROELECTRONICS ASIA PTE. LIMITED: *06-04 to 006-07, Plaza By The Park, No. 51 Bras Basah Road, Singapore 0719 Phone: 336-1600 Telex: 55573 Fax: 336-1609
FUJITSU LIMITED (Electronic Components, Electronic Devices International Technical Marketing Div.): Furukawa Sogo Bldg., 6-1, Marunouchi 2-chome, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo 100, Japan
Phone: National (03) 216-3211 International (Intl Prefix) 81-3-216-3211 Telex: 2224361 Fax (03) 215-1961
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Five times awinner

FSBS

Every one
of Rohde& Schwarz's
spectrum analyzers is tops
when it comes to dynamic
range and low noise

FSA

If your work is in the analysis
of spectra, networks and radio
transmissions, Rohde&Schwarz

will put you on the right track

FSAC

ROHDE&SCHWARZ

0-8000 München 80
Postfach 80 14 69
Telex 523 703 (rs d)
Telefax (0 89) 41 29-21 64
Tel. internat. +(49 89)41 29-0
An independent concern, founded in 1933.
5000 employees, represented in 80 countries.
Design and turn-key installation
of systems with software and servicing.
Calibration, training and documentation.
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MEASUREMENT

PHILIPS

FLUKE

Squeeze out board problems.

Flexible solution c
eid- I
Fluke's tune.
\O
troubleshooting o,
With all the flexibb,
production schedult
effective fluke ATES
I
test facilities wherev.
(
itel`
needs them.

,
5

to match your
chedule,
vial tester.
s, our flexible
nomically
eflexibility
6S,

fast,

st

The fastest µP-board
Our testers are the
difficult, dynamic faults
boards. In high-volume m.
quickly Troubleshoot and ri

1, '
WI'

PHILIPS

4311k

ensure successful board testing, with all the
training and application support you need
So squeeze the board problems out of your
production line. Just call your local Philips sales
office for full information.
for (sew animation. call your meal supplier:
Austria (02121601011777 Belgium D1215256692/94 Denmark (31)572222.
Finland

5828371. France (1)4942808D Germany /561150149G

Greet Britain 19731240511 Ireland (51)330333. Italy (039)3635240/8a
Netherlands (13)390112. Norway (2) me Portugal (11583121.
Spain ID 4042700. Sweden (8) woe Switzerland 11148823911
for countries not heed wore re. flaps 18E, r&M Oeponment

y
together
ors, help you

Muldrog

mull

5000 MD bodkven The Nethedands

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY
MADE TO TEST

PHILIPS

Permanent and soft magnetic
materials from KRUPP WIDIA

Magnet
engineering
that means
the right road
ahead.
Magnetic components often have to
do their ¡ob under severe conditions.
Extremes of temperature are lust one
example. Thcnks to decades of
experience and time-tested products
KRUPP WIDIA ensures that these challenges are met safely and reliably.

,1

li

III

11 Will

11111
11

III 11111

The product portfolio covers a broad
spectrum of advanced permanent
and soft magnetic materials and
components. Offering the best of
permanent magnet properties such as
high field strength, minimum magnet
volume and high temperature stability.
KRUPP WIDIAs soft magnetic materials
are outstanding for their high permeability and low losses.

11

KRUPP WIDIA Magnet Engineering
P.O. Box 102161, D-4300 Essen 1
Telephone 02 01/725-0, Telex 85718-12
Telefax 0201/725-3040

KRUPP WIDIA

Magnet Engineering
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82000 LINEre3
GROWS

ANEW JOB
FOR FAMILY
filr JACK SHANDIE

EWLETT-PACKARD
H latest
addition to its

CO.'S
82000
family of IC test systems does more
than just push the performance envelope out to 400 MHz. The model D400
software also moves the family beyond
prototype testing and into production
testing in small-batch applications.
The complexity and speed of the
most recent generation of applicationspecific ICs have stretched the capabilities of HP's current 82000 systems: the
200-MHz model D200 and the 50-MHz
model D50, says the Palo Alto, calif.,
company. In the best of all worlds, IC
test equipment should mn fast enough
to push the device being tested to its
operational limits. Otherwise, problems
associated with high-speed operation—
such as internal capacitances, transmission-line effects, and internal crosstalk—will plague the device after it
goes to beta site. Typically, test equipment has not run this fast, however,
and this has dictated adesign strategy
that uses mathematical models of the
device under test to predict high-speed
behavior from lower-speed test results.
IC prototypes also should be characterized by the test equipment; this requires tests of timing and voltage levels
for each pin independently with alarge
file of test vectors. The D400's testerper-pin architecture allows this with up
to 1megavector behind each of up to
512 input or output pins.
Along with the D400, HP took the
wraps off its new, high-throughput
software that makes the systems suitable for small-batch production applications. Automated test functions embedded in the software enable routine
measurements to be performed without additional programming. This capability leverages the value of the D400
because its high pin counts and vector
rates are not available in automated
test equipment. ATE systems are also
more expensive than the 82000 series
($3,400/channel) because they are
geared to high-volume testing. El

With over 3400 locations
around the world, Best Western
does business where you do.
Wherever you do business, Best Western is sure to
have the right place for your schedule—and the right price
for your budget.
And because every Best Western is an independently
owned and operated business itself, we know what it
takes to make business people come back again and again.
Like clean, comfortable meeting rooms. Efficient
messaging service. An ongoing renovation plan. And one
of the most generous frequent guest programs in the
business.
For an application to our fee-free Gold Crown
Club call 1-800-BEST GUEST.
For reservations in 38 different countries, ask your
travel agent or call us toll-free at 1-800-528-1234.

"Unkss you're selling
swimsuits in Siberia.
Then, you're out in the cold."

Each Best Western
is independenthv
owned and operated.

Tabor Smirnoff
Russian-born Comedian
and Travel Expert
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SCORECARD

HOW WE MASTERED
THE PGA SOCKET.

Product

nthe PGA socket tour,
.028" dia, target
for easy insertion.
hacking up a delicate
PGA package is amajor hazWide fingers form a
funnel you can't miss.
ard. To make the cut, you need
Coined fingers for
a socket contact with a soft,
maximum compliancy
My gentle touch. That's why
6smooth spherical
fie the leading pros prefer
contact points.
our 6-finger"coined"
contact for its greater compliancy. Check the
scorecard to see that Preci-Dip e posted the
lowest score for insertion/extraction
force. Our inviting .028" dia. entry
funnels down to smooth contact
points for easy tap-ins. And to
avoid the handicap of solder
wicking and flux
contamination,

Brand A
Brand B
Brand C
Brand D
Brand E

135
141
158
196
206
273

grams
grams
grams
grams
grams
grams

per
per
per
per
per
per

pal
pin
pin
pin
pin
pin

Contact Type
6Tinge
6finger,
4finger,
4finger,
4finger,
6finger,

notched
stamped
machined
eyelet
stamped

Gang insertion tests made with real life .018" diameter blunt pins.

every Preci-Dip PGA socket is made using precision
machined pins with closed bottoms.
We carry hundreds of standard PGA footprints, from
5x5 to 21x21, with solder tails, wraposts, for surface
mount, or on disposable carriers for very low profile.
Having aproblem with sockets that are subpar? Then
write, or call (516) 922-6000 for our free catalog, plus a
sample you can sink your chips into.

1
7n teed off with broken chips. Rush me acatalog and samp 1:1
-

iœrefaleherwwwwwie.x. -NAME

COMPANY

ADMESS

CONNECTORS
CITY

Remember,
we're also on
the ball for
custom products.

Avg. Insertion/Extraction Force

I
ZIP

ir

STATE

PHONE

to: Mill-Max, 190 Pine Hollow Road
Oyster Bay, NY 11771
EL 7/90
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SIEMENS CLIMBS IN THE RAN KS
1 ts acquisition of West
I Germany's financially
troubled Nixdorf Computer
AG, expected to take effect
later this year, will significantly improve the ranking
of Munich-based Siemens
AG in the world's computer
market. The sum of the two
companies' global 1988
sales, $6 billion, would
rank the combine, SiemensNixdorf Information Systems AG, No. 8worldwide
(following IBM, Fujitsu,
DEC, NEC, Unisys, Hitachi,
and HP), up from Siemens's 13th place.
In Europe, combined
1988 sales of $5.7 billion
would make Siemens-Nixdorf No. 2, up from fourth,
following only IBM. However, with a whopping
$20.3 billion in 1988 EuroIBM Corp. is shouldering
pean sales, IBM leads by a its way into Eastern Europe
wide margin. Now that through the groves of acaWest Germany's cartel of- deme. Using its contacts with
fice and the Commission of the European higher-educathe European Community tion establishment, IBM Euhave approved, the new rope is setting up Computer
combine should be in busi- Competence and Developness by the last quarter. //
ment Centers in Hungary

IBM TO SET UP CENTERS FOR CZECHS AND HUNGARIANS
and Czechoslovakia in partnership with academic institutions in those newly democratic nations.
The centers are part of a
broader IBM Central and
Eastern Europe Academic
Initiative. Assuming it can get
the necessary export li-

censes, IBM will provide the
centers with advanced hardware as well as system and
application software. Training and education for the
centers' staffs will also be
provided.
Once established, the centers will be staffed and operated by the local IBM partner, usually a university.
Each center will offer a
The just-appointed presi- cracy and people, the 57the announcement that profmeans to increase the level
dent and chief executive offi- year-old Timmer turned its for the first quarter of this of information-technology
cer of Philips International around the financially trou- year had tumbled to a pid- skills, prepare materials for
NV, Jan Timmer, may be just bled records-producing affili- dling $3 million on sales of service and support to other
what the doctor ordered. An- ate Polygram in the early $7 billion, compared with users, and provide access to
alysts predict that he will re1980s. Then he transformed
$124 million for the same pe- advanced applications.
store profitability and inves- Philips's Consumer Electronnod in 1989. Van der Içiugt
The centers' staffs will oftor confidence in the Dutch ics Division from aloser into had predicted abetter 1990.
fer their services to less expeelectronics giant, but they the company's biggest profit
Besides currency fluctuarienced users in the universitions on world markets, a ties, agriculture, and induswarn that the remedy may be center.
Timmer's appointment to major factor for the profits try. The centers will also proharsh and painful. The industry watchers are basing their the top post follows the de
debacle was the poor perfor- vide high-level education to
prediction on the perfor- panure of former president mance of the Information students.
mance record Timmer has Cor van der Klugt. The Phil- Systems Division and the
The centers will be linked
had as atroubleshooter and ips supervisory board, in a Components Division. Both through acomputer gateway
cost-conscious manager dur- move that company insiders are said to be operating in in Vienna to existing academing his 38-year career at the consider "very un-Dutch and the red. Timmer is expected ic networks in the West. This
Eindhoven company.
un-Philips," forced him to reto apply the same cost-cut- will provide the opportunity
Known inside Philips as a sign ayear before his official ting methods he used before for the local academic comhardnosed cutter of bureau- retirement. This came after to turn Philips around. //
munity to talk to the West. //

NEW PRESIDENT EXPECTED TO RESTORE PHILIPS'S IMAGE
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With IKOS, your organization can meet
the most amazing deadlines.

IKOS as part of their complete systems
design product line.

That's because IKOS is the high-speed,
hardware-assisted logic and fault simulator
that streamlines your ASIC design process.

And, you'll find IKOS fits easily into your
own design environment.

So you can improve your time to market
dramatically.

Fully Compatible with Your
EDA Environment
IKOS is the ideal simulator for large
designs. That's why leading EDA companies
such as Mentor Graphics now incorporate

Plus, we give you the ability to design
with virtually any ASIC vendor's technologies, because IKOS has the most extensive
certified library support and library development tools of any hardware-assisted
simulation system.
IKOS simulators can be used with VHDL,
logic synthesis, and hardware modeling
tools for concept-to-system simulation.

Greater Accuracy and Faster
Simulation
With IKOS, your designers will achieve
better ASIC design integrity, faster than
you ever thought possible. That's because
the superior accuracy of your IKOS Simulation System ensures confidence that
first silicon performance will match the
simulation results.

Discover how easily IKOS can help you
and your design group meet those impossible deadlines. Ask for more information
and afree demonstration of the IKOS
Simulation System. Call 800/223-3987.
Or write IKOS Systems Inc.,145 N.Wolfe
Road, Sunnyvale, California 94086.

IKOS

And they'll be getting these results in
seconds and minutes instead of hours and
days. Because IKOS delivers the fastest
simulation performance available today.

"SYSTEMS
© Copyright IKOS Systems Inc.. MO
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CUSTOMER SERVICE:
THE GREAT INTANG IDLE

THE ELECTRONICS INDUSTRY IS PREACHING THE SERVICE GOSPEL,
BUT CAN IT BE CONVERTED INTO SALES? BY JIMIELINE IMAM

A

ness—the new creed of customer ser- dent, responsive repair crew, the hallvice. Just as manufacturing was the mark of an earlier definition of service.
passion of the 1970s and quality the This elusiveness is reflected in the diwatchword of the 1980s, so service is verse ways different companies describe
the gospel today.
their service goals. At Motorola it's
From chip maker to system SERVICE Total Customer Satisfaction; at
builder, from large company to niche Texas Instruments Inc., Total Quality
supplier, electronics manufacturers are Control (see p. 54). The folks at IBM
implementing customer service strate- speak in terms of "customer partnergies, sometimes in the form of highly ship," while European executives promstructured, corporate-wide reorganiza- ise "full customer support" and "technitions like the one going on at IBM cal services" (see p. 66).
Corp. (see p. 27). The impetus is comAt some companies, service does a
petitive advantage. As IBM chairman pas de deux with systems integration.
John Akers puts it, "If we can be the At others it means creating aproduct
best at satisfying the needs and wants that's so well built and so well deof customers in those markets we signed the user won't need much in
choose to serve, everything else importhe way of service in the traditional
tant will follow."
sense. Often it means making the cusBut "service" is the great intangible.
tomer an intrinsic part of the design
It's amultifaceted concept that means far process. Just as often, it means more
more than simply marshaling an effi- accountability and better performance
in concrete service areas—
keeping accurate and up-todate shipping and inventory
records, for example—and
speedy delivery of parts once
an order has been placed.
And always it means forging
closer, more intimate relationships with customers.
"I think the electronics industry is becoming aware of
the [service] problem," says
ALL FEATURES, ACTS, AND
venture capitalist William H.
INFORMATION THAT
Davidow, coauthor with Bro
AUGMENT THE
Uttal of Total Customer SerCUSTOMER'S ABILITY
vice: The Ultimate Weapon
TO REALIZE THE
(New York: Harper & Row,
POTENTIAL VALUE OF
ACORE PRODUCT"
1989). "I think they will find
out how incredibly difficult
the problem is to solve when
they try it." Why so difficult?
"It requires that you do everything else right first," DaviA core product—say, asemiconductor—can be augmented to meet or exceed acustomdow says. "It's amuch more
er's expectations by, for example, applications support and customer design input.
difficult problem to solve than

T THE CONVEX COMputer Corp. plant in Richardson, Texas, big gold banners
hang by the hundreds proclaiming, in bold black letters, "What
have you done for the customer today?" Two states away, at SGS-Thomson U. S. in Phoenix, Ariz., employees
at an open house add their signatures
to abillboard naming customer service
as the company's No. 1priority.
And at the many offices of Motorola
Inc. in the U. S. and abroad, every
worker carries a laminated, wallet-size
card saying, in any of 11 languages,
"Our fundamental objective (everyone's overriding responsibility): Total
Customer Satisfaction."
The mottoes and billboards are but
the most visible aspects of amovement
that's sweeping the electronics industry
and changing the way it conducts busi-
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the quality problem." Many see quality address anew opponunity they might disparity between very good and very
assurance as the first step on the road have." Finally, he says, "they also ex- bad service can make a difference in
to service. Quality is relative to tangible pect us to deliver our product to them absolute sales of 6% or more, and
some executives put the stakes even
standards and to absolute measure- at ever increasing speeds."
It's a daunting challenge, but one higher. For example, when Robert W.
ment—defects per million, mean time
that no company can afford to side- Galvin, chairman of the executive combetween failures, and so on—he says.
Customer service, by contrast, can step, in Davidow's view. The perils of mittee at Motorola, launched that combe measured only in terms of what ignoring service, he says, can be seen pany's broad-ranging service program,
customers expect. "You must evaluate among U. S. vendors of semiconductor he estimated that it could boost sales
your performance relative to their ex- production equipment, many of which volumes perhaps as much as 20%.
Conner Peripherals Inc. in San Jose,
pectations, which is fundamentally dif- went bust in the last decade despite
Calif, has earned honors as
ferent than what acompany
the fastest-growing startup
must do to set up quality
company in American hisstandards that are absolute,"
tory by hewing to aservice
says Davidow, who once
A 1% IMPROVEMENT IN SERVICE YIELDS
A
1%
RISE
IN
SALES
UP
TO
33%.
AFTER
philosophy.
Unlike other
held senior marketing jobs
THAT, THE COSTS OF PROVIDING
disk-drive
manufacturers,
at Intel Corp. and HewlettTHE INCREASED SERVICE
OVERWHELM THE
Conner's strategy is a kind
Packard Co.
REVENUE BENEFITS
of partnership with its cusFor example, he says,
tomers, building new prod"take alook at on-time delivucts to suit their particular
ery. There's abig difference
needs. The game is simply
between what a [supplier]
to "identify customer needs
thinks is meeting acustomfaster and satisfy them," says
er's schedule and what the
founder Finis F. Conner.
customer thinks." The same
The proof is in the pudding:
with service nits: "Your polSERVICE
the company zoomed to
icy might be to have aser$705 million in sales in 1989
vice engineer at the site two
SOURCE: SHYCON ASSOCIATES, SURVEY OF CUSTOMER SERVICE REQUIREMENTS OF AMERICAN INDUSTR1"
from $113 million in 1987,
hours after you receive the
its first year of shipping
In one study, every 17, rise in such concrete
service call, 95% of the time.
products. Analysts expect
services as shaving lead time for orders and boosting
That may meet the customon-time deliveries brought a 15; rise in sales.
Conner to pull in more than
er's expectation. It may not."
$1 billion this year.
Understanding expectaBesides the hard-cash impact, asertions, much less satisfying them, is no their often advanced technology (see
easy matter. Expectations are some- p. 60). "In company after company vice philosophy makes more subtle
thing of amoving target, changing all that failed," says Davidow, "every one contributions to revenue as well, says
the time. And expectations are height- of them identified either [inattention author Davidow. First and foremost, it
ened by every service improvement a to] quality or to service as the reason keeps customers in the company fold,
no small matter when all over the eleccompany—or one of its competitors— for their failure."
If neglecting service can bring cata- tronics industry companies are paring
may make, placing the hoop higher
strophic losses, embracing it brings gains their roster of suppliers.
and higher.
Since it costs much more to win a
The ideal is to treat the customer as that show up on the bottom line. In
a partner. But "the problem in such Total Customer Service, Davidow and new customer than it does to service
partnerships is typically miscommuni- Uttal cite astudy by the Strategic Plan- one you already have, Davidow says,
cations of perception," says Daniel ning Institute of Cambridge, Mass., that losing clients and replacing them with
Queyssac, president of SGS-Thomson pinpoints quality and service as the cru- new ones is adrain on acompany's reU. S. "The partners must have com- cial factors in financial performance for sources. Who will make the cut when
plete understanding of what each other 2,600 businesses or business units (free- supplier lists are trimmed? Given equivstanding corporate divisions). "In the alent product quality, it will probably
is capable' of doing."
Simply gaining that understanding is long run," the study found, "the most be the company that offers the most in
"one of our biggest challenges," says important single factor affecting a busi- the way of service.
For some companies, aservice phiBob Becknell, director of sourcing at ness unit's performance is the quality of
Motorola Communications in Schaum- its products and services, relative to losophy has been a way of life for
many years. For others, it's anew conburg, Ill. Then comes the task of "con- those of competitors."
In this study, companies that cus- cept they're just beginning to impletinuing to update that information and
translate it into actions and programs." tomers ranked high in perceived quali- ment. Building an effective service proAnd just what does a customer ty had an average return on investment gram and keeping it on track takes "a
want? "Simply speaking," says Beck- of 32% and an average return on sales momentous effort" that must start with
nell, "they expect a product that will of 14%. By contrast, the return on in- the CEO and permeate the entire orgaperform for them without afailure; and vestment for outfits in the lowest per- nization, Davidow says. Momentous or
that should anything out of the ordi- ceived-quality grouping was 17%, and not, at this juncture in the history of
nary occur, we will respond very the average return on sales 7%.
the electronics industry, it's the only
quickly to solve the problem, or to
Another study has found that the game in town. 0

SERVICE MAKES SALES
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"Think of what we could do with 33% more gates."
"And think how much board space the
increased density would save us."
"Without sacrificing speed. It's still under 400 picosecond gate delay"
"I wonder howfast we can get our hands
on one."
"Howfast can you dial that phone?"
The new TC140G Series packs 172,000 gates on asingle chip.
Yet the delay time is under 400 picoseconds-about 5% better than
our own industry-leading TC120G Series. And the die is smaller too.
Even though the maximum gate count is 33% higher.
Chalk up one more success to our 1.0 micron CMOS technology
And to our proven Sea of Gates non-channeled architecture.
The TC140G Series is upwardly compatible from the It120G.
It is supported by acompatible library of over 500 cells. Plus
compatible CAD tools like our
TOSHIBA
THE POWER IN GATE ARRAYS
VLC,AD System.
ICI 20G
TCI40G
SERIES
2300 to
37.932
to
The combination of high density GATES
172,000
129,042
LOP
1.0p
GATE LENGTH
and high speed make the TC140G
GATE SPEED
0.4ns
0.4ns
Series especially well-suited to high PART NUMBERS
14
5
NOW
NOW
AVAILABILITY
performance applications. ApplicaAll Si-gate double layer metal.
tions like mainframe CPUs,
minicomputers and telecommunications switching
But even if you don't need all those gates, you can still benefit from
the TC140G's high performance. The Series is available in 14 master
array sizes ranging from 2000 gates on up to 172,000. One is sure to
be right for your ASIC application.
Now there are five lbshiba design centers around the United States
to help you. For technical literature call 1-800-888-0848 ext. 517
today Service is' our key component.

In Touch with Tomorrow

TOSHIBA
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IT'S AWHOLE NEW WAY
OF DOING BUSINESS

FOR CHIP MAKERS LARGE AND SMALL, SERVICE MEANS NEW,
MORE INTIMATE RELATIONSHIPS WITH CUSTOMERS BY SAMUEL WEBER
OME CALL IT "TOTAL Gulf. "When Ifirst got into this busi- ever, was more than simply economCustomer Satisfaction." Some ness," he says, "you could make money
ics. It began in 1979 when Richard Ancall it 'Total Quality Control." if you just got afew chips to work out
derson, a vice president of Hewlettmum Others call it simply "Customer of your wafer fib. It was very much a
Packard Co., pointed out in acontroService." But whatever it's called, seller's market, and the customer
versial speech that Japanese
there's anew religion in the semicon- was really treated with some dis- SERVICE
memories were of significantly
ductor industry that promises deliver- dain. Then about 10 years ago we starthigher quality than those being supance to the customer and sanctification ed to take turns—first abuyer's market, plied by U. S. vendors. It was the first
to the vendor.
then a seller's market, then a buyer's time that acustomer's voice had been
Across the vendor spectrum, from gi- market again—and your Marketing crew
publicly raised on this issue, and deant broad-based suppliers like Motorola, would act accordingly. But since the
spite denials from the chip industry, it
Texas Instruments, and SGS-Thomson to downturn of '84, it's been strictly abuyset off avigorous, if not frantic, qualityASIC companies like Actel and niche er's market, and the attitude of all the
improvement effort that has resulted in
suppliers like Cirrus Logic, chip makers 'companies toward customer service has
a substantially level quality playing
are forging new, more intimate relation- turned completely around."
field. Today, shipment of defect-free
ships with their customers and, in many
What turned attitudes around, how- components is almost taken for grantcases, establishing formal, structured customer-oriented internal programs that are
radically changing their ways of doing
business. The aim: to completely satisfy
the customer in every stage of the buyer.
DEFECT-FREE PARTS
CUSTOMER PARTICIPATION
IN DESIGN
seller relationship.
ON-TIME DELIVERY
DESIGN FOR
Some might argue wryly that comCOMPLETENESS OF ORDERS
MANUFACTURABILITY
pletely satisfying the customer's
APPLICATIONS SUPPORT
ACCURACY OF RECORDS
needs—so that he'll continue to be a
ANTICIPATION OF
customer—is the minimum that asucCOMMUNICATIONS VIA
CUSTOMER'S FUTURE NEEDS
EDI FOR BETTER
cessful business requires and should
GOOD DOCUMENTATION
INVENTORY CONTROL,
have been the industry's credo all
ORDER ANTICIPATION
CUSTOMER SATISFACTION
along. But as long as technology was
SURVEYS
the driver in the semiconductor indusQUALITY OF
MORE INTIMATE RELATIONSHIPS
try, this was not the case. While cusPARTS AND SERVICE
WITH CUSTOMERS
tomers sought the latest technology to
differentiate their products, they had
little understanding of how it worked,
nor did they care very much.
"In this industry, the customer's level
of sophistication and knowledge of the
product 10 or 15 years ago was such
that he was happy just to get it," says
Jim Watson, vice president of Texas InTOP-DOWN,
struments Inc.'s Semiconductor Group in
CORPORATE-WIDE
STRATEGY
Dallas and overseer of the company's
Total Quality Control program.
FULL STAFF TRAINING,
Semiconductor companies took adAWARENESS, AND
vantage of this kind of selling power,
PARTICIPATION
says John East, president and chief executive officer of Actel Corp. of Sunnyvale,

74' n..k.v'Teirle
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ed. But quality has since taken on a
whole new meaning.
The advent of the microprocessor
and the application-specific integrated
circuit began to put more and more
flexibility and functional power in the
hands of system designers—that is,
customers. At the same time, competition began to heat up, with startups
taking over niches in the marketplace,
the Japanese becoming ever more aggressive, and the general globalization
of the demand for semiconductors.
It has become more and more difficult to differentiate competitors by
their technology. New criteria for judging customer-vendor relationships have
emerged as equally—or more—important. "What's happened is that all the
global pressure that we and our customers are now facing has required
that we step back and take afresh look
at how you stay competitive beyond
the traditional buy-and-sell relationship," observes Kevin McGarrity, aTI
vice president and director of worldwide sales and marketing. "And what
we've found is that a lot of the elements of customer satisfaction have to
do with other issues beyond cost."

O

NE ELEMENT IS SPEEDY
delivery. "Before, shipping
products within awindow of acouple
of weeks was acceptable," says Daniel
Queyssac, president of SGS-Thomson
U. S. in Phoenix. "Today, you have to
ship within acouple of days—and in
many cases, the customer expects to
receive the part the day it is ordered."
Time to market is, in fact, one of the
biggest drivers of the service thrust
[Electronics, April 1989, p. 62]. The
chip industry has officially declared the
customer is king, and the king wants
to cut the time to market for his products. Help the customers ship products
before their competitors and you can
sign them up for life. Make them miss
their market window, and you'll never
hear from them again.
Motorola and TI (see p. 56), both of
which have entrenched, elaborate service programs, are good examples of
how chip makers are attacking the
problem. At Motorola Inc., the thrust
started at the very top, and the goal at
first was product quality alone. It all
began at amanagers' meeting about 10
years ago when one executive threw
cold water on everyone's parade, says
Charles Thompson, Motorola's vice
president of worldwide marketing.

The then marketing manager of the only product-quality improvement, but
Communications Sector got up at the concentration on team efforts to effect
very end of the meeting and told his problem solving, adoption of techniques
colleagues, in effect, that their self-con- in cycle-time management to reduce the
gratulatory mood was not entirely justi- time from order entry to delivery, and
fied, Thompson recalls. "As your repre- greater concentration on design for mansentative in the marketplace," he went ufacturability. Employee training is amaon, "I can tell you Motorola's quality is jor effort The company established Moa big disappointment." That certainly torola University with one campus at
got the attention of the assembled corporate headquarters in Schaumburg,
and anew one in Mesa, Ariz. Emmanagers, especially Robert W. Galvin,
who was then chairman of the board ployees get aweek of training per year.
Customers are brought into product
and is now chairman of the executive
committee. The anxiety was further fu- development in a process called coneled by the Japanese quality issues current engineering. "The computer
companies and terminal companies
raised by HP's Anderson.
Shortly thereafter, Galvin set into mo- that we support expect us to be a
tion a major program for quality improvement. "Our
tracking of quality
indices became areligion," says Thompson. "Everybody
went to quality
school, everybody
was part of aquality
circle team, and everybody had aquality goal." In 1987,
Motorola invested
$44 million in training, much of it in
quality improvement. The company
set agoal for atenfold improvement
in the quality of
products and services by 1986—and
it achieved it. Motorola's current goal The culmination of Motorola's service ego-rts came when
it won the 1988 Malcolm Baldrige quality award.
for 1992 is six sigma, astatistical term
member of their design teams," says
that translates to 3.4 defects per million.
But it had become apparent that quality Bob Becknell, director of sourcing at
as perceived by the customer was not Motorola Communications in Schaumburg, "just as we in the communicamerely defect-free products.
Galvin personally began to visit cus- tions sector expect our 400 key supplitomers and talked directly with purchas- ers to be apart of our design team or
ing people, designers, and incoming in- new-product team."
As with other semiconductor compaspection and component engineers. He
found that although Motorola was liked nies, many transactions are handled via
in the marketplace, the company fell EDI, the electronic data-interchange netshort in the eyes of its customers in work used by industry to communicate
areas of on-time delivery, completeness with its customers (see p. 58). According
of orders, record accuracy, and other ser- to Thompson, mutual production plans
vice areas. Sales volume could increase are shared this way. 'We put their forefrom 5% to 20% if these problems were cast right into our backlog and we have
visibility into whether their forecast or
corrected, he estimated.
That was the beginning of apervasive backlog changes," he says.
Following a general industry trend,
corporate goal known as Total Customer
Satisfaction. The program includes not Motorola has trimmed the number of
ELECTRONICS •JULY 1990
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TI LINKS CUSTOMER SERVICE TO PRODUCT QUALITY

ALK TO ANY IDLECUTIVE— ment to manufacturing to sales and voice in planning and developing new
or for that matter, any employ- marketing. A major thrust of all these products. It is based on a product
ee—at Texas Instruments Inc. these tools is reducing cyde time of internal planning matrix that documents cusdays and the cryptic words "Customer processes and services. "It's real easy tomer needs through awritten survey
No. 1through TQC" come up repeat- to follow if you keep in focus our that captures what Ti calls customer
edly. It's a reflection of the intensity rallying cry: `Customer No. 1, — says "care-abouts." (Incidentally, the cuswith which the concept of Total Qual- Kevin McGarrity, a TI vice president tomer need not be an external one. Ti
ity Control, TI's customer satisfaction and director of worldwide sales and departments and groups are handled
program, has been promulgated marketing. "That is, focus all efforts on with the same TQC principles as outthroughout the corporation.
making your customer successful."
side buyers.)
It all began in Japan, says Jim WatHe cites as one example aTQC tool
The technique has been applied to
son, TQC czar and vice president of called Business Profit Management. the definition of Ti's 16-Mbit dynamic
Ti's Semiconductor Group in Dallas. "That's where we go in with ateam to random-access memory, now in develThe year was 1985, and Ti's Miho op- solve problems such as how to reduce opment. 'We had ateam of people,"
eration had just won Japan's presti- order-entry cycle time or reduce the says McGarrity. "They traveled around
gious Deming prize for total quality time it takes for paperwork to flow the world and met with specific cusachievement. The award opened the from our customer into our books." tomers in a formal process, asking
eyes of Ti's management to the impor- The tool was responsible for trimming them to define timing, packaging, ortance of total quality and
ganization, speeds, and so
culminated in Watson's
on. All of this was strucnew assignment: to build a
tured into an actual docustrategy to achieve TQC for
ment delineating customer
the Semiconductor Group.
requirements
for that particMARKET-DRIVEN
Like Motorola Inc.'s Total
ular product." This docu:APPROACH TO MEET
CUSTOMER NEEDS
Customer Satisfaction (see
ment became the basis for
p. 54), TQC involved organiaTI team of experts from
zational changes, in-house
all disciplines "to sit down
training, and establishing
and pinpoint cost trade-offs
more intimate relationships
that we could take back to
with customers and suppliers
our customer and ask him
worldwide. And it has a
if he would be willing to
strong product-quality compay for," McGarrity says.
ponent as well. This year, TI
TQC entered into TI's
set Malcolm Baldrige Nationplanning in programmable
al Quality Award criteria as a
logic devices, too. In fact,
measure of TQC progress.
the program is credited
For the program's full
with shortening product delaunch in 1988, "we develvelopment time and making
oped a battery of training
At TI, customer needs drive product development and
TI first to market with a5-ns
modules," says Watson.
support, channeled through regional organizations.
PLD family. The develop"Over the next two years
ment team comprised
these evolved into a step-by-step pro- cycle times for many processes, representatives from design, engineercess that begins with management and McGarrity says. For example, reviews ing, wafer fab, marketing, packaging,
ends with checking to be sure the cus- of specification changes were reduced modeling, and planning. They tackled
tomer gets what he expects. It's awhole from five months to four weeks.
such issues as whether to develop a
process, with the input and output of
Ti has also mustered Quality Im- new process or build around an existeach step defined and measured."
provement Teams (QIT) that are anal- ing one, what package to use, and
Starting with Pat Weber, president of ogous to the quality drdes of the Jap- speed-versus-power trade-offs.
the Semiconductor Group, along with anese. Product development, too, is
Now that TQC is becoming well enall the managers who report to him, the result of team effort with ameth- trenched, one concern that furrows
Watson began with aseries of intensive odology called Quality Function De- Watson's brow is the fear that customer
training courses and awareness semi- ployment (QFD), in which teams are satisfaction could become asort of clinars. By the end of 1988, every organi- organized on a cross-functional basis che, "like quality has become. It really
zation in the group had been exposed and might indude marketing, product does require astep-by-step methodoloto TQC, and another round of corpo- planning, specification review, or field gy, afocus that is continually on what
rate-wide training occurred in 1989.
sales people.
the customer wants," he says. "If you
The result is the establishment of a
The customer's engineering, quality, start doing alot of arm waving about
group of tools and methodologies that and purchasing people are consulted customer satisfaction, it will become a
cut across alines of Ti business activ- frequently—QFD is aimed at giving mere buzz word and it won't achieve
ity, ranging from product develop- end-system designers an effective what it should"—S. W
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AMAF Model 1(100 Lincompex

"Small package, big value.
Thanks to TRW."

"We came to TRW with our Model 1000
Digital Lincompex, arack-mounted unit
used to suppress noise in strategic voice
communication systems. It weighed 22
pounds and drew 115 watts cf power.
TRW's engireers helped us redesign the
unit using just afew oft-the-shelf digital
signal processing ICs and softwareprogrammable memory chips.
"We ended up with our Model 2200
LINK-PLUS, an all-digital, software-driven
module that far exceeds the capabilities
of traditional Lincompex units. It weighs
less than 3ounces, draws only 0.5 watts

of power, and is small enough to fit ithe
handset of the world's most powerful
tactical radio communication systems.
"And thanks to TRW's value engineering,
the LINK-PLUS is affordable. TRW's
manufacturing specialists showed us the
smartest, most cost-effective way to
produce the unit, in volumes from 10
to 10,000.
"If you'd like to know more reasons why
TRW engineering makes our LINK-PLUS
the best value in the radio communications market today, call us."

Howard Leveque
Director of Engineering
AMAF Industries, Inc.

11M17.
AMAF Industries, Inc.
Columbia, MD 21045
301.982.1585
FAX: 301.997.3485

MIN

I /ICU
TRW Electronic Systems
Group

213.814.1842

eTRW Inc
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its suppliers from around 6,000 ten
years ago to about 1,000 today. Some
400 of these are identified as key or
preferred suppliers, Becknell says. In
Motorola's view, fewer, but completely
dependable, suppliers makes for more
efficiency and a more stable business
environment.
A culmination of all this effort came
in 1988, when Motorola won the first
Malcolm Baldrige National Quality
Award, established by the U. S. Department of Commerce and its National
Institute for Science and Technology to
stimulate industry's product and process quality. Galvin has notified all Motorola's suppliers that they must apply
for it too. "If Idon't have Malcolm
Baldrige suppliers, Ican't be aMalcolm
Baldrige customer," he has said.
Although it's difficult to tie revenues
directly to quality and service functions, it's worth noting that sales have
grown along with the Total Customer
Satisfaction program. Net sales have risen from around $5.5 billion in 1985 to
$9.6 billion last year, while net earnings as apercentage of sales went from
1.3% to 5.2% in that time span.
I N A COMPANY DEDICATED
to ASICs like Actel, amanufacturer of field-programmable gate arrays,
customer satisfaction is an inherent
part of the business. "For our customers, service is convenience. Their view
is they are being serviced if we help
them get their design done," says Al
Haines, director of marketing. "We let
them use the standards that are out
there instead of forcing them to use
something that is unique to us. That's
more important to them than how
many defectives in alot. Our applications guys are at the customer's site,
helping get started, or on the phone at
the factory."
A somewhat unusual aspect of Actel's attention to customer needs is a
program that provides masks for customers to convert designs to hardwired
arrays. "If you get into production with
our products and it becomes high-volume and cost-sensitive, we have masks
that will automatically let you go to a
hard array," says East. "People say
we're out of our minds—that we're
sending the customer to acompetitor.
But that's aform of service to the customer. We think we'll be ahead by giving the customer what he wants."
At Cirrus Logic Inc., a San Jose,
Calif., specialty manufacturer of VLSI

TECHNOLOGY
FUELS SERVICE

mass-storage, graphics, and communications peripheral chips, customer service stems from the company's expertise in system-level design. "One of the
key things we focus on is ahigh level
of system content in our products,"
HE CHIP INDUSTRY'S
march toward customer sersays George Alexy, vice president of
vice is built on the convergence of a marketing, "so we hire systems enginumber of different technologies, says
neers who develop products with a
Murray Duffin, vice president of servery much higher knowledge of the
vice and quality at SGS-Thomson Mineeds and problems of our system-decroelectronics in Agrate, Italy. Prime
signer customers."
among them are bar coding, highCirrus provides "much more than a
speed global networks, distributed
chip," says Alexy. "It's not only the
processing along with on-line transacsilicon but an extensive amount of softtion processing, and relational data
ware, board-design capability—any
bases that can operate in adistributed- support we can supply the customer to
processing environment.
help bring out his product." He cites as
•Bar coding has been around for
an example a 1987 project involving
more than adecade, but the chip inthe development of an EGA chip for
dustry has been slow to adopt it, DufVideo 7, acomputer-board manufacturfin says. However, the service thrust
er in Fremont, Calif. Video 7was planmeans manufacturers must have alaning to introduce a next-generation
beling scheme that accurately identiEGA video-display board that would
fies components to prevent orders
be backward-compatible with CGA and
from being mixed up. Bar coding has
Hercules display standards.
become anecessity as aresult.
But in April 1987, IBM Corp. an•Like bar coding, international highnounced its VGA standard, and Video 7
speed data-communications networks
saw an opportunity to penetrate anew
are not new. But developing a netmarket with aVGA board that would be
work that connects all achip maker's
compatible with earlier standards. The
computers over an X.25 network recompany asked Cirrus Logic to redirect
quires alevel of reliability and integrithe EGA chip development to a VGA
ty—as well as network bandwidth—
controller. Working together, the two
that has only become available in the
firms completed specifications in June
last year or so, Duffin says.
and Cirrus produced first silicon samples
•A third required technology is disin August. Seven months after the initial
tributed processing. Only recently
concept, the product was in volume prohave chip makers begun to distribute
duction. As aresult, Video 7established
their computing resources, especially
a leadership position in the VGA distheir order-processing system, outside
play-board market
of acentral location. The demand for
To Matthew P. Crugnale, amarketing
faster response times to international
consultant in Palo Alto, Calif., total cuscustomers has driven this transition.
tomer satisfaction means nothing less
•Distributing the data processing is
than satisfying the total customer. 'That
only half the battle; the other half is
means the whole customer, not just the
OLTP. As each order is entered, the
buyer or the design engineer, but the
data base is updated to show that
whole company organization. Who isn't
components in finished-goods or
affected by a significant semiconductor
work-in-process inventories have been
purchase?"
earmarked for specific customers.
For the semiconductor industry, Crug•The ultimate solution is the electronnale says, the move toward customer
ic data-interchange network, which alsatisfaction is"a momentous opening.
lows customers to interrogate asuppliOn the lowest level, providing total satiser's data base for component pricing
faction can save the customers money
and availability. Also, EDI lets the cus[through better accounting, lower inventomer reserve products for atime betory, etc.]. And on the highest level it is
fore placing aformal order.
putting them in anew business or giving
•The final piece of the puzzle is relathem acompetitive edge. But you have
tional data bases that can be distributto follow where the customer is going
ed across several computer systems
and stay up or even ahead of him. To
worldwide.—Jonah McLeod
me that's the ultimate weapon against
foreign competition." 11
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Wasting time.
Your loading bays are
empty. Product isn't
shipping. You're
losing credibility with
your customers and
the chance to be first
to market.
Contract manufacturers have to deliver
on time. If they consistently miss deadlines,
maybe it's time you
switched to acompany
that consistently
makes on-time
deliveries.
AVEX built its
business by delivering
SMT and through-hole
products on time, to
specifications and
within budget. Our
team of technical professionals are flexible,
responsive and
dedicated to completing your product. They
make your emergencies their emergencies
and do whatever it
takes to get your job
delivered on schedule.

Switch to areliable contract manufacturer. Switch to

VEX

ASubsidiar of J. M. Huber Cor.oration

CONTRACT MANUFACTURING AND ENGINEERING SERVICES
Huntsville, Alabama U San Jose, California U Singapore
• Nashua, New Hampshire• East Kilbride, Scotland
4807 Bradford Drive J Huntsville, AL 35805 D Telephone (205) 722-6340 0 FAX (205) 722-6232
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WHERE SERVICE IS A
DO-OR-DIE PROPOSITION

IN SEMICONDUCTOR PRODUCTION GEAR TODAY, QUALITY
AND RELIABILITY ARE \ECESSITIES BY JONAH MCLEOD

I

addition, thanks to the ready availabil- can't afford to let it sit idle. Thanks to
ity of low-cost rnips, manufacturers are the quality push, he says, lithography
building products that are easy to use equipment that once had a productive
and easy to service or self-servicing to up time of 70% is now running 98% to
cut maintenance down time. To
99% of the time.
reduce acustomer's system-inte- SERVICE
VLSI Research publishes an angration nightmare, suppliers are also nual report on customer satisfaction
making equipment that works more based on surveys of equipment buyers.
easily with other vendors' gear and are "In the lists of the top 10 companies
helping with the customer's integration over the past 10 years, we have seen
chore. Finally, suppliers have gone the 20 companies come and go," Hutcheextra mile by building equipment that son says. 'The ones that have readdresses problems the customer itself mained consistently in the ranking are
has not anticipated.
those that have provided the best cusThe new focus on servie is necessary tomer service."
today, when equipment costs have
The lesson is being heeded all over
soared so high, Hutcheson says. "A the industry. "Since 1988, achieving the
chemical-vapor-deposition furnace that highest level of customer satisfaction has
used to cost $30,000 [10 years ago] costs become the goal of GenRad," says com$1.2 million today," he says, and abuyer pany president Robert Anderson. A manufacturer of automatic
test equipment based in
HE PROCESS-CO
Concord, Mass., GenRad
Inc. hired an Indianapolis company, Walker Customer Satisfaction Measurement, to develop a
set of measures of customer satisfaction. -The
idea was to ferret out via
FAB PERSONNEL:
telephone surveys and
ENGINEER
OPERATOR
focus groups what conMAINTENANCE
stituted customer servie
STEPPER
DEVELOPER
ETCHER
TECHNigili
and then relate these factors to what goes on inside of GenRad," Anderson says.
At the same time, Anderson launched acompany-wide program to
develop awareness of
and concern for achieving total customer satisfaction. "It isn't enough
to give the customer
Monitoring equipment for any stage of the chip-making process can generate reams of
what he wants," Anderdata; increasingly, the analysis of such data is being automated in process-control systems.
son contends. "ATE

T USED TO BE THAT BUYERS
of semiconductor production
equipment put up with unresponMI sive suppliers, hard-to-use equipment that needed frequent repair, and
products that were difficult to integrate
into aproduction facility. But that has
all changed now. "Customers of semiconductor production equipment take
state-of-the-art functionality and high
reliability for granted and make buying
decisions based on the service provided with the product," says G. Dan Hutcheson, president of VIS! Research
Inc., aSan Jose, Calif., market research
firm that follows the industry.
Suppliers are aggressively addressing
this market demand. Most have instituted customer satisfaction programs
and methods of monitoring them. In
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vision systems. A case in graph that aless highly skilled operator
point: in the old days, an can then easily evaluate.
To better serve their customers, prooperator took a hands-on
SEMICONDUCTOR
role in running a vision duction equipment manufacturers are
making preventive and corrective mainsystem, says Anderson.
PRODUCTION
"He had to adjust the con- tenance just as easy as process control.
MERCHANT AND CAPTIVE PRODUCERS
trast, draw ablock around "In a vapor-deposition system, gases
120
each character or label, tell that are used to deposit on wafers also
the system what the char- end up on the inside of the equip100
acter was, teach the vision ment," says O'Conner of the Silicon
system what he wanted it Valley Group. "Wherever possible, the
80
to do." This process is equipment performs in-situ cleaning,
60
now automatically handled but eventually the equipment must be
by software in the compa- cleaned up." Cleanup means stop40
ny's AIS3000 and AIS4000. pages, and O'Conner contends that
Where
it once took two to customers want to plan around down
20
five minutes, "it now re- time "so that they can service different
quires only a few sec- portions of the line at different times. It
1994
1989
1984
has to merge into the production
onds," he says.
SOURCE DATAQUEST INC.
The software develop- schedule." If an equipment supplier
vendors must anticipate what a cus- ment effort to automate this process can provide abetter preventive maintetomer needs beyond his present re- was no mean feat. "There are more nance schedule and a procedure that
quirement. That means an ATE manu- than 200 man-years in software devel- takes less time than a competitor, he
facturer must understand fully the test- opment in the machine-vision system," has acompetitive advantage.
Repairing equipment that has failed
says Anderson. The hardware to exeing problem the customer faces."
The same story is echoed everywhere. cute this software is also quite com- likewise must be done quickly. For ex'Two years ago we elevated the con- plex. It consists of amassively parallel ample, Lam Research Corp. in Fresciousness of our employees to provid- array of 64 to 512 processors connect- mont, Calif., has begun to modularize
its equipment for easy repair. "Before,
ing customer satisfaction," says Pat ed in aneural network.
none of the major parts of the equipApplied
Intelligence
Systems
isn't
the
O'Conner, vice president of customer
ment was accessible from the outside,"
only
company
to
use
software
to
autoservices at the Silicon Valley Group Inc.,
which makes automated wafer-process- mate the control of aprocess. Statisti- says Jack Hinkle, vice president of cusing equipment. In mid-1988, the San cal process-control methodology es- tomer service. "On our new Rainbow
poused by manufacturing guru W. Ed- 4600 metal etcher, every one is [accesJose company formed a customer ser
wards Deming and wholeheartedly em- sible], and the result is that a mean
vices group, which combined field engi
braced by Japanese manufacturers time to repair of days is now cut to
neering and quality control. 'We recog
nized aneed to design service into the reduces any manufacturing process to four hours."
Besides keeping equipment up and
company and its product and then take aset of steps. Using statistical methods
running,
the one service that customers
to
measure
the
output
of
each
step,
a
care of the customer after the sale is
manufacturer can ascertain whether his need most is help in integrating equipmade," O'Conner says.
ment from anumber of different venEstablishing a customer service de- process is working as it should.
dors. "In the past, equipment vendors
In
semiconductor
manufacture,
meapartment is just the beginning; companies must then take steps to measure surement equipment monitoring a shipped hardware to acustomer withhow effective is the service they pro- stage in the process can generate out aclear understanding of what the
vide. For example, ASM International reams of data, which askilled process customer was trying to get at the end
NV, another manufacturer of wafer-pro- engineer must analyze to determine if of the line," says O'Conner. "Now,
cessing equipment, has established a all is well. "In the
program called QEST, for quality, ex- past, this analysis
was done manually,"
cellence, service, and technology.
OF AN INDUSTRY
Launched ayear and ahalf ago, "the says J. R. Harris, presRanking, Past Years
Ranking
program measures the efficiency of these ident of Optical Spe1979
1984
1988
1989
four aspects of product using ascale of 1 cialties Inc., a San
Jose
manufacturer
of
to 10," says Arthur H. del Prado, presi26
3
2
Tokyo Electron
dent and chief executive officer of the semiconductor proN.A.
17
10
2
Nikon
Bilthoven, the Netherlands, company. cess-control systems.
3
12
4
3
Applied Materials
15
11
3
4
Advantest
'We started out at 5 and are now at A Sun Microsystems
18
10
6
5
Canon
around 7, but we need to get above 9. Inc. workstation on
N.A.
2
5
6
General Signal
one of the compaThe industry average is around 7."
6
9
7
7
Varian
Making equipment that is easy to ny's newest Inspectra
N.A.
17
11
Hitachi
use is one sure way to satisfy acustom- 500 machines auto5
6
9
Teradyne
9
21
16
10
ASM
er, says Jim Anderson, president of Ap- matically processes
plied Intelligence Systems Inc. in Ann this data in real time
Arbor, Mich., which makes automatic and produces a
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with the complexity of technology and
competition in the market, customers
are becoming partners with their suppliers." Both sides will share technology, he says, so that suppliers will understand the problems customers have
with other manufacturers' equipment,
"even modifying [their own] equipment to help it better fit in."
One example of such arelationship
is found at Spectrum CVD Inc., aPhoenix-based manufacturer of chemical-vapor-deposition equipment, such as its
new Vision system, introduced in May.
One of Spectrum's major customers is
Motorola Inc., also in Phoenix, which
helped found the company. Motorola
shared technology and future processing requirements with Spectrum to get
exactly the production equipment it

wanted for current and future needs.
When acompany such as Silicon Valley Group installs anew piece of equipment, it provides factory representatives—mechanical, software, and process
engineers—to help integrate the system
into the customer's equipment. During
installation, O'Conner says, vendors
must understand customer expectations,
and even if they do, the unforeseen occurs. "In apresite installation review before equipment was to be shipped, we
discovered that a customer's site could
not accommodate the equipment as it
was configured," he recalls. 'We modified our equipment to fit the site."
After the equipment is installed, customer service takes on another dimension. The new machine must work
with other manufacturers' products in

SPREADING THE GOSPEL

N EVERY ELECTRONICS rameters of wafers on order," says
I industry segment, suppliers are Joe Arruda, marketing manager for Kascrambling to offer customer service. wasaki Wafer Technology in San Jose.
Vendors of computer-aided engineering Connecting supplier and customer by
tools are helping customers create de- network, the electronic data intersigns. Wafer suppliers are tailoring wa- change will allow fast, automatic
fers fix individual customers. Printed- changes without creating apaper trail.
circuit-board contract manufacturers are Once KWT implements EDI, it will ofmaking engineering change orders fast- fer ship-to-stock programs.
"Our customers sample-inspect iner, giving faster feedback on problems
in arun, and helping customers make coming products," Arruda says. "Eventually, we will provide the customer,
their designs more manufacturable.
In the CAD business, vendors sup- via EDI, statistical process-control data
ply products that cut design time. "A from our manufacturing process to
customer typically wants to know eliminate incoming inspection."
EDI can also help pc-board contract
how fast he can get our routing tool
to route aboard to 100%," says Jack manufacturing provide better customHendren, vice president and general er service. Manufacturers accept ademanager of P-CAD Inc. in San Jose, sign from a customer and from this
Calif. To be more competitive, P-CAD fabricate aboard. "EDI helps us expe
solves acustomer's problem on aver- dite engineering change orders and
age in six hours or less with agoal of provide feedback on manufacturing
under four hours. "When we started problems," says Winston Chen, presithe program, it took over aday," Hen- dent and chief executive officer of Sodren says. Ultimately, P-CAD will use lectron Corp. in San Jose, which has
an expert system to understand acus- partially implemented EDI with IBM
tomer's question. "Different designers Corp., amajor customer.
Solearon also studies failure mechadescribe the same problem differently," he says. "An expert system will an- nisms in boards being manufactured—
alyze and categorize arequest so our components or traces spaced too dose
service rep can give the right answer." together, for example—and makes a
To produce the wafers that semi- rase with supporting evidence for imconductor manufacturers use to make plementing design changes, thus reducchips, service takes a different form. ing the customer's field failures. One of
"A customer wants customized wafers the more profitable contract manufacfor his process and he wants to quick- turers, Solearon is amodel of acompaly change parameters—electrical pa- ny putting service first.—J. McL.
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the customer's process line. The task of
making this happen resembles the kind
of system integration the computer industry performs for its clients, though
ASM's del Prado notes that the semiconductor production equipment industry has not yet reached the computer makers' level of service. "By and
large, the customer is still his own system integrator," he says.
In this environment, vendors traditionally pointed fingers at one another over
the cause of problems in the process
line, while the customer wrung his
hands trying to get his line back in service. Now, though, vendors are taking
on more of the responsibility. For example, the Silicon Valley Group works to
integrate its own machines with all the
other systems in the line.
ASM goes even further: del Prado
says the company actually posts arepresentative at acustomer's site to keep
the process line up. "Also, amultidisciplinary team from ASM with expertise
in different semiconductor processing
areas provides additional support," he
says. "This group of three to five people solves problems created by any
vendor's equipment in the line."

A what matters most to the cusT THE END OF THE DAY,

tomer is increased yields from its production lines. Service to address this
need comes in two forms. One is providing continual updates to squeeze
more efficiency out of older equipment—for example, ASM continually enhances older machines to achieve better
performance. Another is to provide advances in the state of the art that boost
yields perceptibly.
Lam Research took the approach of
solving the corrosion problem that affects the metal-etching step during IC
manufacture. The problem is that the
chemical used to etch away unwanted
metals on alayer of silicon continues
etching after the process step is completed because of residual chemicals
remaining on the wafer.
Lam's new Rainbow Model 4600 etching system contains several hardware
changes that solve the problem. In the
past, "it required asecond wet bath to
rid the wafer of the etching chemicals,"
says Hinkle. 'The problem was to move
the wafers in seconds from the etcher to
the wet bath. The new system has a
rinse station that spins the wafer and
sprays it with deionized water. It should
improve yields by 20% to 25%." El

LIT 2000:
Just one way
/SS listened
to your design
needs

LTL 2000 Design System is asuite of integrated
EDA tools that includes:
•LTL-100" Layout
Editor, the industry's most
powerful IC layout system
that allows quick and efficient editing at all levels of
chip hierarchy
•LRC-100TM Layout
Rules Checker, capable of
executing interactive checks
during layout for even the
most complex designs
•CPI-100" CProgramming Interface, that
allows easy access to the
LTL 2000 design environment
The LTL 2000 design
system operates on leading
UNIX and DOS platforms,
.,..,.....-...,...,.. including Sun' Apollo"/ HP
or 386/486-based workstations.
If the ISS LTL 2000
Try the LTL 2000
Design System sounds
System free for 30 days —
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Install
it on the
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workstation of your
IC designers when we
choice, or visit our
developed it
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We heard customers
demonstration. See
like you tell us about your
for yourself how
IC design challenges. With
well we listened.
your inputs, we created
LTL 2000—the designer's
To hear more about the
solution for advanced layout,
LTL 2000, call us toll free at
rules checking and user
1-800-4-CAD-LU
programmability.

Integrated Silicon
'SSSystems,
Inc.
ISS. The IC CAD company that listens.

P.O. Box 13665, Research Triangle Park, NC 27709, 919/361-5814

California: 408/562-6154

UNIX àatrademark of AT&T Apollo àatrademark of Apollo Computer. Sun is atrademark of Sun Microsystems, Inc.
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Texas: 5121452-5814

"I need
advanced CAE tools ...
powerful,
easy to use, and backed by
aleading-edge company."

"I need
an integrated system that
allows me to mix and match the
best design tools available."

Electronic design engineers put apremium on
functionality—that's why Viewlogic's Workview
Series is the system of choice by the top IC, ASIC
and system engineers. We deliver advanced CAE
technology such as VHDL synthesis, mixed analog/
digital simulation, ASIC design kits and detailed
analog analysis. If you need unmatched performance, an intuitive user interface and innovative
features, Viewlogic speaks your language.

Engineering managers want to utilize today 's
most powerful design technology. Viewlogic's
framework for integration creates aheterogeneous
design environment. Our Workview Series supports UNIX and DOS-based systems as well as
industry standards such as VHDL, EDIF and CFI.
And Workview runs on Sun, DEC, IBM, and
386-based desktop workstations. If you need integration, flexibility and unparalleled customer
support, Viewlogic speaks your language.

"I need
abusiness partner who improves
our time-to-market and preserves
our EDA investment."

We Speak Your Language

Executives strive for acompetitive advantage
by shortening product development cycles, reducing costs and enhancing productivity. Viewlogic's
Workview Series offers the best price/performance
on the desktop—that's why we're the fastest growing CAE company. Our EDA solutions are meeting
the needs of leading electronic companies, worldwide. If you need apartner that improves your
productivity and profitability, Viewlogic speaks
your language.

VIEWlogié
The CAE Company
293 Boston Post Road West •Marlboro, MA 01752
1-800-422-4660 •508-480-0881. FAX: 508-480-0882
IBM is atrademark of International Business Machines Corp.
MS-DOS is atrademark of Microsoft Corp.
DEC is atrademark of Digital Equipment Corp.
Sun is atrademark of Sun Microsystems, Inc.
UNIX is aregistered trademark of AT&T Bell Laboratories
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SGS-Thomson Microelectronics has set up its own international, high-speed data-communications network,
into which clients may link during the design phase and to gain immediate access to stock.

EUROPEAN MAKERS, TOO
HEED THE SERVICE CALL

THE BIG ELECTRONICS PRODUCERS SAY THEIR WELL-ESTABLISHED
PROGRAMS HAVE AN IMPACT ON SALES HT JOHN OOSCH

T

HEY MAY NOT CALL IT
by the same name, but executives at the big European electronics manufacturers are just as
involved as their U. S. colleagues in
customer service. Keeping customers
fully satisfied, they say, is a credo
they've been practicing for along time,
and only afew regard this practice as
just another weapon to beat off Far
Eastern competition in the short term.
Rather, customer satisfaction has been,
and will remain, part of a company's
long-term business strategy.
At West Germany's ITT Semiconductors Group, the moniker is "full customer support," while Siemens AG
calls it "technical services." At Philips
International NV in the Netherlands it
is part of an efficiency and quality-improvement program. And SGS-Thomson Microelectronics, the Franco-Italian
semiconductor combine, makes a service effort that few can equal: the company has invested about $2 million in

monitoring service levels via statistical Today, these sectors account for about
process control. Common to all of 60%, 25%, and 15%, respectively, of the
these schemes, however, is the fact group's IC business.
that customer service is acorporate acThe focus on market-specific ICs
tivity, one that's tightly woven
meant that "our engineers had to
into each company's structure. SERVICE learn a different language—that
How companies go about satisfying of TV designers, auto instruments peocustomers depends on the products ple, and communication engineers,"
they make and the type of business says Reinhard Preuss, the group's
they're in. (Some are just getting start- spokesman. "They had to attune themed; see p. 68.) One approach is that of selves to customers' design problems,
the ITT Semiconductors Group in Frei- propose solutions, and recognize and
burg, West Germany. In the mid-1970s,
understand their needs, wishes, and
ITT executives realized that if they whims—in short, they had to satisfy
wanted to be successful in the integrat- customers in every way."
ed-circuit sector and avoid the ups and
This dialogue sparked asymbiotic redowns of the volatile semiconductor lationship between the ITT engineers
business, they would have to set them- and their counterparts at the customer.
selves apart from their competitors sellIn the end, it led to the realization that
"if we want to be successful in our busiing standard devices.
So the group discarded standard IC ness, we must want our customers to be
products and started specializing main- successful in theirs," Reuss says. ITT
ly in chips for three industry sectors:
Semiconductors' concept of full customconsumer electronics, car instrumenta- er support was born.
tion, and communications equipment.
Carrying out this support is the ConELF£11tONICS *JULY 19%
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cept Engineering department, a section
set up in the late 1970s and now consisting of 35 engineers at the group's main
operation, Intennetall GmbH in Freiburg, and at facilities in Japan and the
U. S. The department comprises engineers who are not just circuit designers
"but are right at the interface between
circuit development and the markets using the ICs," says Ulrich Schmidt, chief
of advanced projects. Strategically, Concept Engineering is HT Semiconductors'
most important department.
The ICs ITT develops usually start
out as customer-specific parts—that is,
components the customer wants on a
proprietary basis so that his product
will have an edge on competitive
equipment. After an agreed-upon time,
the customer relinquishes his priority
rights and ffr will make the ICs generally available as standard devices.
The dialogue between ITT and customers begins at the management level, with executives from both parties
exchanging their ideas on aproprietary
circuit design. In this regard, Schmidt
says, the procedure is different from
the standard practice at large companies, where component procurement
decisions are made by purchasing and
sales departments.
When top managers have agreed on a
design, Concept Engineering gets into
the act Together with the customer, ITT
engineers determine whether a chip is
feasible under various technological and
economic considerations such as chip
area, feature size, supplier's development
and production capability, as well as
cost. If 1TT thinks the project can produce profits, it gives the OK.
During each of the next steps—from
simulation and prototyping to volume
production, quality control, and on to
the mature product and its application—ITT concept engineers work
closely with customer engineers, with
the latter virtually looking over their
partners' shoulders. If, after first silicon,
the customer wants an alteration, or if
at alater stage it wants adifferent pinout or package or a redesign on the
wafer level, ITT will comply. Even after
the start of volume production, performance-enhancing changes will be
made if the customer is willing to carry
the extra costs.
ITrs customer support doesn't stop
after the delivery of the finished products, however. If the equipment incorporating the new components doesn't
perform to expectations or if undesired

effects are encountered in operation,
ITT application engineers will analyze
the problems and help the customer
solve them.
Schmidt concedes that the dialogue
with customers does not always go
smoothly. "It's often difficult to convince
outside engineers who are well versed in
analog techniques of the benefits that,
say, digital circuits bring," he says. 'The
dialogue is also difficult with 1V-set makers from Third World countries who
want to leapfrog several generations of
analog IV receivers and jump right into
the latest technologies." But in the end,
the method has borne fruit. Some 85 IV
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TO BE
FWE WA T
«USSR', I\
OUR BUSI\ ESS,' SAYS AN
tif EXECUTIVE, 'WE MUST
MAKE OUR CUSTOMERS
SUCCESSFUL I\ THEIRS'

brands from 70 set makers around the
world use TIT digital drcuits. And many
of these producers are in Third World,
developing, or East European countries.
Has ITrs many years of full customer
support paid oft? "Yes, very much so,"
says Preuss. To begin with, "our customers are satisfied, and asatisfied customer
is the best reference." While many electronics companies in Europe see the Japanese as a threat, "we count them
among good customers, as partners we
want to help succeed."
A satisfied customer base, in turn,
has helped the group's profit performance. "Even when times were bad
for the semiconductor industry generally, our profits were in the double-digit
range," Preuss says. High profits enabled the company to acquire the latest
technology available. While many companies are still using 1.0- to 1.5-pm
technology, ITT Semiconductors has
production equipment providing 0.8p.m features. The newest circuits are
laid out so they can be made with the
0.5-p.m technology that is expected to
EICIRONICS •JULY 1990
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become available in 1993 or so.
Given the advantages of satisfied
customers, healthy profits, and good
returns on investments in equipment,
it's little wonder that ITT Semiconductors is abig proponent of full customer
support and is eager to continue improving the services it provides.

S

IMILARLY DEVOTED TO
customer service is Siemens,
which sets agood example for satisfying customers of industrial systems and
automation equipment. The Munichbased company has pursued this activity for along time, meeting customers'
needs both during systems development and after equipment installation.
Supporting the activity is the Technical
Services operation.
This operation extends its services to
six Siemens groups: Industrial and
Building Systems, Drives and Standard
Products, Automation, Power Generation, Power Transmission and Distribution, and Transportation Systems. (The
company's other nine groups—among
them Semiconductors, Medical Engineering, Defense Electronics, and Communications—have similar service activities of their own).
Although Siemens has provided customer services for many years, it was not
until the early 1970s that the company
put this activity on a more systematic
basis. Prompting the formal services program was the rising complexity of automation systems and products, which by
then had reached a level beyond the
customer's ability to cope with it. With
the complexity of automation equipment
accelerating since the early 1970s, the
Technical Services organization for the
six groups has grown to 18,000 persons
in West Germany alone.
The services program makes sure
that in the development of, say, extensive automation systems for a steel
plant, chemical factory, or cement-processing facility, "the customer be part
of the Siemens development team if he
desires," says Walter J. Hayn, deputy
director of Field Services and Workshop Operations in Fürth. Tied in with
development activities, the customer's
engineers ensure that system specifications are met, propose design changes,
and generally keep tabs on progress
and system performance.
Technical Services activities proceed
according to a formal program that
spells out the procedures for cooperating with the customer in such phases

as systems development, engineering,
software development, manufacturing,
and quality control. In other words, it
includes virtually all phases from the
start of aproject to its completion. In
most instances, the program even extends to after-sales services to guarantee that systems perform properly once
they are in place.
When it comes to products such as
numerical controls or programmable
logic controls for, say, machine tools,

the customer is also tied in with the
development. With such more or less
standard products, "service and maintenance facilities are generally built into
the equipment in the form of self-test
features, test and measuring points,
and software tools," Hayn explains.
An important aspect of Siemens's involvement is the remote assistance
tools it offers. First is what the firm
calls the Hotline service. In this
scheme, acompany engineer gives the

FEELING THE PRESSURE OF 1992

LTHOUGH THE BIGGEST
A European
electronics compa-

nies have long embraced customer service (see p. 66), analysts say that many
others have been relatively slow to
adopt the concept. "Because European
manufacturers have been favored with
captive national markets in the past,
they did not see the need to appeal to
clients," says Bill Coleman, an analyst
with the James Cappel investment firm
in London. But with the economic unification of Europe now imminent, that
may be changing.
The Single Internal Market that will
become a reality in 1992 is putting
pressure on even the so-called "national champions" to upgrade customer
service in order to remain competitive.
That service can help sales has long
been apparent to UK computer maker
ICL. Now even conservative companies
like France's Groupe Bull are beginning to see the light.
The UK computing market has always been the most open in the European Community, and the deregulation
there prompted ICL to begin stepping
up customer service in the early 1980s.
"Services now provide 50% of our $3
billion turnover," says Harvey Dodgson, director of business strategy for
ICL Services.
ICL, which sells mainframe systems
to businesses and local governments,
starts planning its service offer to acustomer well before the sale is a done
deal. "Our sales force is trained and
motivated to offer systems software
and applications software with the initial offer," Dodgson says. For example,
when a large retail chain makes a
tender offer for an in-store system, ICL
offers standard implementation packages as part of its proposal.

Once the sale is made, ICL offers
three possible maintenance contracts,
which it calls "gold, silver, and bronze"
depending on the level of service they
provide. Another ICL innovation is to
give customers two choices in software: they can opt to merely use the
software as is—that is, they buy the
right to the intellectual property—or to
have ICL continue its guidance and updating. "Many of our customers feel
that our support is worth [the extra
fee]," says Dodgson.
The installation of large systems requires user training, and for this ICL
has set up a separate training subsidiary in Birmingham, England. Despite
the huge expenses incurred by such an
endeavor, ICL thinks that the possibility of extensive training lures clients.
For example, when local governments
buy an ICL system, the company's ability to train them is aconsiderable incentive, he says.
Service tactics like those employed
by ICL are now being adopted at Bull.
"Bull now proposes custom-made
maintenance packages," says acompany spokesman in Paris. "We offer every
level of service, from total care to mailin. The customer can choose the response time he needs, anything between immediate response to the next
day or the next week."
To simplify maintenance and upgrades, Bull now designs its computers
with astandard chassis. The user can
plug in new boards if he wishes to
replace parts or upgrade without
changing the box itself.
`The new design reflects the fact that
there is less money to be made today
with maintenance, and agreat deal more
to be had from added value," the
spokesman says.—Andrew Rosenbaum
ELECTRONICS
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customer tips over the telephone on
how to correct amalfunction and get
systems operation back to normal. If
Hotline proves ineffective, Teleservice
comes into play. This setup connects a
terminal or aSiemens expert system to
the customer's equipment, also via telephone lines. Running through its service program, the expert system or a
human expert at the terminal comes
up with the answers to aproblem and
tells the customer what to do to fix it.
"With the Technical Services concept
and with the service tools we provide,
we think we are the leaders among
systems suppliers and engineering
firms in Europe," Hayn says. "Our service operations have paid off well," he
adds. They have given Siemens's marketing and distribution activities apowerful sales argument. Good sales, in
turn, have helped the company reach
leading positions with many products.
For example, Siemens now ranks as
the world's No. 1supplier in programmable logic controllers. With numerical
controls for machine tools, the company is No. 1in Europe and No. 2worldwide. And in turnkey factory automation projects and other automation-related activities, it also rates among the
world's heavyweights. Says Hayn: "A
customer given full technical support
not only is a satisfied customer but
also a loyal one who keeps coming
back for more."
INTERNATIONAL
PHILIPS
has also long given corporate at-

tention to customer service and satisfaction. This activity, which is part of the
Dutch firm's Corporate Organization and
Efficiency Bureau in Eindhoven, has
been pursued on a formal companywide basis since 1983 "as areaction to
Japan's increasing sales efforts on our
markets," says Matthijs Verrnaas, a bureau director. "What was formerly a
seller's matte turned more and more
into a buyer's market, with customers
becoming ever more demanding as regards service," Vermaas says.
Along with satisfying customers
through improved service, Philips's top
management has made product quality
an issue of first importance to strengthen the company's position on global
markets. This is done through the
Company-Wide Quality Improvement
(CWQI) program.
Since its inception in the early 1980s,
CWQI has quickened in pace as Philips
became convinced that quality improve-

ment is the way to a stronger market
presence and higher profitability. "If serFOCUS ON THE CUSTOMER
vice and quality are coupled with a
product, customers are willing to spend
more money on it," Vermaas says.
Vermaas sees service and quality as
'«nelNe.
crucial factors for success in the 1990s.
,
ADVANCED •
In the decade ahead, he says, "we'll face
FEASIBILITY j
APPLICATIONS
an increasingly competitive environment
LOGUE
as internationalization of business picks
up momentum, the trend toward shorter
product life cycles accelerates, and price
:SIMULATION
W
'
competition grows. In the 1990s, cusMATURE
N
PRODUCT
tomer satisfaction will more and more
CUSTOMER
become akey to success."
To achieve quality and full customer
satisfaction, Philips listens to the customer's voice even before the start of
PERFORMproduct development. A good example
ANCE TUNING
of how the process works was the design of aprofessional portable TV camera, the LDK90, afew years ago. The
VOLUME
QUAI
PRODUCTION
customers' cameramen from all over
CONTR
,
the world were invited to contribute
their ideas to this project. Under the
motto "Philips invites cameramen to
help design their cameras," customer
At ITT Semiconductors, customer service is in the hands of the Concept
wishes were defined in aworkshop to
Engineering department, which interacts with clients every step of the way.
serve as abasis for anew design.
The workshop was avehicle for obPhilips's efforts in promoting quality
time. It's also working to implement
taining as much information as possible
and customer satisfaction, Vermaas the so-called "ship-to-stock" method
about aspects of newsgathering, the says. But he believes that for many
ways in which cameramen work with products the efforts have helped the for distributing its merchandise. "Shipto-stock" means that clients do not
portable cameras, and what their specific company keep, and even increase, its
have
to control the quality of the SGSrequirements are. Plenary and subgroup market share. "Aside from that, the
discussions as well as written surveys need to satisfy customers is astrategy produced semiconductors when they
enter the client's factory. The pieces are
provided background information for for survival in the marketplace. It's funguaranteed
to be defect-free, so that
the hands-on workshop sessions.
damental to our business."
the
client
can
move them immediately
This approach, Vermaas says, was a
into production. SGS-Thomson pays a
big success. Within 18 months, the
HE MANAGEMENT AT SGS- penalty should there be a problem.
company delivered the 1,000th LDK90.
Thomson Microelectronics
By using charge-coupled-device sensors holds the same belief. Every aspect of -The procedure saves [the customer]
an enormous amount of time," says
from the Philips Research Labs instead
the SGS-Thomson service program is
of tubes, and by listening well to cus- carefully watched, and every week Borri. The pieces are bar coded so that
tomer input, Philips created aproduct each of the giant chip maker's divisions the client can move them to the correct areas of his production line withthat really satisfied its users.
is graded on its ability to maintain the out delay.
Customer participation in develop- standard. Quick response to customer
SGS-Thomson is also improving its
ment work at Philips is not limited to demand, rapid delivery, and the ability
logistics
to speed delivery. It is about
professional products like the TV camto answer client questions with the to open a central warehouse for Euera. It also goes for 1V sets. In this case briefest possible delay are all areas that
rope on French territory near Geneva,
it is not so much the end user who has SGS-Thomson considers top priorities,
Switzerland. And it already possesses a
asay in development but the wholesalsays Fabbio Born, director of quality worldwide private telecommunications
ers and retailers who generally have a and reliability at the Milan-based firm.
network, which gives clients immediate
good feel for what type of features and
-There is avery simple reason why
access to stock.
the kind of performance and function- managing director Pasquale Pistorio
Also, says Borri, "we are committed,
ality their customers want.
has made services an essential priori- in the shortest possible period, to be
In principle, every Philips employee ty," Boni says. "Every semiconductor
is, or should be, geared to strive for buyer has at least two possible sources offering ED! [the electronic data-interchange network] to all our regular cusfull customer satisfaction, Vermaas of supply. Failure to provide services
tomers" (see p. 58). "EDI will cut
says. "At our company, the attitude immeans loss of market share. It's as im- down the time it takes for just-in-time
plicit in 'I work for my boss' should be mediate as that."
delivery even further." Il
'I work for my customer. —
SGS-Thomson is already pushing to Additional reporting provided by
It's difficult to quantify the success of
have 90% of its sales delivered just-in- Andrew Rosenbaum
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"Voice Capability
in aFAX Modem Chip
from Yamaha LSI!"

"Now We're
Talking!"

Co*

Smart PCs and FAX machines are spreading the word.
Because now they can have complete voice recording and
playback capability! Easily. And quickly. With Yamaha's
YM7109 FAX Modem chip and FAXSIM -software.
The YM7109 gives designers avoice/FAX solution in a
single chip. It provides acomplete send/receive 9600bps
Group 3FAX Modem. Plus, 12-bit ND and DIA converters
sampling at 9.6k samples/second for high resolution voice
processing. And voice quality that surpasses even today's
digital telephone systems.
The YM7109 opens up anew world of applications.
AFAX machine can answer phone calls and record
messages. APC can provide added utility
as aFAX and telephone answering
machine. Or aFAX board can greet
callers and send requested information.
The possibilities are endless.
But remember, those who get to market
first — are the winners. That's where
Yamaha's FAXSIM software gives you ahead start.

It includes all the FAX
modules, plus Bulletin Board
Service using EIA Binary File Transfer/Bell
103, and ADPCM for storing and playing back
voice. The source code is available in Turbo Ci"
and makes integration abreeze. Letting you move
from design to production fast.
Beat the competition. Call us at 1-800-543-7457.
We'll get your PCs and FAX machines talking.

YAMAHA LS1
Systems Technology Division
981 Ridder Park Drive, San Jose, CA 95131

0 1990, Yamaha LSI, Systems Technology Division. Yamaha LSI, Systems Technology Division and the Yamaha logo are registered trademarks of Yamaha Corporation of America. FAXSIM is a
trademark of Yamaha Corporation of America. Turbo Cis atrademark of Borland Corporation.
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COMPUTERS AND PBXs
DIALING ANEW DESTINY

SOFTWARE INTERFACES THAT TIE PHONE LINES TO DATA BASES
ARE CREATING BIG MARKETS 1ff JACK UMW

II

path, and this one completes the critical seeing an endorsement that this is an
business link between a voice on the important approach to voice and data
phone and the computer. So when integration," says Borton.
ISDN finally arrives, its intelligent-netThe software interfaces that let PBXs
work features will have an
conduct relatively complex interequally smart partner waiting for TELECOM actions with computers on voice
it inside the customer's premises.
calls are called request-and-status links.
Unlike ISDN, computer-to-PBX inter"RSLs basically let computers and PBXs
faces are ready to burst onto the scene tell each other what they are up to,"
in a big way, creating a major new says Northern Telecom Corp.'s John
market for nimble companies in appliSpindler, product manager for Meridcations software and special-purpose ian Link, an RSL that connects Northhardware. "Both the computer and the ern Telecom's switches to computers
private-branch-exchange people are and local-area networks.
moving very fast," says Greg Borton,
Because of the tendency to view
president of Nabnasset Corp., a con- voice and data integration from the
sulting firm based in l'yngsboro, Mass.
ISDN perspective, a common misconCulminating with IBM Corp.'s introduc- ception about RSLs assumes that data
tion of computer-to-PBX hardware and is routed through the PBX. This is not
software in mid-May, every major comthe rase. Spindler points out that the
puter and PBX manufacturer has relationship is really one of coordinathrown its hat into the ring. "We are tion: the PBX routes the incoming
phone call to acustomer service representative, for example, while simultaneously using the RSL interface to tell
VOICE
the computer to send its data to that
same customer-service terminal. More
sophisticated interactions are also possible, in which the computer initiates
dialing instructions for the PBX.
In areas where ISDN is available,
REQUESTISDN's caller-identification-number feaVOICE
ANDture can be used—along with lookup
STATUStables in the host computer—to locate
LINK (RSL)
INTERFACE
the caller's data file. ISDN's rich feature
set will complement RSLs as it becomes a reality. In the meantime, an
automated answering machine can ask
FUNCTIONALITIES:
the caller to key in his or her phone
VOICE
CALLER IDENTIFICATION
number or customer account number.
COORDINATED CALL AND FILE TRANSFER
The first users of RSL technology are
VOICE AND DATA CALL CONFERENCING
corporate call centers such as customer
HOST-BASED CALL INITIATION
service operations, where large numMÉMINIkk
bers of inbound calls—most often
FORGING NEW LINKS
from toll-free "800" numbers—have to
RSL links between PBXs and computers will let applications software
be handled. But outbound calling proact on incoming calls by accessing the appropriate data base.
duces alarger number of applications

MAGINE A TECHNOLOGY
that retrieves a customer's data
base and routes it to the most apIIIM propriate customer-service terminal
the second the customer completes a
phone call. Did you guess ISDN? Then
you were wrong.
An aggressive public relations campaign by telephone companies around
the world has made the integration of
voice and data seem almost synonymous with the integrated services digital
network But widespread deployment of
ISDN is at least a half decade in the
future. Even when it arrives, ISDN will
reside in the phone company's network—not in the millions of corporate
data bases and terminal servers that hold
the key to marketing success.
But another technology that integrates
voice and data has been maturing at a
much faster pace along an independent
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scenarios. "In a telemarketing application," says Spindler, "the host can direct the PBX to make calls from alist
of numbers and when the PBX gets an
answer, it immediately turns the line
over to acustomer service representative and directs the computer to ship
the information in the customer's data
file to that terminal."
For the immediate future, RSL interfaces will not be plug-and-play. Although standards bodies are hard at
work in both the U. S. and Europe, the
name of the game today is for PBX
and computer makers to work out
their own interfaces. "Standards are not
here yet, and everybody has his own
variation on what the standard should
be," says Nancy Pryor, AT&T Co.'s
marketing manager for call-management products in Bridgewater, N.J. In
the meantime, customers are demanding RSLs that they can use now.
For its part, AT&T has published a
specification called the Adjunct/Switch
Applications Interface, which describes
much of the functionality and implementation of an RSL. It has also introduced two products that are subsets of
ASAI: ISDN Gateway and the Integrated Telemarketing Gateway. Northern
Telecom's version of an RSL is the
Meridian Link. In all likelihood, ASAI
and Northern Telecom's generic specification will converge with the work of
standards bodies as standards evolve.
AT&T's ISDN Gateway is afairly simple one-way interface that converts ISDN
formats to the CCITT X.25 protocol and
passes the information to the computer,
many of which already accept the X.25
format. AT&Ts Integrated Telemarketing
Gateway (ITG) comes much closer to
an RSL, since it allows two-way communication between the switch and the
computer. 'When we move to ASAI,"
says Pryor, "customers will be able to
port their applications from IFG easily."
Today's products are, in fact, protocol
converters—boxes that stand between
the computer and the PBX. In the future, RSLs will be implemented inside
the PBX. "As soon as three years from
now, potential customers will not even
talk to PBX makers that do not have
RSLs onboard," says Nabnasset's Borton.
Besides Northern Telecom and AT&T,
other market-leader companies with RSL
programs indude British Telecom, Digital Equipment, Hewlett-Packard, IBM, InteGom, /vlitel, Rolm, Siemens, Stratus,
Tandem, Unisys, and Wang. Harris
Corp.'s Digital Telephone Systems Divi-

TYPICAL
PHONE SERVICE
(ASSOCIATED
SIGNALING)

DATA-COM PATH
BETWEEN COMPUTER
AND SWITCH IS
SEPARATE FROM
REQUEST-ANDSTATUS LINK

SWITCH
RSL PORT
RSL PORT
CENTRAL
COMPUTER

ISDN-TYPE SIdNALI
(2B +D)
COMMUNICATION
BETWEEN COMPUTER
AND SWITCH IS
NOT ASSOCIATED
WITH ASPECIAL
PHONE CALL
POs AND TERMINALS
CAN USE RSL-BASED
APPLICATIONS
INDEPENDENT OF
DATA COM TO
THE DESK-SUCH AS LANs

ASSOCIATED SIGNALING
Whether the incoming call is formatted in conventional phone service or
ISDN, the initial voice-call setup uses associated signaling.
sion in Novato, Calif., offers an RSL that
can take fuller advantage of ISDN's capabilities. Primarily aimed at the narrow
market for high-security government
agencies, the Harris Secure Network
Switch implements complex security
functions, says Dave Hochman, manager
of product planning.
"Coupled with ISDN, we can use
our computer link to set up asecurity
server," he says. Using ISDN's signaling
channel, the computer will inform the
switch where a call originates and
whether the caller has security clearance to phone aparticular number. If
clearance is granted, the call can go
though over ISDN's data channels. If it
is not, the call can be routed to another number.
Companies specializing in telecommunications software have also recognized the value of RSLs. Aristacom International Inc., Alameda, Calif., recently released a series of products that
link AT&T PBXs with IBM System/370
mainframes. RSLs let "agents spend
more time working with the customer
and less time dealing with the phone
and computer systems," says Charles
D. Kissner, president. "The company
delivers better customer service—that
is what it is all about."
The progress in computer-to-PBX
links opens abig opportunity for applications programmers. "For the first
time," says Nabnasset's Boston, "software engineers now have access to the
telephony service, instead of just the
telephone." If past experience is any
indication, he adds, the industry can
expect to see an explosion of innovaELECIRONICS •JULY 1490
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tive applications for RSLs similar to—
but smaller than—the one that followed the introduction of personal
computers. Although similar opportunities exist for hardware vendors that can
find amultimedia niche in storage or
networking technologies, software will
be in highest demand.

B

UT "APPLICATIONS DEU' P velopment expertise is in short
supply for these technologies," says
Taia Ergueta, multivendor support
product marketing manager for Hewlett-Packard Co. in Mountain View,
Calif. Still other opportunities will be
found in providing network support.
To address this market, HP and Northern Telecom have set up a strategic
alliance called the Corporate Networks
Organization. At the core of the HP/
Northern Telecom strategy is the interface between the Meridian SL-1 PBX
and HP's Applied Computerized Telephony call-processing server and applications interfaces. Third-party software
vendors are brought into the equation
to provide application-specific software,
and an HP-Northern Telecom joint service agreement means customers need
only place asingle phone call to have
problems solved.
"It starts to become avery complex
task to maximize system-level performance," says HP's Ergueta, "and the
customers do not have any models or
expertise to handle that. We are including support to remote users within our
basic support service, for example, and
that is something that would tax the resources of most of our customers if

they had to do it themselves."
Implementing an RSL involves new architectural features in the PBX-to-computer interface. The new architecture is
driven primarily by two capabilities not
now available in the interface: the proxy
function and the monitor function. In
the proxy function, the computer can
dial on behalf of a telephone, in the
monitor function, host-based applications software can query the PBX to
determine atelephone's status (busy, on
hold, or ringing). The host will be notified whenever there is achange in the
phone's status.
Just as important to RSLs as proxy
and monitoring capabilities is the concept of associated and disassociated
signaling, says Nabnasset's Bonon.
With existing PBX technology, when
users pick up the the phone and dial a
number or press a feature button the
information being passed is inextricably bound to the call in the same physical channel. This is known as associated signaling. "Under proxy dialing,"
says Borton, the dialing instructions are
passed via the RSL. This procedure,
which in ISDN terms is called disassociated signaling, enables applications
on the computer to initiate calls or other features on behalf of the user."
Whether the incoming call is formatted in conventional phone service or
ISDN, the initial voice-call setup uses
associated signaling. In conventional
signaling, the data-corn path in the
computer is set up by the customer
keying in his or her phone number or
account number, and this information
is passed to the central processing unit.

back through the PBX for routing to
the terminal. Meanwhile, the voice portion of the call is also being routed to
the customer service representative.
Although afirm standard for RSLs is
not expected for acouple of years, at
least, standards bodies in the U. S. and
Europe have already tackled the issue
and are even consulting with one another. Representatives of the European
Computer Manufacturers Association
and the T1S1 committee of the American National Standards Institute met informally in San Francisco late in June
to discuss their mutual interests and
directions on RSLs.
ECMA has already published adocument for the Computer Supported Telephony Application standard. It details
application scenarios and establishes

used, is on hold, or is ringing.
Network-provided information is
generally associated with ISDN and includes automatic number identification.
Other features being discussed by
ECMA and T1S1 include allowing computers to monitor automated call-distribution queues and giving PBXs the
means of requesting routing information from computer-based applications.

INCE THE VALUE OF THE
RSLs can be enhanced by ISDN,
the rapid progress of RSL standards
work in both Europe and the U. S.
prompts the question of migration strategies to the future world of totally digital
communications. There is general
agreeement that evolution toward ISDN
will be slow for two reasons: the telecom industry is highly regulated and its
enormous capital-equipment infrastructure must be replaced.
But the evolution is as inexorable as
it is slow, which has prompted some
The integration of voice and data is
LAN companies to ready themselves
not the province of the telephone
for the digital era. "We expect to have
companies' ISDN alone; computer- quite afew products over the next few
to-PBX interfaces will make the same
years that provide connections to
link on acustomer's premises.
ISDN," says Chris Oliver, vice president
of engineering for Cabletron CommuEvery major computer and PBX
nications Corp., Rochester, N. H.
maker has announced products imOliver does not view ISDN as aviaplementing such interfaces, and the
ble competitor to existing LAN technolmarket is wide open for applications
ogy in the office or campus environsoftware.
ment, but thinks it is essential to include it in wide-area-networking strategies. "We have not talked to many
operating principles for a call model, customers who are interested in ripsays Domenic lacovo, director of ping up existing plants to install ISDN,"
Northern Telecom's market-planning he says. "They are pretty happy with
division in Richardson, Texas. But the the Ti links they have now."
ONITORING OF THE ECMA document does not set forth a
Similarly, Codex Corp. sees signifistatus of different terminals in protocol architecture.
cant market opportunity in the slow
the customer service network is providThe U. S. T1S1 committee has not migration toward ISDN, says Ray
ed over the RSL interface. Once an idle published adocument yet. "It is some- Wright, director of ISDN marketing for
customer service representative is found, what behind ECMA," says lacovo, "but the Mansfield, Mass., manufacturer of
the CPU delivers the customer's data file not as dramatically as may be thought,
modems and statistical multiplexers.
to the appropriate terminal over aLAN because it has addressed aprotocol ar"An increasing portion of our business
and directs the PBX to deliver the voice chitecture. But it does not have an endis in selling complete solutions instead
call to the same representative's phone.
to-end call model."
of boxes," he says. Computer makers
If an ISDN line is being used, the
The committees are focusing on won't install ISDN interfaces until the
customer's phone number comes in standardizing several areas including number of ISDN lines grows signifiover the signaling channel. An ex- call-processing requests, status-and- cantly, he says, and in the meantime,
change of information between the event messages, and network-provided Codex will be marketing adapter gear.
CPU and the switch takes place to information. Call-processing requests
To that end, Codex announced in
route the call to aparticular customer include being able to make calls or May an analog-to-digital strategy that
service representative. But instead of conference calls, transfer calls, and imlets customers slowly replace analog
using aseparate data path—such as a plement special features required for equipment. The migration path inLAN—to transmit the customer's file automated call distribution. Status-and- cludes an ability to consolidate its new
from the CPU to the terminal, the CPU event messages make it possible for digital products with existing analog
has the option of sending the data-base the computer to know when aparticuitems under the same network manageinformation over an ISDN data channel lar phone connected to aPBX is being ment system. 17
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JAPAN INC. MAKES ROO
FOR ENTREPRENEURS

ENTERPRISING UPSTARTS BELIE THE MYTH OF AMONOLITHIC
CORPORATE SOCIETY SHIN KUSUNOKI AND LAWRENCE CURRAN

C

Sekiguchi concluded that there was goya. The company trains and places
ORPORATE JAPAN MAY
appear to the casual observer to in Japan aconsiderable shortage of de- engineering temps in manufacturing
be populated mostly by stodgy, sign engineers, "the kind of shortage firms specializing in electronics, autoMali monolithic companies that trace that could not be replenished over- mobiles, and machine tools. Since
then, Meitec has set up shop in
their roots to the 19th century, but the night. This gave me the idea for a
JOAN Tokyo as well, and has sales and
entrepreneurial spirit is alive and well new type of business. Our engiin the island nation. And if the neers would go into client companies other offices in more than 30 additionfounders of a handful of electronics when needed and forge ties with per- al locations in Japan. Sales for fiscal
1989 were $179 million and employcompanies are somewhat representa- sonnel there while on the job. When
tive, it would seem that there's not a the job is over, the client sends our en- ment has grown over the years from
seven to 4,900.
great deal of difference
The company operbetween risk takers in
ates much like a U.S.
Japan and the U. S.
temporary placement
They're tough-minded,
agency for engineers and
independent, and willtechnical talent, although
ing to risk their own
the time Meitec's engimoney to chart their
neers are employed by
own courses.
client firms may be as
The founders of Meilong as three years. Meitec, Nippon Densan,
tec's Nagoya training
Rohm, and Giken Encenter each year grooms
gineering all bankrolled
200 to 300 high-school
their own startups, and
graduates to do engieach had the tenacity to
neering, sending them
endure serious setbacks.
out to client companies
Two crises common to
after a year of practical
all included the very
training.
newness of their comOne part of the Meipanies in asociety that
tec rationale is Sekiguhonors longevity, and a
chi's conviction that
like to think that 'get nght in with the employees, link arms
devastating 1973-74 reJapanese companies are
cession stemming from
with them in akind of scrimmage, and spearhead the rush
quick to copy successful
the worldwide oil crisis.
forward Because they've trusted me, they've followed me'
new merchandise or
For Fusaro Sekiguchi,
FUSARO SEKIGUCHI
even patented material.
the oil crisis proved to
What's more, the techbe not a blow but an
nology in most soopportunity. In fact, his
company—Meitec Corp., adesign-engi- gineers back to us." Technically, Mei- called "high-tech" products these days
neering service—would not have exist- tec's industrial classification is engineer- "is more or less arehash or adaptation
ed without it. By 1974 the oil shortage ing design, but Sekiguchi says his com- of conventional technology. And you
had "dealt agreat blow to the Japanese pany was one of the first in Japan to need brainpower to do the adaptaeconomy," Sekiguchi says. The land of provide a personnel-dispatch, or tion—to work the new elements into
conventional technology," he says.
lifetime employment saw large-scale "brain-leasing," service.
Selciguchi founded the company, Meitec provides that brainpower.
layoffs, he recalls, and at the same time
Selciguchi's motivations for staking a
the big corporations moved to make then called Nagoya Technology Center,
their production, design, and develop- in 1974 in cramped quarters on the small claim above that bookstore were
second floor above abookstore in Na- simple: he wanted to run his own busiment facilities more energy-efficient.
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ness and had enough self-confidence in their jobs, asituation that Sekiguchi year of $292 million. But there's nothto risk his own money when there was had to correct.
ing humble about Nagamori, who
no venture capital available. He also
In the early days, he went so far as wants to reach $1 billion in sales in
wanted to make aunique contribution, to pay acadre of engineers to remain
1993. He says the company has never
and in Seldguchi's case, that goes well at home on call during times when he had an unprofitable year.
beyond providing a service that was had no work for them. "I had to retain
unprecedented at the time. It also the necessary personnel in preparation
RASH IS PROBABLY THE
means applying a management style for the expansion. That's why Ididn't
best description for Nagamori,
that encourages the "dreams and aspi- let them go," he says.
who was 28 when, with his own monrations" of employees. For example, in
Anecdotes like that confirm Seldgu- ey and the help of three associates, he
each issue of the company's magazine, chi's overall philosophy: "At Meitec, I started Nippon Densan. His colleagues
he publishes ads encouraging employlike to think that Iget right in with the were 27, 26, and 24—hardly impressive
ees to concoct viable business ven- employees, link arms with them in a in asociety that honors experience.
tures; Seldguchi will back them finan- kind of scrimmage, and spearhead the
Nagamori recalls that "the Japanese
cially. He encourages employees in rush forward. Because they've trusted companies we approached asked us
other ways as well. His hobbies inme, they've followed me."
how long we'd been in business.
clude race horses, fast boats,
When we replied, 'about half
and fast cars. To cultivate an
a year,' they'd ask why they
appreciation for fine design,
should deal with a complete
he displays in the Nagoya lobnovice when there were 30 or
by a $2 million Bugatti. And
40 other motor manufacturers
to reward good work, he
around." Prospective Japanese
turns over the corporate Fercustomers also wanted to see
rari Testarosa to the employee
the facility.
of the week for aweekend.
At the time, Nagamori
Seldguchi says Meitec's suchadn't moved to the dye
cess began with three major
works. He and his associates
projects for the giant Mitsubistill worked in asingle room
shi Heavy Industries involving
in his home. "No one would
production of the U. S. Air
have anything to do with us,"
Force/McDonnell Douglas
he says. "We consequently
Corp. F-15 fighter aircraft, the
tried to sell to American
U. S. Navy/Lockheed Corp. Pfirms." It worked. With Nip3C antisubmarine patrol
pon Densan performing due
plane, and the Boeing 767
'Most companies stop concentrating on building
diligence from long distance,
commercial airliner.
3M never had to set foot in
market
share
when
they
reach
70%,
but
we
have
no
Meitec's client list grew to
the home-style dye works.
indude Hitachi, Toshiba, and
intention of lowering our guard'
Nagamori's fascination with
Toyota Auto Body, some of
SHIGENOBU NAGAIVIORI
motors stems from his gradewhich were concerned about
school days, when he reMeitec's ability to maintain
ceived praise from an otherconfidentiality about proprietary inforor HE FIRST CUSTOMER FOR wise critical teacher for assembling a
mation. "But once we did work for
Nippon Densan Corp., based in motor from a kit. 'That made a big
them, they were pleased with the re- Kyoto and now the overwhelming impression on me. I became detersults. Now we're doing business with worldwide market leader in supplying mined to learn about motors once I
nearly all the companies on the Tokyo spindle motors to manufacturers of entered college," he says. Before
Stock Exchange." In fact, Meitec takes hard-disk drives, was 3M Co. Happily founding Nippon Densan, he had
great pains to protect client confidenti- for Nippon Densan, 3M made its pur- worked for three years at Teac and
ality. For example, Seldguchi says, "we chase decision based on the perfor- Yamashina Precision.
don't send aperson who designed casmance of sample motors, without visitTeac makes tape recorders. "The
settes for Matsushita to design cassettes ing the "plant."
president asked me what Iwould like
for Toshiba. Because we strictly obThat was 17 years ago, when Nipto do at the company," Nagamori says.
serve these guidelines, we've been able pon Densan was afour-person opera"I was brimming with confidence, and
to gain the trust of our clients."
tion in a small dye works in Kyoto.
Iasked him what he was having most
Winning the clients' trust is only half Founder and president Shigenobu Natrouble with. When he said it was mothe battle; as Seldguchi sees it, winning gamori located 3M through the Yellow tors, Ireplied, 'That's exactly what I
your employees' trust is the other.
Pages, eventually supplying the com- want to do."
"The most vital element in this busi- plex motors then used in magnetic
He got the assignment and soon beness is maintaining the trust of your tape-duplicating machines.
came an authority. When Teac estabemployees," he says. Because the engiFrom that humble start in 1973, Niplished asubsidiary—Shinano Teac—to
neering-design service Meitec provides pon Densan has grown to supply 95% produce spindle motors, the 24-yearwas so unique at the outset, it wasn't of the world's supply of disk-drive old Nagamori asked Teac's president
easy for early employees to feel secure spindle motors, recording revenues last three times in two years to be put in
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INFORMATION CENTER
Use the postage-paid card on the facing page;
circle the number of each company you would like to know more about.
ACCOMMODATIONS

COMPUTER BOARDS

1-Best Western—With over 3,400 locations around the world, Best Western
does business where you do.

185 -CEC Capital Eqipment—Control
any IEEE-488 device with CEC cards, cables, software.
172 -Clearpoint—Up to 64 Mbytes of
the highest density, fastest, VME-compatible memory.
190 -Epson Semiconductor—More
memory for laptops and handheld com-

ASICs
216/217 -Silicon Systems—"MSICs"—
the new ASIC direction. Circle 216 for
product info, 217 for career info.
BATTERIES
171 -Sonnenschein Lithium—The dependable ones with high output.
CAE CAD SOFTWARE
175 -Ikos Systems—The high-speed,
hardware-assisted logic and fault simulator that streamlines ASIC design.
205 -ISS Integrated Silicon Systems—
um 2000: the designer's solution.
194 -Viewlogic—The Workview Series

puters.
200 -Microstar Laboratories—Data Acquisition Processor for IBM PC/XT/AT/
386.
COMPUTER I0DEVICES

COMPUTER REPAIR
206-TechServ—Double your income
with computer repair, a$10 billion indus-

CONFERENCES
201 -NEC—Make your phone aringing
success with NEC photocouplers.
214 -Yamaha LSI—Voice capability in
afax modem chip.

technology and through-hole products
on time, to specification, and within budget.
204 -Solectron—The highest quality
surface-mount-technology and conventional standards in the world.
213 -TRW—Small package, big value—thanks to TRW.
MANUFACTURING TOOLS
177 -Brian R. White Co.—Contact-free
soldering and desoldering with the Leister-Labor Shot-air tool.

199 -Itac Systems—Mouse-Trak: the
best cursor control in the world.

is the system of choice by the top IC,
ASIC, and system engineers.
COMMUNICATIONS

MANUFACTURING
193 -Avex—Delivering surface-mount-

215 -EWC—Engineering Workstations
Conference, Los Angeles, Oct. 9-11, 1990.

MEMORY ICs
176 -Oki—Submicron production in full
swing, bringing the new age of 4-Mbit
DRAMs.
181 -United Microelectronics—The
best source for high-quality semiconductors may not be where you think it is.
Take SRAMs: on Taiwan, UMC makes
SRAMs in sizes up to 1Mbit, speeds from
120 to 20 na.

CONVERTERS

PC-BOARD LAYOUT
221 -P-CAD—Premier PCB gives worldclass Urnx productivity.

COMPONENTS

195 -Vicor—Dc/dc converters provide
the power for use in telecommunications
applications.

186 -AMP—TBC (Twin-Beam Contact)
connectors steal the show for high-densi-

COPIER

203 -Abbott—Mil/Pac high-density military power supplies.

ty, high-pin-count affordability.
180 -Amphenol—A wide array of connector parts.
219 -Fujitsu—Before we could make it
big, we had to make it small.
178 -Hewlett-Packard—Engineering
managers give HP the highest rating for
reliability.
385-389 -Philips Components—DIP
octocouplers provide 7-kV dc isolation
and 11-MHz bandwidth(385); video and
system controller replaces up to 30 ICs
(386); Advanced planar technology produces InGaAs/InP p-i-n photodiodes
(387); DTMF dialer with reclial; (388);
nonsolid aluminum electrolytics with
CECC approval (389).
220 -Pico—Plug-in surface-mousnt axial
inductors, toroidal, insulated leads.
209 -Teledyne—Centigrid quality and
performance in an affordable version.

POWER SUPPLIES
2-Xerox—When you buy acopier,
don't forget you're also buying acompany.

SOCKETS
208 -Mill-Max—How we mastered the

DISK DRIVES

PGA socket.

173 -Western Digital—New Caviar intelligent drives give you the kind of speed
you've always wanted.
IMAGING
207 -Matrox—Matrox has redefined
high-end price/performance for imaging
in the 1990s.
187 -Recognition Concepts—Matched
performers: Trapix PLUS virtual image
processor and Data STORE video-rate
disk system.
MAGNETIC MATERIALS
188 -Krupp Widia—Magnet engineering that means the right road ahead.
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TEST INSTRUMENTS
191 -Toshiba America—The new
TC140G Series packs 172,000 gates on a
single chip.
189 -Anritsu—The highest levels of
measuring accuracy for communications
applications.
202 -Nicolet—Nicolet 400: the only
DSO with an expandable memory from
64-K to 256-K per channel.
174 -Rohde 84 Schwarz—Spectrum analyzers that are tops when it comes to dynamic range and low noise.
218 -Yokogawa—Digital oscilloscopes
with personality.

NECESSITY
may be the

tricity. He says that
he peruses business
mother of invention,
documents as if they
were musical scores,
but the founder of
Rohm
Co.
Ltd.
and it's been said
learned early on that
that he leads Rohm
the way aconductor
there has to be anecessity for the invenleads a symphony
orchestra—with a
tion, too. He is Ken
Sato, who came up
combination of paswith apatented way
sion and self-analytito produce small recal composure.
sistors because the
The idea that beelectric furnaces he
came Rohm came to
used to fire the prodSato in his bathroom, which in Jaucts in 1957 would
not accommodate
pan is used only for
the large size of con'When you're playing piano,
bathing and in older
ventional units.
homes is separate
your performance is rated by
"But they didn't
from the main buildathird party. In business,
sell," Sato reports.
ing. "I suppose it
Even though he was
would have been a
it's the same—the third party
satisfied that the degarage in the United
is the customer'
vices offered an
States," he quips,
equivalent 2-W outKEN SATO
"but in those days,
put to the standard
almost no Japanese
could afford acar, so
UT IT WAS FAR FROM size, Sato says that
smooth sailing after Nippon prospective customers "couldn't be- there were very few garages."
While he was still a university stuDensan got off the ground in 1973. lieve resistors that small could perform
The fledgling company survived three as well as the big ones. When we dent, Sato's bathroom laboratory was
brushes with bankruptcy and then, in didn't find any buyers, Ithought for the incubator for the tiny resistors. He
1986-87, just after the yen appreciated, sure that the business was finished."
filed for apatent covering his manufacit faced another crisis because 65% of
Then along came transistor radios, turing method, got it two years later,
its sales were from exports.
which served to launch Rohm, now a and eventually moved production to a
When competitors hiked their prices, Kyoto based multinational company house obtained rent-free from afriend.
Nippon Densan gambled by lowering with 1989 revenues of $1.1 billion. The
With about $100 borrowed from an
them, gaining market share while man- tiny radios, introduced by Sony Corp. uncle, Sato purchased or made the
aging to remain profitable. 'We were in 1958, couldn't accommodate con- equipment he needed and began proheaded toward bankruptcy at the ventional resistors. "That's when the ducing resistors. After the initial frustratime," Nagamori says, and as alast re- compact models we made began to tion of trying to sell them, he began to
sort, "I thought we might as well try to sell like hotcakes," Sato says. 'The find acceptance from makers of tubeworld of radios changed overnight type portable radios and later hit pay.
gain market share."
By this time, venture capital was from vacuum tubes to the transistor, dirt with Sony's transistor radios, "sellplentiful in Japan; Nippon Densan and we rode the crest of that change." ing resistors by the tens of thousands."
Rohm's catalog now includes resisfound backers, invested in additional
production facilities, and "achieved our tors, capacitors, transistors, integrated
3NCORPORATING IN 1958,
greatest growth after the yen's appreci- circuits, semiconductor lasers, print
Rohm soon moved to more subation. Our competitors weakened over- heads, and LED- and LCD-display de- stantial production facilities and
night," Nagamori says. "Our market vices. The firm owns 61% of Exar branched into additional products—
share shot from 40% to 70%." Nippon Corp., the San Jose, Calif., producer of first diodes, then transistors. A pivotal
Densan boosted its share to 95% with monolithic linear ICs and application- development came when Rohm
the Shinano Tokki (the former Teac specific ICs. Rohm has nine factories in learned after opening an office in IrJapan, three in the U. S., two each in vine, Calif., that the U. S. market favors
subsidiary) acquisition.
But Nagamori isn't resting yet. "Most Brazil and Malaysia, and one each in standards. Rohm made its resistors
companies stop concentrating on Thailand and South Korea.
even smaller to conform to the AmeriAs a university student and accom- can standard, which in turn made
building market share when they reach
70%, but we have no intention of low- plished pianist, Sato had no plans to them more attractive to customers in
ering our guard," he says. His boldness start an electronics company. But he Japan and elsewhere.
Like many Japanese firms, Rohm enand commitment suggest there's a failed to win acoveted prize in apiano
good chance Nippon Densan will competition, "which made me resolve dured its worst corporate crisis during
reach his goals for the 20th anniver- to do something else," says the reticent the 1973-74 oil-related recession.
ary—sales of $1 billion and aClass A Sato, whose monldike daily regimen Rohm's products then also included
has given him areputation for eccen- LEDs and thermal print heads, as well
listing on the Tokyo Stock Exchange.

charge of the new venture. Two of
those requests came after the subsidiary suffered along stretch of defective
production. After all three requests
were denied, Nagamori decided to
leave Teac. (Fittingly enough, Nippon
Densan acquired Shinano Teac, then
known as Shinano ToIdd, along with
its 25% market share, in 1989.)
Nagamori then joined Yamashina
Precision, amachine-tool manufacturer
that liked his idea of branching out
into motors. "At age 25, Iwas appointed director of one of their divisions,"
he says. Two years later, he became
head of the subsidiary set up to make
the motors and amember of the board
of directors. But his plan had always
been to start his own business, and for
seed money, Nagamori dreamed up a
novel tactic: he bought alife-insurance
policy that named abank as beneficiary, then approached that bank for a
loan. Asked to show collateral, he produced the policy—and got the loan.
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XEROX

3-year
warranty
Guaranteed
copy quality

National Quality
Award winner

Best service
in the business

\

7-year parts
service

Some of the best features of our copiers
don't come in the box.
When you buy acopier, don't forget
you're also buying acompany.
And when the name on the box is
Xerox, you get alot more than acopier.
You get acompany dedicated to your
complete satisfaction.
For example, Xerox offers athreeyear warranty on all our cartridge
desktop copiers. Other manufacturers
offer amere 90 days.
Xerox also guarantees copy quality.
So you can be sure your 20,000th copy
will be just as good as your first.
Equally unique is our guarantee to
provide parts and service for all our

copiers for up to seven years.
Add to that the fact that every Xerox
copier is backed by the best supplies
and the best service organization in the
business.

For information about any
Xerox copier, call 1-800TEAM-XRX, Ext. 250A.

/

fi9n8n9er

And that—when it comes to documents
—no company has more experience than
Xerox.
All of which are just afew of the
reasons that Xerox was recently honored
with the Malcolm Baldrige National
Quality Award.
So make your next copier aXerox.
And get the best features in acopier—
plus the best features in acompany.

Three-year warranty requires purchase of replaceable copy cartridge from Xerox.
1990 XEROX CORPORATION. XEROX* is atrademark of XEROX CORPORATION.

Xerox
1-2C11: 2

National

Quality
Award
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COMPAQ COMPUTER CORP

111. 1111111"
Lowest Profile
0.5" ht.,
u pto 55 Watts

SYSTEMPRO FAMILY THRUSTS THE PC MAKER
INTO THE MINICOMPUTER/SERVER ARENA

COMPAQ DIPS ATOE
INTO ABIGGER POND
W

HEN HOUSTON-BASED
Compaq Computer Corp. announced its Systempro PC System last
November, the company served notice
that it was ready to swim in another
pond. Despite the PC label, their performance puts these computers in a
class with minicomputers and mini-class
servers.
But they put Compaq, which has
3,000
thrived in the IBMcompatible PC busi2,500
ness, under the guns
of a new class of
2,000
competitors. Among
o
them are: Digital
Equipment and Hew1,500
lett-Packard, as well
as IBM. Early signs
are that Compaq can
take it.
500
Compaq closed
1989 with net income
O
of $333 million on
1985 1986
revenue of $2.87 bilM
AMMINTI
lion. That's a 39%
boost in revenue and almost 31% in net
income over 1988. Rod Canion, cofounder, president, and chief executive
officer, says Compaq grew twice as fast
as the PC industry.
Those percentages, however, aren't
nearly as eye-popping as Compaq's experience in its first full year of business.
That was 1983, when it set afirst-year
record for U. S. companies: $111 million in revenue by providing aportable
31-lb pound IBM-compatible PC.
Indications that Compaq's move into
more powerful computers comes at an
opportune time include the company's

Cm
Power
Supplies

sound financial position, a trend toward PCs instead of minis or mainframes as network servers, and the early acceptance of the Systempro.
Canion says of the response to the
• Input Voltage 90 to 130 VAC
Systempro that he's "very pleased.
(47/440Hz)
Meanwhile, we're building our capabil•
Single, Dual, Triple Outputs
ity to support and
• 1200V Rms Isolation
distribute" it.
Indeed, Compaq's
• Low Isolation Capacity
ability to distribute a
Available
computer that re• Continuous Short Circuit
quires amore techniProtection
cal sell than PCs is
• High Efficiency
one of the biggest
• Fully Regulated Voltage
questions about SysOutputs
tempro. Compaq has
• Operating Temperature
always relied on
—25 C. to +70 C. with No
dealers as its sole
Heat Sink or Electrical
market outlet, numDerating Required
bering Businessland
• Expanded Operating
and Computerland
Temperature Available
among them. Some
(—55 C. to +85°C. ambient)
observers question
• Optional Environmental
whether such dealers
Screening Available
can sell Systempro.
1987 1988 1989
Canion is conPICO manufactures complete lines of
vinced they can, but
Transformers, Inductors, DC-DC Converters
he doesn't rule out affiliations between
and AC-DC Power Supplies
dealers and system integrators to help
the process along. "The world said that
dealers couldn't sell local-area netDelivery—
rei see
works and computer-aided design syson. 044 ee
stock to
tems, too," Canion points out, "but
one week
%-seivo s 1%41
"1.0
they're doing those things."
Cep-„,
n,
reer Po
iei?
For his part, analyst Wiffiam Zachmann sees no reason why dealers can't
adapt to a more technical sell. Zachmann is president of Canopus Re453 N. MacOuesten Pkwy. Mt. Vernon, N.Y. 10552
search, a Duxbury, Mass., consulting
Call Toll Free800431-1064
firm that follows the computer indus\Zt NEW YORK CALL 914-699-5514
try. "So far, the results seem to be
good," he says. Shipments of three
CIRCLE 220

GOOD TIMES
AT CO MPAQ

PICO /co
p

Op,

ler•

Electronics, Inc.

E

models of the Enhanced Indus ry Standard Architecture (EISA)-bus Systempro PC System began last December.
They carry resale prices of $15,999 to
$25,999. Their central processors use a
33-MHz version of the Intel 80386 to
deliver performance ranging from 8
million to 40 million instructions/s. A
CPU built with a33-MHz version of the
80486 will be added to the family
soon. The Systempro can run MS-DOS,
OS/2, the Santa Cruz Operation's SCO
Unix, and two network operating systems—Novell Inc.'s Netware and Microsoft Corp.'s LAN Manager running
on OS/2.
Compaq's effort to stake a larger
claim in the minicomputer/server market doesn't mean it will pay less attention to its historic PC business. Says
Carrion, "We think we've established
ourselves as the No. 2business PC supplier around the world, behind IBM.
We're taking the right action from a
product and marketing position to protect that position."

NCR CORP

'CENTERS OF EXCELLENCE' OFFER ONE-STOP
SHOPPING AS SERVICE COMES TO THE FORE

NCR WOOS CUSTOMERS
BY WESLEY R. IVERSEN

or HERE ARE A NUMBER OF
reasons to improve customer
service (see p. 50). But at NCR Corp.,
the global move to open computing is
precipitating what amounts to arevolution.
last biggest change we made
as a company in service and support
was probably 15 years ago, when we
had to make amajor conversion out of
the world of mechanical products into
the world of electronic products," says
Richard B. Reese, vice president of customer services at the Dayton, Ohio,
computer maker.
E OR EXAMPLE, WHEN THE
In May, NCR unveiled anew strategy
Systempro was announced, for customer service and support in the
Compaq also unveiled its Deskpro
1990s, based on what it calls "Centers
486/25 PC, which uses a25-MHz 486 of Expertise." NCR hopes to have the
CPU to deliver 15 mips, which is as new structure operating worldwide by
much as three times faster than 386- year's end. The plan serves as abluebased desktop PCs.
print for developing and delivering
And earlier Compaq PCs have en- what Reese calls the "higher level of
abled the company to make a major professional services and consultative
mark as CAD/CAE workstations, espetypes of skills" that customers will recially in running AutoCAD applications.
quire as the era of cooperative, or stan"AutoCAD is the best-selling applica- dards-based, computing unfolds.
tion in CAD. It's been the key to our
The NCR initiative mirrors what's
success there," Canion says.
happening across the computer indusCanion sees no need for Compaq to try, as vendors move toward abroader
jump on the trend to Unix-based re- range of services geared toward oneduced-instruction-set-computing work- stop shopping for the customer. But
stations. "It's not clear that we need to the NCR plan goes further than most in
go to RISC-Unix to compete effective- formalizing various service components
ly" for that business.
and channeling their delivery, industry
In last year's annual report, Canion watchers say. The NCR setup, in fact,
said of the Systempro family that "this "provides an interesting model for the
product is at the forefront of arevolu- rest of the world in terms of how you
tion that will see the dividing lines might organize a customer services
[among] PCs, minicomputers, and group," says Rebecca Segal, an analyst
mainframes virtually disappear by the at market researcher International Data
end of this decade."
Corp. in Framingham, Mass.
And Compaq appears to be well-poThe Centers of Expertise approach is
sitioned to take advantage of such a part of what NCR calls Open, Cooperadynamic market. Zachmann of Canotive Computing (OCC)—an umbrella
pus Research says, "Ilie company in- strategy for standards-based computing
troduced 386-based products before that was unveiled in February. "For
IBM did, and has abetter share [than many years, the kinds of support that
IBM] in higher-margin products. Com- you brought to the customer tended to
paq looks like one of the best-posi- be oriented around your proprietary
tioned companies for the 1990s." //
solution, so you had a lot of knowlElECTRONICS •JULY 1990
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edge about that, but not a lot of
knowledge in general in the context of
what you need to know in an open environment," Reese says.
In the fast-emerging open-computing
era, customers will require more depth
from their service providers, he says.
Customer priorities will shift toward
more specialized services like systems integration, software porting, training, and
consulting on migration strategies in
multivendor environments, for maniple.
Under the new framework, NCR's customer service organizations will be realigned into different types of centers,
each concentrating expertise in aspecific
area: systems integration, product application, customer support, education, logistics, industry environments, software
engineering, and business management.
One key is the Account Support
Center, which is responsible for coordinating delivery of services from the
other eight. A single account manager
serves as aprimary point of contact for
the customer for any service need.
The company has already set up
group-level Systems Integration Centers
for the U. S. (Dayton) and Europe
(Frankfurt), and plans to set up additional division- and country-level units.
A similar structure will be used in
NCR's other two marketing regions—
the Pacific, and Latin America/Middle
East/Africa. The Systems Integration
Centers are staffed by professionals
with broad knowledge in communications architecture, networking products, and development engineering
techniques. The aim: to help customers
integrate NCR products into multivendor computing environments.
Software Engineering Centers will
come in several flavors, Reese says. "In
Europe, we have amajor Software Engineering Center in Zurich, and we're
putting porting centers in the U. S. Essentially, these centers are to help
teach customers how to best urilin- the
applications development environment
that's available in an OCC way of computing." /7

Another
International Reputation
Bites The Dust.

The best source for

Best of all, we do all

high-quality semiconduc-

this at very, very attractive

tors may not be where you

prices.

think it is.

If you'd like to find

Take UMC. In 1989,

out why UMC is building

we started production at

areputation among leading

the most advanced chip

electronics manufacturers

manufacturing facility in the world. In Taiwan.

worldwide, call us today: 408-727-9589.

Our leading-edge manufacturing tech-

UMC SRAM Family

nology allows us to produce awide variety of

Capacity

Part Number

Organization

Speed(ns)

16K

UM6116

2K x8

90/120

64K

UM6164

8K x8

20/25

64K

UM6188

2x(4Kx8)

25/35/45

SRAMs, for example. We make them in

64K

UM61164

4K x16

25/35/45

64K

UM61165

2x(2K x16)

25/35/45

sizes up to 1Mb, and speeds from 120 to 20 nsec.

64K

UM6264AL

8K x8

70/100/120

128K

UM61168

8K x16

25/35/45

We can easily handle high volume production

256K

UM62256AL

32K x8

70/100/120

1Mb

UM621024

128Kx8

70/85/100

semiconductors.

runs. And we're along-term supplier.

SRAMs include DIPs, SDIPs. and SOs. 1Mb available 4th qtr.

UNITED MICROELEC -7 RONICS CORPORATION
©1990 United Micioelectronics Corporation.
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To Advertise Call Brian Ceraolo (201) 393-6260
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"The Best 8051 Emulator"

NEW
87C752
SUPPORT

5
SECOND EPROM ERASER

5hcable

Your prototype panel
in as little as 3 days...
Use our full service wirewrap facility to
prove out designs in shortest possible time.
Make design changes and upgrades in minutes.

SEE EEM 89/90
Pages D 1324-1326

8031, 8032, 8051. 11052, 110C152/154/321/.151/852/51FA/515/517/535/537/552/
58218520151, 80532. 113C45115521852/781/752/851. 8344. 117C451/552/751/752.
8751. 8752. use*, •cmos
TOM
• PC plug-in boards or RS-232 boo.
• Up to 24 MHz real-time emulation.
• Full Source-level Debugger wIcomplete C-variable support.
al 48 bit wide, 16K deep trace. With "source line trace"
MI "Bond-out" pods for 8051. 83C552, 83C451, 83C652.
83C751. 800515/800517. 83C752.
Prices: 32K Emulator 8031 $1790: 4K Trace 01495*

Wirewrapping 8. Assembly Service
37 Water Street Wakefield, MA 01880
(617) 246-5757 FAX (617) 246-5758

BEFORE YOU FINISH
READING
THIS AD

PC based emulators for the 8051 family

CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE DEMO DISK!
Mk about our demo VIDEO

noHau

CORPORATION

51 E Campbell Avenue
Campbell. CA 95008
FAX (408) 378.7869
(408) 866-1820

YOUR ERASED EPROM
IS
WAITING!

(800) 669-4406

Q
.,

ELECTRONICS

0)

A DIVISION OF MING ESP, INC

CIRCLE 129

(ORDER ONLY)

$249.99

ONE YEAR WARRANTY

977 S. Meridian Ave.
Alhambra, CA 91803
TEL: (818) 281-4065
FAX: (818) 576-8748
ORCLE 154

MING E&P

OEMs, Systems Houses, VARs,
Systems Designers

Twisted Pair Network
for ASCII Devices

RUGGED AND HIGH PERFORMANCE COMPUTER SYSTEMS
WITH FOLD DOWN KEYBOARD AND VGA MONITOR
FOR RACK, BENCH OR PORTABLE APPLICATIONS
STANDARD FEATURES INCLUDE:
•12 SLOT PASSIVE BACK PLANE, 250W POWER SUPPLY
•80386 CPU CARD AT 20/25/33 MHz, UP TO 8MB OF ZERO WAIT
STATE RAM
•SONY TRINITRON TUBE, HIGH RESOLUTION VGA (640X480)
MONITOR AND CARD
'ROOM TO MOUNT THREE HALF HEIGHT DRIVES
•2 SERIAL, 1PARALLEL PORT, MS DOS/GW BASIC
ALSO AVAILABLE WITH 80486 OR 80286 CPU CARDS IN VARIOUS
CONFIGURATIONS, FOR FURTHER DETAILS CONTACT:
181 SYSTEMS INC., 6842 NW 20 AVE.
FT. LAUDERDALE, FL 33309. 305-978-9225
FAX: 305-978-9226 TELEX: 529482 IBI SYSTEMS
MI SYSTEMS
CIRCLE 138

SC/FOX - Real-Time Computer Boards
SC/FOX PCS Mengel Coprocessor System) 15 MIPS, 50 MIPS burst,
general purpose PC/AT/386 plug-in board, 32K-1M byte 0-wart static memory. multiple board operation, uses Harris RD( 2030.
SC/FOX S8C (Single Board Computer) 18 MIPS, 60 MIPS burst, for standalone or embedded operation, 100x160mm, 1serial, 1printer port, 32K-512K
bytes 0-wart static memory. uses 16-bit Harris RTX 2000.
SC/FOX PCS32 (Parallel Coprocessor System32) 15 MIPS, 70 MIPS burst,
general purpose PC/AT/386 32-bit plug-in board, 64K-1M byte 0-wart static
memory. uses 32-bit SC32 RISC microprocessor.
SC/FOX SCSI I/O plug-in daughter board for the PCS or SOC with SCSI,
floppy, senal, and parallel ports, and driver software.
Ideal or embedded real-time control, data acquisition, and signal processing.
Forth software included. Cavailable scan. OEM pricing.
SILICON COMPOSERS INC. (415) 322-8763
208 California Avenue, Palo Alto, CA 94306
SILICON COMPOSERS

CIRCLE 118
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•Allows every serial device to
have an address
•Control all your RS-232/422
from one computer port
•2to 6400 drops!
•Distances to several miles
•Ideal for machine control and
supervisory systems
(800)426-2872

(203)354-9395

Connecticut
microComputer

CONNECTICUT MICROCOMPUTER

PO BOX 186
Brookfield,CT 06804
CIRCLE 150
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Name
Title

FREE
SUBSCRIPTION
APPLICATION

Company Name

ALL QUESTIONS MUST BE ANSWERED
IN ORDER TO PROCESS YOUR FREE SUBSCRIPTION

Company Address

City/State/Zip
wish to receive/continue receiving ELECTRONICS FREE
I

Yes

No
3

Signature

Date

1. Your Principle job function (circle one code only)

For FREE
Subscription to
ELECTRONICS
complete this
entire form
affix proper postage
and mail.

01 Corporate 8Operating Management
07 Engineering Management
03 Manufacturing Management
2

00 Purchasing Management
05 Marketing 8. Sales Management

11

Avionics, Marine. Space, Military Electronics

1 10.000 or more
2 1.000 9,999

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
21
22
23

Government. Military
Automotive, Other Ground Vehicles
Consumer Electronics, Appliances
IC's, Semiconductors
Components, Materials, Hardware, Supplies N.E.C.
Electronic Sub-assemblies
Products incorporating Electronics, N.E.C.
R8 DLabs, Independent/Academic
Industrial Users of Electronic Equipment
Commercial User of Electronic Equipment
Distributors, Manufacturers Representatives,

Import-Export

3 100 999
4. Less than 100

5a. Are you regularly involved in the selection
of vendors or in the purchase of products?
1.

What is the PRIMARY end product or service performed at this location? (circle one code only)
1Computers, Computer Systems
2 Computer Peripherals
3 CAE/CAD CAM Systems
4 Software Manufacturer/Developer
5 Computer Systems Integrator
6 Office/Business Machines
7 Communications Systems/Equip.
8 Controls, Systems, Equipment, Robotics
9 Electronic Instruments, ATE Systems.
Design/Test Equipment
10 Medical Electronic Equipment

Please indicate TOTAL number of employees
in your entire organization. (cIrcle one code onlyJ

YES

2

NO

5b. If YES. what roles do you play in the
purchasing/specification process. (circle all that apply)
1 Determine the need to buy a
product or select avendor.
2 Establish the product specifications.
3 Evaluate products.
4 Specify products.
5 Evaluate vendors.
6 Negotiate prices,
and availability.

terms,

7 Approve vendor.

8Approve purchase.

Circulation Dept.

NO POSTAGE
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IMPORTANT NEWS FOR
PROFESSIONAL PCB-DESIGNERS
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ELECTRONICS TOOLS AND
TEST EQUIPMENT
Color illustrated 210-page catalog [rom Specialized
Products Company details an Extensive selection of
electronic tool kits, test equipment, telecommunications equipment and electronic production aids. Indexed catalog shows digital multirneters. breakout
bcxes, hand tools, soldering equipment and more—
all with specifications and prices.
Specialized Products Co., 2117 W. Walnut Hill Lane,
Irving, TX 75038. Phone (800) 527-5018
SPECIAUZED PRODUCTS

CIRCLE 155

COMPUTER MOI D PCB DESIGN

V4.1: now all features
in all models!

Advanced features, i.e. Real-time Design Rule Cheds. rea:
time reconnect: force vectors aud histograms, Reroute
while move and trace shoving. Forward- & backannotation
to Schematic i'ackages (incl. new tallow system). An angle
traces, arcs 8c enrcks, full polygon surpon with trace ploughing.
power- & groundplanes with automatic thermal reliefs.
Prises vary w th design capacity, from alow-cost Entry Level
DOS System up to a32-bit high-end System.
L'

UlA/Canada4a 43'. i4UK/Ireland (07341 BORG
Germany (01011)1116E21
hat BURR. I.31) 1159 44424

ULTMMTE TECHNOLOGY

CIRCLE 141

r
•
ation

Modems, DSP, satcom, nay, controls—
Times are toioh: shorter schedules,
fewer engineers. TESS can help
•Detect problems before breadboarding
el proposals that sell with perf. data.
Find the best design alteritnatives fast.
•Bring specs to _
life in a working model.
he 61g picture.
•
$695!
Demo dlakf404-71-9785Fax_:,404-661:58:19
Box 305, Roswell GA -130077

TES'
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TESOFT

MICRO INTERCONNECT CATALOG

NEW PIEZO ELECTRIC ALARM
Here's a breakthrough in piezoelectric alarms. Floyd
Bell's Model M-80 is typically 15 dB louder and 1,000 Hz
lower than any alarm of its size. It is less than one-inch
in diameter and is board-mountable Operating range is
5to 15 Vdc. h features astainless steel diaphragm,
tin-plated leads and is epoxy-potted in ahigh-temperature, heavy-duty, flame-retardant plastic case.
FLOYD BELL, INC.,
897 Higgs Ave., Columbus OH 43,12
Phone: 614-294-4000 FAX: 614-291-0823
FLOYD BELL

CIRCLE 111

Quick, Fast Socket Conversion
• Convert-A-Socket -makes it asnap to convert aproduction socket to atest socket and vice-versa.
• Complete line of male/female sockets for LCC, PLCC,
PGA, PQFP, and DIP circuits.
• A must if you're inserting circuits repeatedly in low
insertion force sockets.
• Quick turnaround on custom engineering services, if
needed. For afree catalog, contact:
Emulation Technology, Inc.
2368-B Walsh Ave. Santa Clara, CA 95051
Phone: 408-982-0660 FAX: 408 -982 -0664
SOCKET CONVERTERS

The most comprehensive catalog of .050" (1,
27mm) interconnects. Included are headers,
socket strips, LCU connectors and cable assemblies on .050" (1, 27mm) centers. Headeers and socket strips are available with a
choice of surface mount or through-hole solder tails. Includes both insulation displacement and soldered cable assemblies.
SAMTEC, INC.
P.O. Box 1147, New Albany [N 4715].
Telephone: (812) 944-6733
CIRCLE 130
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•

LOUD MINIATURE WARNING SIREN

CUSTOM DESIGN
FOR
CONTROL COMPUTERS

Model AL-612CPL. A compact (1.75"x1.58") extra
loud piezo siren. Emits sweeping siren blast up to
106 dBA at 2 feet. Sound sweeps from 2500 to
3500 Hz at 25 Hz. Low power. use 9V transistor
battery or any 6/12 VDC supply. Operates in hostile
environment. Installs by threaded locking ring. Over
500 alarm models. Made in USA by Floyd Bell, Inc.

• Electronic Design Contracts & Services

FLOYD BELL, INC.,
897 Higgs Aya., Columbus OH 4-3212
Phone: 614-294-4000 FAX: 614-291-0823

COMPUTER ENTERPRISE
932 Crenshaw Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90019
(213) 936-9471 FAX (213) 936-2398

FLOYD BELL

CIRCLE 153

• Industry & Commercial Grade Design
• Research & Development

COMPUTER ENTERPRISE

CIRCLE 115

Itte'
SCHEMATIC AND PCB SOFTWARE

Create and revise schematics and PCBs quickly and
simply with HiWIRE PLUSeand your IBM PC. With a
click of mouse Dutton, select asymbol from our extensive library or create your own. Netlist, bill-of-materials,
and design-checking utilities are included. HiWIREPlus is $895 and comes with a30-day money-back
guarantee. Credit cards accepted.
WINTEK CORP., 1801 South St., Lafayette, IN 47904.
•(800) 742-6809 or (317) 742-8428
HiWIRE PLUS °

CIRCLE 142
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20 MHz SCAN CONVERTER
VME, VSB SUBSYSTEMS

JW COMMUNICATIONS INC.
P.O. BOX 720
BURTONSVILLE, MD
20866

Z-LINE°

•
FT7 7
RADAR, SONAR DATA CONVERSION AND DISPLAY
—20 MHz 8-bit A/O, 1024 samples per even:
—Programmable 20 MHz analog gain (STC)
—Signal Proc. with prog. and EPROM sine, cosine
—1.5 MB dual ported (VSB) buffer with RS-170 disp.
—Synchro to Digital converter board
—Avail. sep. or packaged in 68020/30 systems

..."

INTEGRAD

for products that must conform to
FCC part 15 Regulations
UL, CSA, TUV, VDE, SEMKO
125/250 Volts AC or DC
1A, 1.5A, 3A &6A
10 microA, .35mA, .50mA or .70mA
-25 Deg Cto +85 Deg C
Solder lugs, .187" or .250" Fast-on
Stock-3 weeks
so° pcs $0.00 each

DIT, 2277 South Grand Avenue, Santa Ana, CA 92705
Tel: (714) 556-1228 Fax: (714) 556-2350

All Pulizzi Engineering MTD T. controllers are
compatible with DEC and UPS systems.
PRICES FROM $453 TO $317

P( EIZZI ENGINEERING INC

INTEGRAD TECHNOLOGIES

CIRCLE 124

PC-AT or PS-2 BASED QUICK STREAMING TAPE DUPLICATION SYSTEM. STANDARD USER INTERFACE SPEEDS AND
SIMPLIFIES SOFTWARE DISTRIBUTION, BACKUP AND DISASTER RECOVERY.
MAKE 5 COPIES OF BACKUP TAPES IN THE SAME (OR
LESS) TIME THAT YOU CURRENTLY MAKE ONE BACKUP.
VERIFY ALL TAPE COPIES AT ONE TIME, ASSURING TAPE
DATA INTEGRITY. STANDARD PC PLATFORM AND INDUSTRY STANDARD SCSI DRIVES PROVIDE ACOST EFFECTIVE
AND FLEXIBLE SYSTEM. NO NEED TO WORRY ABOUT AN
INVESTMENT IN CUSTOM HARDWARE.
ALL SCSI CARTRIDGE TAPE DRIVES MOUNTED IN COMPACT, RUGGED TOWER CHASSIS COMPLETE WITH POWER
SUPPLY AND COOLING. OPTIONAL SCSI HARD DRIVE AND
SCSI PERIPHERALS MAY ALSO BE MOUNTED IN THE 12SLOT TOWER. STANDARD ISA AND 'MCA' ADAPTERS
(ADAPTEC) WORK WITH SCSI AND OTHER DISKS.

3260

75 de Lotbiniere, Dorion, Quebec, Cauca J7V 2T5
tel. 514-455-0739

$139.95
2foot cable
40 pin ZIF

AutcrnotIc
Ventdolor

• 2716 to 2Meg, updateable to 32 Meg
• Programs 2764A in 10 seconds
16/32 bit split programming
• Menu driven software
• No personality modules required
• Adapter for 8748, 49, 51 52, 55, TMS 7742, 27210,
57C1024, and memory cards
• 1year warranty •10 day money back guarantee
• Made in the U.S.A.
For more information, call (916) 924-8037

NEEDHAM'S ELECTRONICS

CIRCLE 127

FAX (714) 641-9062

Z-LINE TPC 115-10 MTD

(NEW
8051/52 family
In-Circuit Emulators
The most advanced 8051 ICE on the market

80c31/52/c154 r
80515/c535
80c552/652/451
80c751/752
80c152/51FA
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.

Source level debugger for PL/M-51 and C-51
IBM-PC/XT/AT windowing interface w/mouse
Complex Hardware real-time breakpoints
Breaks on SFRs and Internal Data RD/WR
32k*80 hardware Trace Buffer with filtering
Performance analysis with histograms
Hardware Pass counters, 8 level sequencer
Interchangeable Pods for other uControllers

(805)371 -4608

telex: 362439
CIRCLE 114

SIGNUM SYSTEMS

FOR THE PC

1000 Skokie Blvd ,Suite 555, Wilmetten 60091
Tel: (708) 256-3546
Fax: (708) 256-3884

(714) 540-4229

171 E .Th. Oaks BI., Thousand Oaks CA 91360

CIRCLE 140

FGARO USA, INC.

S. Susan Street, Santa Ana, CA 92704-6865

SIGNUM SYSTEMS

INTEGRAD
II CHNOLOC,KS INC.

EPROM PROGRAMMER

FIGRAO USA

remote on/off and emergency shutdown gives the
power control back to you.

75 de Lotbiniere, Donon, Quebec. Canada J7V 215
tel. 514-455-0739

1A5 Series

STCCOMPONENTS

your hardware and erase your data. And our

DON'T WAIT UNTIL IT HAPPENS, CALL TODAY!

HIGH SPEED 'SCSI'-BASED 150 Mb and 1.2 Gb TAPE COPY.

Safety Approvals Available:
Rated Voltage:
Curet Range:
Leakage Current:
Operating Temperature:
IEC Input Connector
Output Connectors:
Delivery:
Pricing:

Our proprietary Multiple Time Delay TM circuitry
sequences your power-up to protect your systems
from the spikes and surges, EMI & RFI, that destroy

TECHNOLOGIES INC.

CARTRIDGE TAPE DUPLICATION

Low Cost Requirements
Application:

High inrush current can destroy your sensitive VAX

THE SOLUTION?
Power up with Z-LINE TPC 115-10 MTD'H
the smallest power distribution
and control system available.
POWER UP WITH — — —

12

CIRCLE 117

DIT EMI/RFI Filters

Don't Get Zapped!
CPUs and peripherals in less time than it takes to
flip a switch.

LEARN TO WRITE GREAT
GOVERNMENT PROPOSALS
QUICKLY.
FOR AN EXCELLENT STEP
BY STEP BOOKLET ON
PROPOSAL WRITING
SEND $7.00 TO:

ADS

4539 Orange Grove Avenue •Sacramento, CA 95841
(Monday -Friday 8:00 am -5:00 pm PST)
NEEDHAM'S ELECTRONICS

CIRCLE 139

DOES THIS 1/9th
PAGE AD
GET ATTENTION?
Yes it Does.
You've just proved that.
Increase your sales

leads without

spending alot of money by advertising
your product or service in ELECTRONICS
DIRECT CONNECTION ADS.

For further information call:

BRIAN CERAOLO
(201) 393-6260

DIRECT

CONNECTION

Why limit your design possibilities
with less versatile CAD system?

EZ-ROUTE VERSION II

-

D Schematic Capture
O PCB Layout
• Pea and Photo Plots
Nee!
Version 88

SCHEMATIC TO PCLAYOUT $500
INCLUDES AUTO ROUTER
EZ-ROUTE Version II from AMS for IBM PC, PS/2 and Compatibles is an integrated CAE System which supports 256
layers, trace width from 0.001 inch to 0.255 inch. flexible
grid, SW components and outputs on Penplotters as well
as Photo plotters and printers.
Schematic Capture $100. PCB Layout 5250. Auto Router $250
FREE EVALUATION PACKAGE
30 DAYS MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

1-800-972-3733 or 1305j 975-9515

ADVANCED MICROCOMPUTER SYSTEMS. INC.
1321 N W 65 Place -Ft Lauderdale, FL 33309
ADVANCED PAICROCUMPUTER SYSTEMS CIRCLE 137

ADS

Tango-PLD. The New
Price/Performance Leader.
Tango-PLD, auniversal PLD design tool with sophisticated features at an affordable price, creates
complex designs with multiple PALS
and GALs. Our top-down approach,
emphasizing logic description first
and part selection second, along
with a"C-like - design language,
makes Tango-PLO easy to use.

Schematic Capture to PCB Layout -$695.00
Belore spaning Noires or thousands of dolkars more on aleu yens* rygua,
)1:410118 65ymed to chect out outrun we system solubon tor as 111Se as $69501
O
O

All new user interface—very easy to use.
Full schematic Capture le PCB layout with Back Annotation
Full SMI support with parts Go both side of the board
Unlimited Grids and Trace Widths (less tlun Imil increments)
Analog kHybrid deigns with irreguLtr solid or pattern filled areas
PCAD PDIF, AulaCAD DIE, OrCAD etc interfaces available
GERBER, PEN PLOTS, LASER PRINTER PLOTS etc_ included

0

Trade your old rigid PCB toftware for up to $0% discount

0
D
CI
O

Optional gridless or 100% Rip-Up/Retry Roster
Full function evaluation kit with full men manual ris.00
(Creditable toward perdue of full system).
Interactive CAD Systems
2353 Rambo Ct, Santa Clara, CA 95054
Call: (408) 970-0852
Dealer inquiries invited
INTERACTIVE CAD SYSTEMS
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Describe designs with Boolean equations, truth tables, state machines,
high-level Cexpressions, or existing JEDEC
files. Simulation with test-vector coverage checking
guarantees no surprises. Rich functionality, one year's
updates, free tech support and BBS, plus our 30 day guarantee. All this for lust 4495. Call today.
FREE EVALUATION PACKAGE
goo 433-7801

ACCEL TECHNOLOGIES

IEEE-488 USEFUL
AIDS
BULKHEAD
ADAPTORS

MULTI-TAP
BUS STRIP

CONNECTOR
COVERS

ii)) ir 1.1111111 6:9 554-1019 Fax

ACCEL' Technologies •6825 Flanders Drive •San Diego, CA 92121 USA
International privo': may vary Contad us tor the distributor nearest you.
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X.25

SDLC

QLLC

HDLC

ADCCP

PAD

•C source code

• PLCC Plugs
• Rugged Versions For Testers 8Emulators
• Volume Versions for OEM Applications
• Socket Convertors
• DIP-PLCC
• PGA-PLCC
General Purpose 8Device Specific
• OFF-PGA. etc
• Pin Isolsters &Pin Monitors tor
• DIP (6 -64 pins>
• PGA (44. 52, 68. 84, etc )
• PLCC (20, 26, 32, 44. 52, 68. 84 &100)
• Tronsfrilasion Une Extension Cabin. for ICE.
• Stacks , Multil•v•I Sockets for Actin 8%inns PGA.
EDI Corporation
P.O. Boo 366, Patterson, CA 95363

•ROM-able

CABLE
ENTRY
REVERSER

•Full porting provided
•No OS required

45° le
ADAPTOR

GCOM, Inc.
41

E.

University

Champaign IL 61820
(217) 352-4266

DELUXE and MOLDED IEEE-488 Cables tool

Tel: (209) 892-3270 Fax: (209) 892-3610
UK: Toby Electronics, Ltd. (0295) 271-777
Wost Germany: I-Systern GmbH (081311 25083

1755 Osgood St.. NAndover, MA 01845
Inquiries 508 682-6936 FAX 508 689-9484
Toll Free Ordering 800 343-1455

Specialists in Computer Communications
FAX 217-352-2215
CIRCLE 125
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EDI

MORE

FREE SAMPLE

Analog Circuit Simulation
Completely Integrded CAE from

Electronics Direct Connection
Ads give you MORE
for your advertising dollars
—More Qualified Circulation—
Over 90% has final purchase
approval authority
—More International Circulation—
Over 30,000
—More Exposure For Your Ad—
Published monthly

For Further Information Call:
BRIAN CERAOLO at
(201) 393-6260

$911

From Schema
Entry through '

sPicE

ee.

Simulation to
Post Processingi
IIISPICE

$95,

the

complete
SPICE
program, runs on all
PC's.

8PDT "BYTE WIDE" SWITCH
HIGH DENSITY .050" PINOUT
SNAP ACTION GOLD CONTACTS
Circle reader service number for free
sample and complete information about
Annulus High Density Switches.

ANNULUS

NNW DENSIEITY SWITCHES
ANNULUS

trance/388 $888, The fastest PC based SPICE program
available. Has virtually no circuit size limitations.
SpiceNer $295, a schematic editor for any Spice
simulator. Generates acomplete Spice netlIst.
laruScope $250, a graphics post processor that'
performs all the functions of adigital oscilloscope.
PaeSarce $200. extensive model libraries, Monte Calla'
analysis, and parameter sweeping.

ANNULUS TECHNiCat. INDUSTRIES, INC.
1296 Osprey Drive P0 Box 7407, MPS*
Ontario. Canada L9G 404
Piffle 1416) 648-8100 Tax 848-8102
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ft
INTUSOFT

Please Write or Call
P.O. Box 6607 (213) 833-0710
San Pedro, CA
30 Day Money
90734-6607
Back Guarantee

.51
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4th Annual

EWC

ENGINEERING WORKSTATIONS CONFERENCE
AMRlk
LOS ANGELES -OCTOBER 9-11, 1990
SOFTWARE
• CAD/CAE
• CASE
• Database Management
• Graphics/Imaging
• Networking Software
• Office Automation/E-Mail
• Project Management
• Spreadsheets
• Statistics/Math
• Technical Publishing
• Utilities/Optimizers
HARDWARE
• Communication Devices
• Controllers, Disk/Tape
• Drives, Disk/Tape
• Furniture/Supplies/Accessories
• Memory/Processors
• Monitors
• PCs/Compatibles/Macintosh
• Printers/Plotters
• Workstations
SERVICES & SUPPORT
• Consultants
• Conversion Services
• Maintenance/Repair
• Training/Education

JOIN EXECUTIVES FROM:
•Aerojet •American Composite Tech •Anchor Engineering •Andover Controls •AT&T •Bendix •Bechtel •Businessland •Dept
of Defense • Dept. of Transportation • Digital • Douglas Aircraft • Dupont • Federal Reserve Bank • Ford Aerospace • Fujitsu •
General Dynamics •Grumman •Harvard Medical School •Honeywell •Hughes •Image Data •ITT Aerospace •John Hancock •
Kodak • Kwikset • Litton • Lockheed • MIT • Mass. General Hospital • McDonnell Douglas • McGraw-Hill • NASA • Northrop •
Nova Biomedical •Panasonic •Polaroid •Pratt &Whitney •RAND •Raytheon •Rockwell •Seiko •Teledyne •Teradyne •Texas
Instruments • TRW • Unisys • U.S. Air Force • Wang Labs • Westinghouse • Xerox

SEE PRODUCT DEMOS FROM COMPANIES LIKE THESE .
•

• Apple •Autodesk • Bruning •CADAM • CADnet •CAD West •Clearpoint •Cognition •Compaq •Computervision •CSA •
Dazix • DEC • Definicon • EGS • Electrohome • Electro Rent • EMRC • Enter Computer • Ergotech • Escher-Grad • Evans &
Sutherland • G.A Computer Products • Harris • Helios • Hewlett-Packard/Apollo • Hitachi • Houston Instruments • IBM •
Icconex • IDE • Intergraph • Interleaf • Kurta • Matrix • MegaGraphics • Megatek • Metier • Mfg. & Consulting Svcs. .
Microsource CAD/CAM • Mino-Micrographics • MIPS Computer Systems • Mupac • NCR • NEC • Novell • Nth Graphics •Océ
Graphics • Pacific Numerix • Peripheral Systems • Personal Computer Graphics • Raster Technology • SAS Institute •
Schlumberger CAD/CAM • SDRC/CAE International • Seiko Instruments USA • Sigma Instruments • Skok Systems • Sony
Microsystems • Source Engineering • Summus • Sun Microsystems • Tektronix • Televideo • Texas Instruments • Tops
Computer • Transitional Technology • Unbound • Unison • U.S. Sertek • Video Graphics • Wisdom Systems/DOS • Wolfram
Research • Workstation Technologies • Wyse Technology • ZAIZ

''Call Lisa at 213/450-0500, FAX 213/450-0132, or Mail Coupon
Return to: EWC, P.O. Box 3275, Santa Monica, CA 90403
Send information on:

0 Attending EWC

Attn: Lisa

D Exhibiting at EWC

Name

Title

Company
Address
L

City/State

Zip
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

Senior Software Engineer. Design, implement, test and document nuclear
medical imaging workstation in 3-dimensional graphic form on Apple Macintosh computers using Pascal, C and
assembly languages; provide technical
advice and assist other software engineers in design and/or modification of
programs; maintain technical responsibility for troubleshooting and maintenance of subsystem level; perform
problem report assessments and assist
in development of engineering support
request assessments; provide computer
program documentation including
specifications, user guides, validation
documentation and operation and
maintenance documentation for medical imaging workstation. Master of Science in Electrical and Computer Engineering required together with 1year in
the job offered or 1year experience as
a Teaching Assistant in Electrical and
Computer Engineering. Master's curriculum or experience must have involved
the development of a 3-dimensional
graphics computer program utilizing the
Macintosh or other hardware using Pascal, C and Assembly languages. College
coursework must have included one
course in each of the following: Computer Vision, Computer Architecture,
Computer Graphics and Numerical
Techniques, Digital Systems Engineering
and Microprocessor Application and
Organization. 40 hrs/wk., M/F, 8:00
a.m. to 4:30 p.m., $36,000/yr. Send resumes to: Illinois Department of Employment Security, 401 South State
Street -3South, Chicago, Illinois 60605,
Attn: Leon Donegan, Ref #V-IL 1348D. AN EMPLOYER PAID AD.

MARKETPLACE
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

Supervisor -International Nuclear Field Support. Supervise personnel providing worldwide technical support on the installation, preventive and corrective maintenance of nuclear medical product line and training and on-site
support to international service engineers, when necessary; communicate
technical & safety information concerning product changes, troubleshooting
techniques, changes to product operating adjustment procedures and/or
specifications to the field; develop installation, calibration and maintenance
procedures; provide management with information on technical support requirements worldwide and unique geographical and/or economic situations;
consult with local service management in the international territories to recommend changes/additions to enhance serviceability and assist in the development of service plans, maintenance procedures and troubleshooting
procedures; influence product design and change with respect to product
serviceability and reliability; analyze data on system performance, cost of
maintenance and failure information for installed product base to identify
trends and implement solutions; utilize specific knowledge of dedicated instruments for the European and Eastern markets such as Single and Dual
Rota Camera, Lesa Camera, special modified detectors and collimators
computer programs and interfaces in performing the above referenced duties. Bachelor's degree in Electrical Engineering Technology required together with 4 years experience in the job offered or 4 years experience as
Manager, Customer Technical Service or International Service Support
Manager. In lieu of Bachelor's degree in Electrical Engineering Technology
and 4 years of experience in the job offered or as International Service Support Manager or as Manager, Customer Technical Service, will accept applicants who have completed 3 years of college majoring in Electrical Engineering Technology and have 6 years experience in the job offered or as
International Service Support Manager or as Manager, Customer Technical
Service. Experience as International Service Support Manager or as Manager, Customer Technical Service must have been in the nuclear medical diagnostic equipment industry directing the service and clinical application of
Gamma Camera systems made for worldwide application as well as special
developed instruments such as the Single/Dual Rota and Lesa Cameras,
collimators, color printers and software. 40 hrs./wk., M/F, 8:00 a.m. to 4:30
p.m., $43,500/yr. Send resumes to: Illinois Department of Employment Security, 401 South State Street -3 South, Chicago, Illinois 60605, Attn: Joan
Sykstus, Ref #V-IL 1016-S. AN EMPLOYER PAID AD.

SOFTWARE

RELIABILITY PREDICTION
SOFTWARE
ARE YOUR ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS RELIABLE?
RelCalc 2automates MIL-RDBK-217E on your IBM PC'
Very easy to use Try our Demo Package today for $25
T-CIJBED SYSTEMS
(8181 991-0057
FAX 18181 991-1281

31220 La Baya (»lye
Westlake VIllage

CIRCLE 179

CALL THE
RECRUITMENT
HOT LINE
216-696-7000
X2520

FAX YOUR ORDER!
To Advertise in
Penton Classifieds,

FAX: (216)696-4135
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SYSTEM ANALYST: Design and analyze interface circuits and software modules to insure
compatibilities of computer hardware and
software. Analyze and evaluate the Patter
Design System (PDS) software. Modify C and
LISP language interface for Computer Aided
Design (CAD). Develop software using structure computer language and Microsoft window in Local computer network system including troubleshooting. Test and enhance
Erasable and Programmable Read-Only memory chips for VLSI-based computer system.
Requires Master of Science degree in Electrical
Engineering & Computer Science. Also requires three months experience in the job to
be performed or three months experience as
aSoftware Engineer. Entire three months experience must include software and hardware
interfacing and local network analysis. Education to include completion of one course in
each of the following: Network Synthesis,
Structure Programming, List-Processing (LISP).
Hours: 8:00 a.m. -5:00 p.m. 40 hours per
week at $33,000.00 per year salary. Please
send resume to: ILLINOIS DEPARTMENT OF
EMPLOYMENT SECURITY, 401 South State
Street -3South, Chicago, Illinois 60605, Attention: L. DONEGAN, Reference #1426-D, AN
EMPLOYER PAID AD.
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EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

ELECTRICAL ENGINEER
The successful candidate will: 1) be responsible for designing
modules, subsystems and complete communication systems, and for preparing related documents; 2) evaluate satellite and microwave telecommunication concepts; 3) structure engineering concepts to develop and prepare project
management plans to bring satellite and telecommunication
systems into production; 4) be responsible for writing test
procedures and for providing guidelines and test parameters
for testing and quality assurance personnel; and 5) assist in
budget preparation, employee evaluations and drafting of
specifications and manuals for equipment. Education required: B.S.E.E. or certified equivalent, with electrical engineering as major field of study. Experience required: five
years in the job offered or in arelated electronics engineering
position. Other special requirements: 1) must have performed complex circuit analysis, such as microwave theory,
high voltage power supplies, control logic circuitry, video and
data transmissions, and must have formulated schematic
wiring designs for two years; 2) must have tested, operated
and maintained sophisticated communications systems and
equipment, such as upconverters, downconverters, modems
and transmitters for two years; and 3) must have taken undergraduate courses specializing in microwave frequency
technology and satellite communications transmission analysis, with minimum requirements as follows:
•satellite communications-4 courses
•microwave transmission technology-2 courses
•radio transmissions-1 course
•antenna theory-1 course
Forty-plus hour basic work week, 8:00 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Basic salary is $38,000 per year, no overtime. Applications and
resumes should be submitted to: ILLINOIS DEPARTMENT
OF EMPLOYMENT SECURITY, 401 South State Street -3
South, Chicago, Illinois 60605, AUN: Robert S. Felton, Reference #V-IL 9938-F. AN EMPLOYER PAID AD.

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIESI

SOFTWARE ENGINEER: Design, implement, test, and support multi-task graphics and image libraries to be used for application design in manufacturing of nuclear
medical workstations and medical image
devices based on 68020 microprocessors
including implementation and integration
of new hardware and software features.
Will update VRTX tools to version v.4.0 on
VAX running VMS 5.x including software
modification to assure compatibility with
tools such as compilers, assemblers, and
linkers. Will use emulator to assure modification of tools. Will modify system software windows and DCP software to assure proper access to information
including test functions and design implementation. Requires M.S. degree in Electrical Engineering with major field of study
in Computer Engineering. Education to include completion of one course in each of
the following: Computer Graphics, Software Engineering, Computer Architecture,
Operating Systems, Expert System, Pattern Recognition (for images), Artificial Intelligence, VLSI (Very Large Scale Integration). Education to include use of the
following computers VAX/VMS, Apollo
workstation, and 68020 microprocessors
as well as use of Assembler language
(68000/68020) in coursework. Education
to include completion of Master's thesis in
the following: designing, testing, and developing of both hardware and software
for use in medical devices. Hours: 9:00
a.m. - 5:00 p.m. 40 hours per week at
$33,500.00 per year salary. Please send
resume to: ILLINOIS DEPARTMENT OF
EMPLOYMENT SECURITY, 401 South
State Street - 3 South, Chicago, Illinois
60605, Attention: L. DONEGAN, Reference #1404-D. AN EMPLOYER PAID AD.

CLASSIFIED ORDER FORM
BILL TO:
DESIGN ENGINEER. Digital processing software design, employing Z transforms and
Fourier, for the TMS320 family of processing
products, used in the telecommunications industry. Requires design capability with
analog and digital hardware which interfaces
with digital signal processing software. Design involves use of the TMS320 assembly
language programming. Perform digital filter
design, (both HR and FIR). Use numerical
analysis concepts to improve signal quality.
Minimum Requirements: M.S. in Electrical
Engineering (6 years of college), including at
least one graduate course or 2semesters of
graduate research work in: a) digital signal
processing, using TMS320 microprocessor,
and TMS320 assembly language; & b) digital
filter design (both IIR and FIR). 40 hours per
week; overtime as required. 8:00 a.m. to
4:30 p.m. $33,000 per year. Submit resume
to: Illinois Department of Employment Security, 401 South State Street, 3 South, Chicago, IL 60605, Attention: Mr. Leon Donegan, Reference #1273-D, AN EMPLOYER
PAID AD.
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Advertise in the Classified
section of this publication.
Call Lynne McLaughlin at

(216) 696-7000
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INDEX

ORDERS MAY BE
ON THE RISE
FOR COMPUTERS
C

OMPUTER ORDER ACTIVITY MAY BE
starting to turn up. Falling on the heels of
IBM Corp.'s very strong first-quarter revenue gains,
the rest of the industry appeals to have finally
passed the trough in order momentum. Baddogs
100
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12/84
12/85
12/86
12/87
12/88
12/89
have stabilized. Inventory productivity, while still
THROUGH 6/11/90
SOURCE: McDONALD 8. COMPANY
lagging behind 1988 performance, is improving.
Electronic component orders were relatively
weak in April, but this was expected coming off Orders are growing slowly, with computers showing the way
an unsustainable March performance. Backlog
as the industry is spurred by IBM's first-quarter gains.
levels have started to turn up, and inventories remain tight. Availability of Intel 80386 microprocessors remains very tight,
ELECTRONICS 250 INDEX
and the company is now indicating that supplies will not come into balGROWTH VS S&P 400
ance with demand until October or November. Modest pent-up demand
is being created, a good sign for leading-edge component company
oo
earnings. Communications orders in April increased astrong 17%.
95
In general, order growth appears to be accelerating modestly. Com.go
puter order growth, which has been stuck in a1%-to-4% range since late
i

,

last summer, is now growing 3% to 5%. Component growth has risen to
6% to 7% from 5% to 6%. Motorola Inc. recently increased its outlook for
worldwide 1990 semiconductor growth to 10% from 4%. Communications equipment orders are pushing 10% growth.
Abroad, events in Brazil appear to have stabilized for the time being.
The automotive and appliance sectors were particularly hard hit in late
March and April, but capacity utilization rates improved in May—several
companies say they are up to about 70%—as the government eased alittle more money back into the economy. There also is talk of some
weakening in Japan and the UK, but increasing domestic strength appears to be an offsetting factor. El
By Mark Parr, McDonald Securities Inc., Cleveland (216-443-2379)
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The increase in orders is reflected in
strong performance versus the S&P index.

ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS
UNFILLED ORD
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Electronic component orders backed off in April, but

In computers and office equipment, backlogs have

that was no surprise in view of the strong March.

stabilized as inventory productivity improves.
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The only DSO with an expandable
64K-256K per channel memory.

ley«

500.0 nS/D

3.7500

SLOW

WS

.17.55_21

Sometimes, it doesn't matter what kind of triggering you have.
If your DSO's memory capacity proves inadequate, missing that rare event becomes avirtual
certainty. And that could prove costly.
This is precisely why we designed the high precision Nicolet 400 DSO Series with expandable
64K-256K memory per channel. (That's 5 to 10 times more than the nearest competition.) And an
optional 44MB removable hard disk, also only from Nicolet: to make sure the 400 you buy doesn't
draw ablank when you might need it most.
With seven different models and over 200 configurations, you're able to choose the number of
channels, memory, speed and resolution right for you. Each 400 features aLEARN mode to help
automate test sequences, along with F1FT and averaging for complete waveform processing.
Even an optional dual timebase, or powerful Nicolet-Windows TM PC software for
instant remote control.
So learn more about the 400 soon. Send for details now, or
call 1-800-356-3090.

Nicolet Test Instruments Division
5225 Verona Road, Madison, WI 53711-4495
608/273-5008 or 800/356-3090

Nicolet
INSTRUMENTS OF DISCOVERY
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There's amuch faster
e's way around all this.
For applications such as
embedded control, where
space is at apremium, these
new high density, high
performance
PROMs let you
build asmaller
system, or pack
more functions into your
existing space.
You save on more than
space and SRAM part costs.
You save on power, because all these PROMs are in
our proven, high performance,
low power CMOS.

256K
PROM.

•1-800-387-7599 in Canada. (32) 2-672-2220 in Europe.
01990 Cypress Semiconductor, 3901 North First Street,
San Jose, CA95134. Phone: (4081943-2600, Telex: 821032
CYPRESS SW UD, 1WX: 910-997 -0753.

New Ultra-Fast
256K PROMs:
At 35ns, these 300mil parts are so fast
you can run code
right from PROM,
eliminating SRAM
and logic expense.
You cut space and
cost requirements
significantly.

They are available in awide
variety of packaging, including
plastic DIP, CERDIP, and PLCC.
They are erasable. That lets
us test every part 100% before
shipping, and lets you specify
windowed, reprogrammable
versions.
So if you need more memory
in less space with less power,
go direct with our ultra-fast
256K PROMs.

256K Registered
CMOS PROM .30ns.

Call the Hotline for your
free Data Book and get the
full krfo on all our PROMs.
1-800-952-6300.*
Ask for Dept. C9H
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256K Power Switched
CMOS PROM 35 ns.

CYPRESS
SEMICONDUCTOR

